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History of navigation
In the pre-modern history of human
migration and discovery of new lands by
navigating the oceans, a few peoples have
excelled as seafaring explorers. Prominent
examples are the Phoenicians, the ancient
Greeks, the Persians, the Arabians, the
Norse, the Austronesian peoples including
the Malays, and the Polynesians and the
Micronesians of the Pacific Ocean.

Antiquity
Mediterranean
Sailors navigating in the Mediterranean
made use of several techniques to determine
Map of the world produced in 1689 by Gerard van Schagen.
their location, including staying in sight of
land, understanding of the winds and their
tendencies, knowledge of the sea’s currents, and observation of the positions of the sun and stars.[1] Sailing by
hugging the coast would have been ill advised in the Mediterranean and the Aegean Sea due to the rocky and
dangerous coastlines and because of the sudden storms that plague the area that could easily cause a ship to crash.[2]
Greece
The Minoans of Crete are an example of an early Western civilization
that used celestial navigation. Their palaces and mountaintop
sanctuaries exhibit architectural features that align with the rising sun
on the equinoxes, as well as the rising and setting of particular stars.[3]
The Minoans made sea voyages to the island of Thera and to Egypt.[4]
Both of these trips would have taken more than a day’s sail for the
Minoans and would have left them traveling by night across open
water.[4] Here the sailors would use the locations of particular stars,
especially those of the constellation Ursa Major, to orient the ship in
the correct direction.[4]
The Antikythera mechanism (Fragment A –
Written records of navigation using stars, or celestial navigation, go
front).
back to Homer’s Odyssey where Calypso tells Odysseus to keep the
Bear on his left hand side as he sailed away from her island.[5] The
Greek poet Aratus wrote in his Phainomena in the third century BCE detailed positions of the constellations as
written by Eudoxos.[6] The positions described do not match the locations of the stars during Aratus’ or Eudoxos’
time for the Greek mainland, but some argue that they match the sky from Crete during the Bronze Age.[6] This
change in the position of the stars is due to the wobble of the Earth on its axis which affects primarily the pole
stars.[7] Around 1000 BCE the constellation Draco would have been closer to the North Pole than Polaris.[8] The pole
stars were used to navigate because they did not disappear below the horizon and could be seen consistently
throughout the night.[7]
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By the third century BCE the Greeks had begun to use the Little Bear, Ursa Minor, to navigate.[9] In the mid first
century CE Lucan writes of Pompey who questions a sailor about the use of stars in navigation. The sailor replies
with his description of the use of circumpolar stars to navigate by.[10] To navigate along a degree of latitude a sailor
would have needed to find a circumpolar star above that degree in the sky.[11] For example, Apollonius would have
used β Draconis to navigate as he traveled west from the mouth of the Alpheus River to Syracuse.[11]
The voyage of the Greek navigator Pytheas of Massalia is a particularly notable example of a very long, early
voyage.[12] A competent astronomer and geographer,[12] Pytheas ventured from Greece through the strait of
Gibraltar to Western Europe and the British Isles.[12] Pytheas is the first known person to describe the Midnight
Sun,[13] polar ice, Germanic tribes and possibly Stonehenge. Pytheas also introduced the idea of distant "Thule" to
the geographic imagination and his account is the earliest to state that the moon is the cause of the tides.
Nearchos’s celebrated voyage from India to Susa after Alexander's expedition in India is preserved in Arrian's
account, the Indica. Greek navigator Eudoxus of Cyzicus explored the Arabian Sea for Ptolemy VIII, king of the
Hellenistic Ptolemaic dynasty in Egypt. According to Poseidonius, later reported in Strabo's Geography, the
monsoon wind system of the Indian Ocean was first sailed by Eudoxus of Cyzicus in 118 or 116 BC.[14]
Nautical charts and textual descriptions known as sailing directions have been in use in one form or another since the
sixth century BC.[15] Nautical charts using stereographic and orthographic projections date back to the second
century BC.[15]
In 1900 was recovered Antikythera mechanism from Antikythera wreck. This mechanism was built around 1st
century BCE.
Phoenicia and Carthage
The Phoenicians and their successors, the Carthaginians, were particularly adept sailors and learned to voyage
further and further away from the coast in order to reach destinations faster. One tool that helped them was the
sounding weight. This tool was bell shaped, made from stone or lead, with tallow inside attached to a very long rope.
When out to sea, sailors could lower the sounding weight in order to determine how deep the waters were, and
therefore estimate how far they were from land. Also, the tallow picked up sediments from the bottom which expert
sailors could examine to determine exactly where they were. The Carthaginian Hanno the Navigator is known to
have sailed through the Strait of Gibraltar c. 500 BC and explored the Atlantic coast of Africa. There is general
consensus that the expedition reached at least as far as Senegal.[16] There is a lack of agreement whether the furthest
limit of Hanno's explorations was Mount Cameroon, or Guinea's 890-metre (2910-foot) Mount Kakulima.[17]

Asia
In the South China Sea and Indian Ocean, a navigator could take advantage of the fairly constant monsoon winds to
judge direction.[18] This made long one-way voyages possible twice a year.[18]
The earliest known reference to an organization devoted to ships in ancient India is to the Mauryan Empire from the
4th century BCE. The Arthashastra of Emperor Chandragupta Maurya's prime minister, Kautilya, devotes a full
chapter on the state department of waterways under a navadhyaksha (Sanskrit for "superintendent of ships"). The
term, nava dvipantaragamanam (Sanskrit for sailing to other lands by ships) appears in this book in addition to
appearing in the Buddhist text Baudhayana Dharmasastra.
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Medieval age of navigation
The Arab Empire significantly contributed to navigation, and had trade
networks extending from the Atlantic Ocean and Mediterranean Sea in
the west to the Indian Ocean and China Sea in the east,[19] Apart from
the Nile, Tigris and Euphrates, navigable rivers in the Islamic regions
were uncommon, so transport by sea was very important. Islamic
geography and navigational sciences made use of a magnetic compass
and a rudimentary instrument known as a kamal, used for celestial
navigation and for measuring the altitudes and latitudes of the stars.
The kamal itself was rudimentary and simple to construct. It was
simply a rectangular piece of either bone or wood which had a string
with 9 consecutive knots attached to it. Another instrument available,
developed by the Arabs as well, was the quadrant. Also a celestial
navigation device, it was originally developed for astronomy and later
transitioned to navigation.[20] When combined with detailed maps of
the period, sailors were able to sail across oceans rather than skirt
along the coast. According to the political scientist Hobson, the origins
of the caravel ship, used for long-distance travel by the Spanish and
Portuguese since the 15th century, date back to the qarib used by
Andalusian explorers by the 13th century.[21]

An 18th century Persian Astrolabe, kept at The
Whipple Museum of the History of Science in
Cambridge, England.

The sea lanes between India and neighboring lands were the usual form
of trade for many centuries, and are responsible for the widespread
influence of Indian culture to the societies of Southeast Asia. Powerful
navies included those of the Maurya, Satavahana, Chola, Vijayanagara,
Kalinga, Maratha and Mughal Empire.

Iceland spar, possibly the Icelandic medieval
sunstone used to locate the sun in the sky when
obstructed from view.

In China between 1040 and 1117, the magnetic compass was being
developed and applied to navigation.[22] This let masters continue
sailing a course when the weather limited visibility of the sky. The true
mariner's compass using a pivoting needle in a dry box was invented in Europe no later than 1300.[18][23]

Nautical charts called portolan charts began to appear in Italy at the end of the 13th century.[24] However, their use
did not seem to spread quickly: there are no reports of the use of a nautical chart on an English vessel until 1489.[24]
Vikings use polarization Sunstone to allow navigation of their ships by locate the Sun even in a completely overcast
sky. This special mineral was talked about in several 13th–14th century written sources in Iceland.
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Age of exploration
The commercial activities of Portugal in the early 15th
century marked an epoch of distinct progress in practical
navigation.[18] These trade expeditions sent out by Henry the
Navigator led first to the discovery of Porto Santo Island (near
Madeira) in 1418, rediscovery of the Azores in 1427, the
discovery of the Cape Verde Islands in 1447 and Sierra Leone
in 1462.[18] Henry worked to systemize the practice of
navigation.[18] In order to develop more accurate tables on the
sun's declination, he established an observatory at Sagres.
Combined with the empirical observations gathered in oceanic
seafaring, mapping winds and currents, Portuguese explorers
took the lead in the long distance oceanic navigation.[26]
Henry's successor, John II continued this research, forming a
committee on navigation.[18] This group computed tables of
the sun's declination and improved the mariner's astrolabe,
believing it a good replacement for the cross-staff.[18] These
resources improved the ability of a navigator at sea to judge
his latitude.[18]

The Fra Mauro map, "considered the greatest memorial of
[25]
medieval cartography" according to Roberto Almagià
is
a map made between 1457 and 1459 by the Venetian monk
Fra Mauro. It is a circular planisphere drawn on parchment
and set in a wooden frame, about two meters in diameter.

In the 15th and 16th centuries, Spain was in the vanguard of
European global exploration and colonial expansion. Spain
opened trade routes across the oceans, specially the
transatlantic expedition of Christopher Columbus in 1492.
The Crown of Spain also financed the first expedition of
world circumnavigation in 1521. The enterprise was led by
Portuguese navigator Ferdinand Magellan and completed by
Spaniard Juan Sebastián Elcano. The trips of exploration led
to trade flourishing across the Atlantic Ocean between Spain
and America and across the Pacific Ocean between
Asia-Pacific and Mexico via the Philippines.
The cross-staff was an ancient precursor to the
The compass, a cross-staff or astrolabe, a method to correct
modern marine sextant.
for the altitude of Polaris and rudimentary nautical charts were
all the tools available to a navigator at the time of Christopher
Columbus.[18] In his notes on Ptolemy's geography, Johannes Werner of Nurenberg wrote in 1514 that the cross-staff
was a very ancient instrument, but was only beginning to be used on ships.[24]

Rabbi Abraham Zacuto perfected the astrolabe, which only then became an instrument of precision, and he was the
author of the highly accurate Almanach Perpetuum that were used by ship captains to determine the position of their
Portuguese caravels in high seas, through calculations on data acquired with an astrolabe. His contributions were
undoubtedly
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valuable in saving the lives of Portuguese seamen, and allowing them
to reach Brazil and India. While in Spain he wrote an exceptional
treatise on astronomy/astrology in Hebrew, with the title Ha-jibbur
Ha-gadol. He published in the printing press of Leiria in 1496, property
of Abraão de Ortas the book Biur Luhoth, or in Latin Almanach
Perpetuum, which was soon translated into Latin and Spanish. In this
book were the astronomical tables (ephemerides) for the years 1497 to
1500, which were instrumental, together with the new astrolabe made
of metal and not wood as before, to Vasco da Gama and Pedro Álvares
Cabral in their voyages to India and Brazil respectively.
Prior to 1577, no method of judging the ship's speed was mentioned
that was more advanced than observing the size of the vessel's bow
wave or the passage of sea foam or various floating objects.[27] In
1577, a more advanced technique was mentioned: the chip log.[18] In
1578, a patent was registered for a device that would judge the ship's
speed by counting the revolutions of a wheel mounted below the ship's
waterline.[18]

"The light of navigation", Dutch sailing
handbook, 1608, showing compass, hourglass,
sea astrolabe, terrestrial and celestial globes,
divider, Jacob's staff and astrolabe.

Accurate time-keeping is necessary for the determination of
[24]
As early as 1530, precursors to modern techniques were
longitude.
being explored.[24] However, the most accurate clocks available to
these early navigators were water clocks and sand clocks, such as
hourglass.[24] Hourglasses were still in use by the Royal Navy of
Britain until 1839 for the timing of watches.[24]
Fairly accurate maps of the Americas were being
Continuous accumulation of navigational data, along with increased
drawn in the early 17th century.
exploration and trade, led to increased production of volumes through
the Middle Ages.[15] "Routiers" were produced in France about 1500;
the English referred to them as "rutters."[15] In 1584 Lucas Waghenaer published the Spieghel der Zeevaerdt (The
Mariner’s Mirror), which became the model for such publications for several generations of navigators.[15] They
were known as "Waggoners" by most sailors.[15]

In 1537, the Portuguese cosmographer Pedro Nunes published his Tratado da Sphera. In this book he included two
original treatises about questions of navigation. For the first time the subject was approached using mathematical
tools. This publication gave rise to a new scientific discipline: "theoretical or scientific navigation".
In 1545, Pedro de Medina published the influential Arte de navegar. The book was translated into French, Italian,
Dutch and English.[24]
In the late 16th century, Gerardus Mercator made vast improvements to nautical charts.[28]
In 1594, John Davis published an 80-page pamphlet called The Seaman's Secrets which, among other things
describes great circle sailing.[28] It's said that the explorer Sebastian Cabot had used great circle methods in a
crossing of the North Atlantic in 1495.[28] Davis also gave the world a version of the backstaff, the Davis quadrant,
which became one of the dominant instruments from the 17th century until the adoption of the sextant in the 19th
century.
In 1599, Edward Wright published Certaine Errors in Navigation, which for the first time explained the
mathematical basis of the Mercator projection, with calculated mathematical tables which made it possible to use in
practice. The book made clear why only with this projection would a constant bearing correspond to a straight line
on a chart. It also analysed other sources of error, including the risk of parallax errors with some instruments; and
faulty estimates of latitude and longitude on contemporary charts.
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In 1631, Pierre Vernier described his newly invented quadrant that was accurate to one minute of arc.[28] In theory,
this level of accuracy could give a line of position within a nautical mile of the navigator's actual position.
In 1635, Henry Gellibrand published an account of yearly change in magnetic variation.[29]
In 1637, using a specially built astronomical sextant with a 5-foot radius, Richard Norwood measured the length of a
nautical mile with chains.[30] His definition of 2,040 yards is fairly close to the modern International System of Units
(SI) definition of 2,025.372 yards. Norwood is also credited with the discovery of magnetic dip 59 years earlier, in
1576.[30]

Modern times
In 1714 the British Commissioners for the discovery of longitude at sea
came into prominence.[31] This group, which existed until 1828,
offered grants and rewards for the solution of navigational
problems.[31] Between 1737 and 1828, the commissioners disbursed
some £101,000.[31] The government of the United Kingdom also
offered significant rewards for navigational accomplishments in this
era, such as £20,000 for the discovery of the Northwest Passage and
£5,000 for the navigator that could sail within a degree of latitude of
the North Pole.[31] A widespread manual in the 18th century was
Navigatio Britannica by John Barrow, published in 1750 by March &
Page and still being advertised in 1787.[32]
In 1731 the octant was invented, eventually replacing earlier
cross-staffs and Davis quadrants[31] and making latitude calculations
much more accurate. Four years later the first marine chronometer was
Edmond Halley's 1701 map charting magnetic
invented.[31] The sextant was derived from the octant in 1757 to
variation from true north
provide for the lunar distance method. With the lunar distance method
mariners could determine their longitude, but once chronometers were available in the late 18th century,
determination of longitude was easier and more accurate.[31][] Chronometers replaced lunars in wide usage by the
late 19th century.[27]
In 1891 radios, in the form of wireless telegraphs, began to appear on ships at sea.[]
In 1899 the R.F. Matthews was the first ship to use wireless communication to request assistance at sea.[] Using radio
for determining direction was investigated by "Sir Oliver Lodge, of England; Andre Blondel, of France; De Forest,
Pickard; and Stone, of the United States; and Bellini and Tosi, of Italy."[] The Stone Radio & Telegraph Company
installed an early prototype radio direction finder on the naval collier Lebanon in 1906.[]
By 1904 time signals were being sent to ships to allow navigators to check their chronometers.[33] The U.S. Navy
Hydrographic Office was sending navigational warnings to ships at sea by 1907.[33]
Later developments included the placing of lighthouses and buoys close to shore to act as marine signposts
identifying ambiguous features, highlighting hazards and pointing to safe channels for ships approaching some part
of a coast after a long sea voyage. In 1912 Nils Gustaf Dalén was awarded the Nobel Prize in Physics for his
invention of automatic valves designed to be used in combination with gas accumulators in lighthouses[34]
1921 saw the installation of the first radiobeacon.[33]
The first prototype shipborne radar system was installed on the USS Leary in April 1937.[]
On November 18, 1940 Mr. Alfred L. Loomis made the initial suggestion for an electronic air navigation system
which was later developed into LORAN (long range navigation system) by the Radiation Laboratory of the
Massachusetts Institute of Technology,[] and on November 1, 1942 the first LORAN System was placed in operation
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with four stations between the Chesapeake Capes and Nova Scotia.[]
In October 1957, the Soviet Union launched
the world's first artificial satellite, Sputnik.[]
Scientists at Johns Hopkins University’s
Applied Physics Laboratory took a series of
measurements of Sputnik's doppler shift
yielding the satellite's position and
velocity.[] This team continued to monitor
Sputnik and the next satellites into space,
Sputnik II and Explorer I. In March 1958 the
idea of working backwards, using known
A 1943 United States military map of world ocean currents and ice packs, as they
satellite orbits to determine an unknown
were known at the time.
position on the Earth's surface began to be
explored.[] This led to the TRANSIT satellite
navigation system.[] The first TRANSIT satellite was placed in polar orbit in 1960.[] The system, consisting of 7
satellites, was made operational in 1962.[] A navigator using readings from three satellites could expect accuracy of
about 80 feet.[]
On July 14, 1974 the first prototype Navstar GPS satellite was put into orbit, but its clocks failed shortly after
launch.[] The Navigational Technology Satellite 2, redesigned with caesium clocks, started to go into orbit on June
23, 1977.[] By 1985, the first 11-satellite GPS Block I constellation was in orbit.[]
Satellites of the similar Russian GLONASS system began to be put into orbit in 1982, and the system is expected to
have a complete 24-satellite constellation in place by 2010.[] The European Space Agency expects to have its Galileo
with 30 satellites in place by 2011/12 as well.[]

Integrated bridge systems
Electronic integrated bridge concepts are driving future navigation system planning.[35] Integrated systems take
inputs from various ship sensors, electronically display positioning information, and provide control signals required
to maintain a vessel on a preset course.[35] The navigator becomes a system manager, choosing system presets,
interpreting system output, and monitoring vessel response.[35]

Notes
[1] Taylor, 1971:35-64
[2] Bloomberg, 1997:71
[3] Bloomberg, 1997:73
[4] Bloomberg, 1997:77
[5] Homer
[6] Bloomberg, 1997:72
[7] Taylor, 1971:12
[8] Taylor, 1971:10
[9] Taylor, 1971:43
[10] Taylor, 1971:46-47
[11] Bilic, 2009:126
[12] Chisholm, 1911:703.
[13] The theoretical existence of a Frigid Zone where the nights are very short in summer and the sun does not set at the summer solstice was
already known. Similarly reports of a country of perpetual snows and darkness (the country of the Hyperboreans) had been reaching the
Mediterranean for some centuries. Pytheas is the first known scientific visitor and reporter of the arctic.
[14] Strabo's Geography - Book II Chapter 3 (http:/ / penelope. uchicago. edu/ Thayer/ E/ Roman/ Texts/ Strabo/ 2C*. html#3. 4), LacusCurtius.
[15] Bowditch, 2003:2.
[16] Donald Harden, The Phoenicians, Penguin Books, Harmondsworth, page 168
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[17] B.H. Warmington, op. cit., page 79
[18] Chisholm, 1911:284.
[19] Subhi Y. Labib (1969), "Capitalism in Medieval Islam", The Journal of Economic History 29 (1), p. 79-96.
[20] ThinkQuest: Library, “Early Navigational Instruments,” http:/ / library. thinkquest. org/ C004706/ contents/ 1stsea/ nap/ page/ n-2. html#
[21] John M. Hobson (2004), The Eastern Origins of Western Civilisation, p. 141, Cambridge University Press, ISBN 0-521-54724-5.
[22] Li Shu-hua, “Origine de la Boussole 11. Aimant et Boussole,” Isis, Vol. 45, No. 2. (Jul., 1954), p.181
[23] Frederic C. Lane, “The Economic Meaning of the Invention of the Compass,” The American Historical Review, Vol. 68, No. 3. (Apr., 1963),
p.615ff.
[24] Chisholm, 1911:285.
[25] Almagià, discussing the copy of another map by Fra Mauro, in the Vatican Library: Roberto Almagià, Monumenta cartographica vaticana,
(Rome 1944) I:32-40.
[26] Kenneth Maxwell, Naked tropics: essays on empire and other rogues, p. 16, Routledge, 2003, ISBN 0-415-94577-1
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Navigation
Navigation is a field of study that focuses on the process of monitoring
and controlling the movement of a craft or vehicle from one place to
another.[1] The field of navigation includes four general categories:
land navigation, marine navigation, aeronautic navigation, and space
navigation.[] It is also the term of art used for the specialized
knowledge used by navigators to perform navigation tasks. All
navigational techniques involve locating the navigator's position
compared to known locations or patterns.
Navigation, in a broader sense, can refer to any skill or study that
involves the determination of position and direction.[] In this sense,
navigation includes orienteering and pedestrian navigation.[] For
information about different navigation strategies that people use, visit
human navigation.

History
In the European medieval period, navigation was considered part of the
set of seven mechanical arts, none of which were used for long

Table of geography, hydrography, and
navigation, from the 1728 Cyclopaedia.

voyages across open ocean. Polynesian navigation is probably the
earliest form of open ocean navigation, though it was based on memory and observation rather than on scientific
methods or instruments. Early Pacific Polynesians used the motion of stars, weather, the position of certain wildlife
species, or the size of waves to find the path from one island to another.
Maritime navigation using scientific instruments such as the mariner's astrolabe first occurred in the Mediterranean
during the Middle Ages. Although land astrolabes were invented in the Hellenistic period and existed in classical
antiquity and the Islamic Golden Age, the oldest record of a sea astrolabe is that of Majorcan astronomer Ramon
Llull dating from 1295.[2] The perfectioning of this navigation instrument is attributed to Portuguese navigators
[3][4]
during early Portuguese discoveries in the Age of Discovery.
The earliest known description of how to make
and use a sea astrolabe comes from Spanish cosmographer Melvin Mel Pros Cespedes's[5] Arte de Navegar (The Art
of Navigation) published in 1551,[6] based on the principle of the archipendulum used in constructing the Egyptian
pyramids.
Open-seas navigation using the astrolabe and the compass started during the Age of Discovery in the 15th century.
The Portuguese began systematically exploring the Atlantic coast of Africa from 1418, under the sponsorship of
Prince Henry. In 1488 Bartolomeu Dias reached the Indian Ocean by this route. In 1492 the Spanish monarchs
funded Christopher Columbus's expedition to sail west to reach the Indies by crossing the Atlantic, which resulted in
the Discovery of America. In 1498, a Portuguese expedition commanded by Vasco da Gama reached India by sailing
around Africa, opening up direct trade with Asia. Soon, the Portuguese sailed further eastward, to the Spice Islands
in 1512, landing in China one year later.
The first circumnavigation of the earth was completed in 1522 with the Magellan-Elcano expedition, a Spanish
voyage of discovery led by Portuguese explorer Ferdinand Magellan and completed by Spanish navigator Juan
Sebastián Elcano after the former's death in the Philippines in 1521. The fleet of seven ships sailed from Sanlúcar de
Barrameda in Southern Spain in 1519, crossed the Atlantic Ocean and after several stopovers rounded the southern
tip of South America. Some ships were lost, but the remaining fleet continued across the Pacific making a number of
discoveries including Guam and the Philippines. By then, only two galleons were left from the original seven. The
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Victoria led by Elcano sailed across the Indian Ocean and north along the coast of Africa, to finally arrive in Spain in
1522, three years after its departure. The Trinidad sailed east from the Philippines, trying to find a maritime path
back to the Americas, but was unsuccesful. The eastward route across the Pacific, also known as the tornaviaje
(return trip) was only discovered forty years later, when Spanish cosmographer Andrés de Urdaneta sailed from the
Philippines, north to parallel 39º, and hit the eastward Kuroshio Current which took its galleon across the Pacific. He
arrived in Acapulco on October 8, 1565.

Etymology
1530s, from L. navigationem (nom. navigatio), from navigatus, pp. of navigare "to sail, sail over, go by sea, steer a
ship," from navis "ship" and the root of agere "to drive".[7] ALso, From Middle English navigate, from Latin navigo,
from nāvis (“ship”) + agō (“do”), from Proto-Indo-European *nau- (boat), possibly, from Tamil நாவாய் (nāvāi).

Basic concepts

Map of Earth
Longitude (λ)
Lines of longitude appear vertical with varying curvature in this projection, but are actually halves of great ellipses, with identical radii at a given
latitude.
Latitude (φ)
Lines of latitude appear horizontal with varying curvature in this projection; but are actually circular with different radii. All locations with a given
latitude are collectively referred to as a circle of latitude.
The equator divides the planet into a Northern Hemisphere and a Southern
Hemisphere, and has a latitude of 0°.
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Latitude
Roughly, the latitude of a place on Earth is its angular distance north or south of the equator.[8] Latitude is usually
expressed in degrees (marked with °) ranging from 0° at the Equator to 90° at the North and South poles.[8] The
latitude of the North Pole is 90° N, and the latitude of the South Pole is 90° S.[8] Mariners calculated latitude in the
Northern Hemisphere by sighting the North Star Polaris with a sextant and sight reduction tables to correct for height
of eye and atmospheric refraction. The height of Polaris in degrees above the horizon is the latitude of the observer,
within a degree or so.

Longitude
Similar to latitude, the longitude of a place on Earth is the angular distance east or west of the prime meridian or
Greenwich meridian.[8] Longitude is usually expressed in degrees (marked with °) ranging from 0° at the Greenwich
meridian to 180° east and west. Sydney, for example, has a longitude of about 151° east. New York City has a
longitude of 74° west. For most of history, mariners struggled to determine longitude. Longitude can be calculated if
the precise time of a sighting is known. Lacking that, one can use a sextant to take a lunar distance (also called the
lunar observation, or lunar for short) that, with a nautical almanac, can be used to calculate Greenwich time for
determining longitude.[9] Reliable marine chronometers were unavailable until the late 18th century and not
affordable until the 19th century.[10][11][12] For about a hundred years, from about 1767 until about 1850,[13]
mariners lacking a chronometer used the method of lunar distances to determine Greenwich time to find their
longitude. A mariner with a chronometer could check its reading using a lunar determination of Greenwich time.[10][]

Modern technique
Most modern navigation relies primarily on positions determined electronically by receivers collecting information
from satellites. Most other modern techniques rely on crossing lines of position or LOP.[14] A line of position can
refer to two different things: a line on a chart and a line between the observer and an object in real life.[15] A bearing
is a measure of the direction to an object.[15] If the navigator measures the direction in real life, the angle can then be
drawn on a nautical chart and the navigator will be on that line on the chart.[15]
In addition to bearings, navigators also often measure distances to objects.[14] On the chart, a distance produces a
circle or arc of position.[14] Circles, arcs, and hyperbolae of positions are often referred to as lines of position.
If the navigator draws two lines of position, and they intersect he must be at that position.[14] A fix is the intersection
of two or more LOPs.[14]
If only one line of position is available, this may be evaluated against the Dead reckoning position to establish an
estimated position.[16]
Lines (or circles) of position can be derived from a variety of sources:
•
•
•
•
•

celestial observation (a short segment of the circle of equal altitude, but generally represented as a line),
terrestrial range (natural or man made) when two charted points are observed to be in line with each other,[17]
compass bearing to a charted object,
radar range to a charted object,
on certain coastlines, a depth sounding from echo sounder or hand lead line.

There are some methods seldom used today such as "dipping a light" to calculate the geographic range from observer
to lighthouse
Methods of navigation have changed through history.[18] Each new method has enhanced the mariner’s ability to
complete his voyage.[18] One of the most important judgments the navigator must make is the best method to use.[18]
Some types of navigation are depicted in the table.
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Modern navigation methods
Illustration

Description

Application

Dead reckoning or DR, in which one advances a prior position using the ship's Used at all times.
course and speed. The new position is called a DR position. It is generally
accepted that only course and speed determine the DR position. Correcting the
DR position for leeway, current effects, and steering error result in an
estimated position or EP. An inertial navigator develops an extremely accurate
[18]
EP.
Pilotage involves navigating in restricted waters with frequent determination
[18]
of position relative to geographic and hydrographic features.

When within sight of
land.

Celestial navigation involves reducing celestial measurements to lines of
position using tables, spherical trigonometry, and almanacs.

Used primarily as a
backup to satellite and
other electronic systems
[18]
in the open ocean.

Electronic navigation covers any method of position fixing using electronic means, including:
Radio navigation uses radio waves to determine position by either radio
direction finding systems or hyperbolic systems, such as Decca, Omega and
LORAN-C.

Losing ground to GPS.

Radar navigation uses radar to determine the distance from or bearing of
objects whose position is known. This process is separate from radar’s use as a
[18]
collision avoidance system.

Primarily when within
radar range of land.

Satellite navigation uses artificial earth satellite systems, such as GPS, to
[18]
determine position.

Used in all situations.

The practice of navigation usually involves a combination of these different methods.[18]

Mental navigation checks
By mental navigation checks, a pilot or a navigator estimates tracks, distances, and altitudes which then will help
him or her avoid gross navigation errors.

Piloting
Piloting (also called pilotage) involves navigating a vessel in restricted waters and fixing its position as precisely as
possible at frequent intervals.[19] More so than in other phases of navigation, proper preparation and attention to
detail are important.[19] Procedures vary from vessel to vessel, and between military, commercial, and private
vessels.[19]
A military navigation team will nearly always consist of several people.[19] A military navigator might have bearing
takers stationed at the gyro repeaters on the bridge wings for taking simultaneous bearings, while the civilian
navigator must often take and plot them himself.[19] While the military navigator will have a bearing book and
someone to record entries for each fix, the civilian navigator will simply pilot the bearings on the chart as they are
taken and not record them at all.[19]
If the ship is equipped with an ECDIS, it is reasonable for the navigator to simply monitor the progress of the ship
along the chosen track, visually ensuring that the ship is proceeding as desired, checking the compass, sounder and
other indicators only occasionally.[19] If a pilot is aboard, as is often the case in the most restricted of waters, his
judgement can generally be relied upon, further easing the workload.[19] But should the ECDIS fail, the navigator

Navigation
will have to rely on his skill in the manual and time-tested procedures.[19]

Celestial navigation
Celestial navigation systems are based on observation of the positions
of the Sun, Moon, Planets and navigational stars. Such systems are in
use as well for terrestrial navigating as for interstellar navigating. By
knowing which point on the rotating earth a celestial object is above
and measuring its height above the observer's horizon, the navigator
can determine his distance from that subpoint. A nautical almanac and
a marine chronometer are used to compute the subpoint on earth a
celestial body is over, and a sextant is used to measure the body's
angular height above the horizon. That height can then be used to
A celestial fix will be at the intersection of two or
compute distance from the subpoint to create a circular line of position.
more circles.
A navigator shoots a number of stars in succession to give a series of
overlapping lines of position. Where they intersect is the celestial fix. The moon and sun may also be used. The sun
can also be used by itself to shoot a succession of lines of position (best done around local noon) to determine a
position.[20]
Marine chronometer
In order to accurately measure longitude, the precise time of a sextant sighting (down to the second, if possible) must
be recorded. Each second of error is equivalent to 15 seconds of longitude error, which at the equator is a position
error of .25 of a nautical mile, about the accuracy limit of manual celestial navigation.
The spring-driven marine chronometer is a precision timepiece used aboard ship to provide accurate time for
celestial observations.[20] A chronometer differs from a spring-driven watch principally in that it contains a variable
lever device to maintain even pressure on the mainspring, and a special balance designed to compensate for
temperature variations.[20]
A spring-driven chronometer is set approximately to Greenwich mean time (GMT) and is not reset until the
instrument is overhauled and cleaned, usually at three-year intervals.[20] The difference between GMT and
chronometer time is carefully determined and applied as a correction to all chronometer readings.[20] Spring-driven
chronometers must be wound at about the same time each day.[20]
Quartz crystal marine chronometers have replaced spring-driven chronometers aboard many ships because of their
greater accuracy.[20] They are maintained on GMT directly from radio time signals.[20] This eliminates chronometer
error and watch error corrections.[20] Should the second hand be in error by a readable amount, it can be reset
electrically.[20]
The basic element for time generation is a quartz crystal oscillator.[20] The quartz crystal is temperature compensated
and is hermetically sealed in an evacuated envelope.[20] A calibrated adjustment capability is provided to adjust for
the aging of the crystal.[20]
The chronometer is designed to operate for a minimum of 1 year on a single set of batteries.[20] Observations may be
timed and ship’s clocks set with a comparing watch, which is set to chronometer time and taken to the bridge wing
for recording sight times.[20] In practice, a wrist watch coordinated to the nearest second with the chronometer will
be adequate.[20]
A stop watch, either spring wound or digital, may also be used for celestial observations.[20] In this case, the watch is
started at a known GMT by chronometer, and the elapsed time of each sight added to this to obtain GMT of the
sight.[20]
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All chronometers and watches should be checked regularly with a radio time signal.[20] Times and frequencies of
radio time signals are listed in publications such as Radio Navigational Aids.[20]
The marine sextant
The second critical component of celestial navigation is to measure the
angle formed at the observer's eye between the celestial body and the
sensible horizon. The sextant, an optical instrument, is used to perform
this function. The sextant consists of two primary assemblies. The
frame is a rigid triangular structure with a pivot at the top and a
graduated segment of a circle, referred to as the "arc", at the bottom.
The second component is the index arm, which is attached to the pivot
at the top of the frame. At the bottom is an endless vernier which
clamps into teeth on the bottom of the "arc". The optical system
consists of two mirrors and, generally, a low power telescope. One
mirror, referred to as the "index mirror" is fixed to the top of the index
arm, over the pivot. As the index arm is moved, this mirror rotates, and
the graduated scale on the arc indicates the measured angle ("altitude").

The marine sextant is used to measure the

elevation of celestial bodies above the horizon.
The second mirror, referred to as the "horizon glass", is fixed to the
front of the frame. One half of the horizon glass is silvered and the
other half is clear. Light from the celestial body strikes the index mirror and is reflected to the silvered portion of the
horizon glass, then back to the observer's eye through the telescope. The observer manipulates the index arm so the
reflected image of the body in the horizon glass is just resting on the visual horizon, seen through the clear side of
the horizon glass.

Adjustment of the sextant consists of checking and aligning all the optical elements to eliminate "index correction".
Index correction should be checked, using the horizon or more preferably a star, each time the sextant is used. The
practice of taking celestial observations from the deck of a rolling ship, often through cloud cover and with a hazy
horizon, is by far the most challenging part of celestial navigation.

Inertial navigation
Inertial navigation is a dead reckoning type of navigation system that computes its position based on motion sensors.
Once the initial latitude and longitude is established, the system receives impulses from motion detectors that
measure the acceleration along three or more axes enabling it to continually and accurately calculate the current
latitude and longitude. Its advantages over other navigation systems are that, once the starting position is set, it does
not require outside information, it is not affected by adverse weather conditions and it cannot be detected or jammed.
Its disadvantage is that since the current position is calculated solely from previous positions, its errors are
cumulative, increasing at a rate roughly proportional to the time since the initial position was input. Inertial
navigation systems must therefore be frequently corrected with a location 'fix' from some other type of navigation
system. The US Navy developed a Ships Inertial Navigation System (SINS) during the Polaris missile program to
ensure a safe, reliable and accurate navigation system for its missile submarines. Inertial navigation systems were in
wide use until satellite navigation systems (GPS) became available.
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Electronic navigation
Radio navigation
A radio direction finder or RDF is a device for finding the direction to
a radio source. Due to radio's ability to travel very long distances "over
the horizon", it makes a particularly good navigation system for ships
and aircraft that might be flying at a distance from land.
RDFs works by rotating a directional antenna and listening for the
direction in which the signal from a known station comes through most
strongly. This sort of system was widely used in the 1930s and 1940s.
RDF antennas are easy to spot on German World War II aircraft, as
loops under the rear section of the fuselage, whereas most US aircraft
enclosed the antenna in a small teardrop-shaped fairing.
In navigational applications, RDF signals are provided in the form of radio beacons, the radio version of a
lighthouse. The signal is typically a simple AM broadcast of a morse code series of letters, which the RDF can tune
in to see if the beacon is "on the air". Most modern detectors can also tune in any commercial radio stations, which is
particularly useful due to their high power and location near major cities.
Decca, OMEGA, and LORAN-C are three similar hyperbolic navigation systems. Decca was a hyperbolic low
frequency radio navigation system (also known as multilateration) that was first deployed during World War II when
the Allied forces needed a system which could be used to achieve accurate landings. As was the case with Loran C,
its primary use was for ship navigation in coastal waters. Fishing vessels were major post-war users, but it was also
used on aircraft, including a very early (1949) application of moving-map displays. The system was deployed in the
North Sea and was used by helicopters operating to oil platforms.
The OMEGA Navigation System was the first truly global radio navigation system for aircraft, operated by the
United States in cooperation with six partner nations. OMEGA was developed by the United States Navy for military
aviation users. It was approved for development in 1968 and promised a true worldwide oceanic coverage capability
with only eight transmitters and the ability to achieve a four mile (6 km) accuracy when fixing a position. Initially,
the system was to be used for navigating nuclear bombers across the North Pole to Russia. Later, it was found useful
for submarines.[21] Due to the success of the Global Positioning System the use of Omega declined during the
1990s, to a point where the cost of operating Omega could no longer be justified. Omega was terminated on
September 30, 1997 and all stations ceased operation.
LORAN is a terrestrial navigation system using low frequency radio transmitters that use the time interval between
radio signals received from three or more stations to determine the position of a ship or aircraft. The current version
of LORAN in common use is LORAN-C, which operates in the low frequency portion of the EM spectrum from 90
to 110 kHz. Many nations are users of the system, including the United States, Japan, and several European
countries. Russia uses a nearly exact system in the same frequency range, called CHAYKA. LORAN use is in steep
decline, with GPS being the primary replacement. However, there are attempts to enhance and re-popularize
LORAN. LORAN signals are less susceptible to interference and can penetrate better into foliage and buildings than
GPS signals.
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Radar navigation
When a vessel is within radar range of land or special radar aids to
navigation, the navigator can take distances and angular bearings to
charted objects and use these to establish arcs of position and lines of
position on a chart.[22] A fix consisting of only radar information is
called a radar fix.[23]
Types of radar fixes include "range and bearing to a single object,"[24]
"two or more bearings,"[24] "tangent bearings,"[24] and "two or more
ranges."[24]
Parallel indexing is a technique defined by William Burger in the 1957
Radar ranges and bearings can be very useful
[25]
navigation.
This technique involves
book The Radar Observer's Handbook.
creating a line on the screen that is parallel to the ship's course, but
offset to the left or right by some distance.[25] This parallel line allows the navigator to maintain a given distance
away from hazards.[25]
Some techniques have been developed for special situations. One, known as the "contour method," involves marking
a transparent plastic template on the radar screen and moving it to the chart to fix a position.[26]
Another special technique, known as the Franklin Continuous Radar Plot Technique, involves drawing the path a
[27]
During the transit, the
radar object should follow on the radar display if the ship stays on its planned course.
navigator can check that the ship is on track by checking that the pip lies on the drawn line.[27]
Satellite navigation
Global Navigation Satellite System or GNSS is the term for satellite navigation systems that provide positioning
with global coverage. A GNSS allow small electronic receivers to determine their location (longitude, latitude, and
altitude) to within a few metres using time signals transmitted along a line of sight by radio from satellites. Receivers
on the ground with a fixed position can also be used to calculate the precise time as a reference for scientific
experiments.
As of October 2011, only the United States NAVSTAR Global Positioning System (GPS) and the Russian
GLONASS are fully globally operational GNSSs. The European Union's Galileo positioning system is a next
generation GNSS in the initial deployment phase, scheduled to be operational by 2013. China has indicated it may
expand its regional Beidou navigation system into a global system.
More than two dozen GPS satellites are in medium Earth orbit, transmitting signals allowing GPS receivers to
determine the receiver's location, speed and direction.
Since the first experimental satellite was launched in 1978, GPS has become an indispensable aid to navigation
around the world, and an important tool for map-making and land surveying. GPS also provides a precise time
reference used in many applications including scientific study of earthquakes, and synchronization of
telecommunications networks.
Developed by the United States Department of Defense, GPS is officially named NAVSTAR GPS (NAVigation
Satellite Timing And Ranging Global Positioning System). The satellite constellation is managed by the United
States Air Force 50th Space Wing. The cost of maintaining the system is approximately US$750 million per year,[28]
including the replacement of aging satellites, and research and development. Despite this fact, GPS is free for
civilian use as a public good.
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Navigation processes
Day's work in navigation
The Day's work in navigation is a minimal set of tasks consistent with prudent navigation. The definition will vary
on military and civilian vessels, and from ship to ship, but takes a form resembling:[29]
1. Maintain continuous dead reckoning plot.
2. Take two or more star observations at morning twilight for a celestial fix (prudent to observe 6 stars).
3. Morning sun observation. Can be taken on or near prime vertical for longitude, or at any time for a line of
position.
4. Determine compass error by azimuth observation of the sun.
5. Computation of the interval to noon, watch time of local apparent noon, and constants for meridian or
ex-meridian sights.
6. Noontime meridian or ex-meridian observation of the sun for noon latitude line. Running fix or cross with Venus
line for noon fix.
7. Noontime determination the day's run and day's set and drift.
8. At least one afternoon sun line, in case the stars are not visible at twilight.
9. Determine compass error by azimuth observation of the sun.
10. Take two or more star observations at evening twilight for a celestial fix (prudent to observe 6 stars).

Passage planning
Passage planning or voyage planning is a procedure to develop a
complete description of vessel's voyage from start to finish. The plan
includes leaving the dock and harbor area, the enroute portion of a
voyage, approaching the destination, and mooring. According to
international law, a vessel's captain is legally responsible for passage
planning,[] however on larger vessels, the task will be delegated to the
ship's navigator.[]
Studies show that human error is a factor in 80 percent of navigational
accidents and that in many cases the human making the error had
access to information that could have prevented the accident.[] The
practice of voyage planning has evolved from penciling lines on
nautical charts to a process of risk management.[]

Poor passage planning and deviation from the
plan can lead to groundings, ship damage and
cargo loss.

Passage planning consists of four stages: appraisal, planning, execution, and monitoring,[] which are specified in
International Maritime Organization Resolution A.893(21), Guidelines For Voyage Planning,[] and these guidelines
are reflected in the local laws of IMO signatory countries (for example, Title 33 of the U.S. Code of Federal
Regulations), and a number of professional books or publications. There are some fifty elements of a comprehensive
passage plan depending on the size and type of vessel.
The appraisal stage deals with the collection of information relevant to the proposed voyage as well as ascertaining
risks and assessing the key features of the voyage. In the next stage, the written plan is created. The third stage is the
execution of the finalised voyage plan, taking into account any special circumstances which may arise such as
changes in the weather, which may require the plan to be reviewed or altered. The final stage of passage planning
consists of monitoring the vessel's progress in relation to the plan and responding to deviations and unforeseen
circumstances.
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Integrated bridge systems
Electronic integrated bridge concepts are driving future navigation system planning.[18] Integrated systems take
inputs from various ship sensors, electronically display positioning information, and provide control signals required
to maintain a vessel on a preset course.[18] The navigator becomes a system manager, choosing system presets,
interpreting system output, and monitoring vessel response.[18]
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Celestial navigation
Celestial navigation, also known as
astronavigation, is a position fixing
technique that has evolved over several
thousand years to help sailors cross oceans
without having to rely on estimated
calculations, or dead reckoning, to know
their position. Celestial navigation uses
"sights," or angular measurements taken
between a celestial body (the sun, the moon,
a planet or a star) and the visible horizon.
The sun is most commonly used, but
navigators can also use the moon, a planet
or one of 57 navigational stars whose
coordinates are tabulated in the Nautical
Almanac and Air Almanacs.
Celestial navigation is the use of angular
measurements (sights) between celestial
bodies and the visible horizon to locate one's
position on the globe, on land as well as at
sea. At a given time, any celestial body is
A Sextant
located directly over one point on the Earth's
surface. The latitude and longitude of that
point is known as the celestial body’s geographic position (GP), the location of which can be determined from tables
in the Nautical or Air Almanac for that year.
The measured angle between the celestial body and the visible horizon is directly related to the distance between the
celestial body's GP and the observer's position. After some computations, referred to as "sight reduction," this
measurement is used to plot a line of position (LOP) on a navigational chart or plotting work sheet, the observer's
position being somewhere on that line. (The LOP is actually a short segment of a very large circle on the earth which
surrounds the GP of the observed celestial body. An observer located anywhere on the circumference of this circle
on the earth, measuring the angle of the same celestial body above the horizon at that instant of time, would observe
that body to be at the same angle above the horizon.) Sights on two celestial bodies give two such lines on the chart,
intersecting at the observer's position. That premise is the basis for the most commonly used method of celestial
navigation, and is referred to as the "Altitude-Intercept Method."
There are several other methods of celestial navigation which will also provide position finding using sextant
observations, such as the "Noon Sight", and the more archaic "Lunar Distance" method. Joshua Slocum used the
Lunar Distance method during the first ever recorded single-handed circumnavigation of the world. Unlike the
Altitude-Intercept Method, the noon sight and lunar distance methods do not require accurate knowledge of time.
The altitude-intercept method of celestial navigation requires that the observer know exact Greenwich Mean Time
(GMT) at the moment of his observation of the celestial body, to the second.
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Example
An example illustrating the concept behind
the intercept method for determining one’s
position is shown to the right. (Two other
common methods for determining one’s
position using celestial navigation are the
longitude by chronometer and ex-meridian
methods.) In the image to the right, the two
circles on the map represent lines of position
for the Sun and Moon at 1200 GMT on
October 29, 2005. At this time, a navigator
on a ship at sea measured the Moon to be 56
degrees above the horizon using a sextant.
Ten minutes later, the Sun was observed to
be 40 degrees above the horizon. Lines of
position were then calculated and plotted for
each of these observations. Since both the Sun and Moon were observed at their respective angles from the same
location, the navigator would have to be located at one of the two locations where the circles cross.
In this case the navigator is either located on the Atlantic Ocean, about 350 nautical miles (650 km) west of Madeira,
or in South America, about 90 nautical miles (170 km) southwest of Asunción, Paraguay. In most cases, determining
which of the two intersections is the correct one is obvious to the observer because they are often thousands of miles
apart. As it is unlikely that the ship is sailing across South America, the position in the Atlantic is the correct one.
Note that the lines of position in the figure are distorted because of the map’s projection; they would be circular if
plotted on a globe.
An observer in the Chaco point would see the Moon at the left of the Sun, and an observer in the Madeira point
would see the Moon at the right of the Sun, and that whoever measured the two heights was likely to observe also
this one bit of information.

Angular measurement
Accurate angle measurement evolved over
the years. One simple method is to hold the
hand above the horizon with your arm
stretched out. The width of the little finger is
an angle just over 1.5 degrees elevation at
extended arms length and can be used to
estimate the elevation of the sun from the
horizon plane and therefore estimate the
time till sunset. The need for more accurate
measurements led to the development of a
Using a marine sextant to measure the altitude of the sun above the horizon
number
of
increasingly
accurate
instruments, including the kamal, astrolabe,
octant and sextant. The sextant and octant are most accurate because they measure angles from the horizon,
eliminating errors caused by the placement of an instrument's pointers, and because their dual mirror system cancels
relative motions of the instrument, showing a steady view of the object and horizon.
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Navigators measure distance on the globe in degrees, arcminutes and arcseconds. A nautical mile is defined as 1852
meters, but is also (not accidentally) one minute of angle along a meridian on the Earth. Sextants can be read
accurately to within 0.2 arcminutes. So the observer's position can be determined within (theoretically) 0.2 miles,
about 400 yards (370 m). Most ocean navigators, shooting from a moving platform, can achieve a practical accuracy
of 1.5 miles (2.8 km), enough to navigate safely when out of sight of land.

Practical navigation
Practical celestial navigation usually requires a marine chronometer to measure time, a sextant to measure the angles,
an almanac giving schedules of the coordinates of celestial objects, a set of sight reduction tables to help perform the
height and azimuth computations, and a chart of the region. With sight reduction tables, the only calculations
required are addition and subtraction. Small handheld computers, laptops and even scientific calculators enable
modern navigators to "reduce" sextant sights in minutes, by automating all the calculation and/or data lookup steps.
Most people can master simpler celestial navigation procedures after a day or two of instruction and practice, even
using manual calculation methods.
Modern practical navigators usually use celestial navigation in combination with satellite navigation to correct a
dead reckoning track, that is, a course estimated from a vessel's position, course and speed. Using multiple methods
helps the navigator detect errors, and simplifies procedures. When used this way, a navigator will from time to time
measure the sun's altitude with a sextant, then compare that with a precalculated altitude based on the exact time and
estimated position of the observation. On the chart, one will use the straight edge of a plotter to mark each position
line. If the position line shows one to be more than a few miles from the estimated position, one may take more
observations to restart the dead-reckoning track.
In the event of equipment or electrical failure, one can get to a port by simply taking sun lines a few times a day and
advancing them by dead reckoning to get a crude running fix.

Latitude
Latitude was measured in the past either at noon (the "noon sight") or from Polaris, the north star (assuming it is
sufficiently visible above the horizon, which it is not in the Southern Hemisphere). Polaris always stays within 1
degree of the celestial north pole. If a navigator measures the angle to Polaris and finds it to be 10 degrees from the
horizon, then he is about 10 degrees north of the equator. Angles are measured from the horizon because locating the
point directly overhead, the zenith, is difficult. When haze obscures the horizon, navigators use artificial horizons,
which are bubble levels reflected into a sextant.
Latitude can also be determined by the direction in which the stars travel over time. If the stars rise out of the east
and travel straight up you are at the equator, but if they drift south you are to the north of the equator. The same is
true of the day-to-day drift of the stars due to the movement of the Earth in orbit around the Sun; each day a star will
drift approximately one degree. In either case if the drift can be measured accurately, simple trigonometry will reveal
the latitude.

Longitude
Longitude can be measured in the same way. If one can accurately measure the angle to Polaris, a similar
measurement to a star near the eastern or western horizons will provide the longitude. The problem is that the Earth
turns 15 degrees per hour, making such measurements dependent on time. A measure a few minutes before or after
the same measure the day before creates serious navigation errors. Before good chronometers were available,
longitude measurements were based on the transit of the moon, or the positions of the moons of Jupiter. For the most
part, these were too difficult to be used by anyone except professional astronomers. The invention of the modern
chronometer by John Harrison in 1761 vastly simplified longitudinal calculation.
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The longitude problem took centuries to solve and was dependent on the construction of a non-pendulum clock (as
pendulum clocks cannot function accurately on a tilting ship, or indeed a moving vehicle of any kind). Two useful
methods evolved during the 18th century and are still practised today: lunar distance, which does not involve the use
of a chronometer, and use of an accurate timepiece or chronometer.
Presently, lay person calculations of longitude can be made by noting the exact local time (leaving out any reference
for Daylight Savings Time) when the sun is at its highest point in the sky. The calculation of noon can be made more
easily and accurately with a small, exactly vertical rod driven into level ground—take the time reading when the
shadow is pointing due north (in the northern hemisphere). Then take your local time reading and subtract it from
GMT (Greenwich Mean Time) or the time in east London. For example, a noon reading (1200 hours) near Central
Canada or the U.S.A. would occur at approximately 6 pm (1800 hours) in London. The six hour differential is 1/4 of
a 24 hour day, or 90 degrees of a 360 degree circle (the Earth). The calculation can also be made by taking the
number of hours (use decimals for fractions of an hour multiplied by 15, the number of degrees in one hour). Either
way, you can demonstrate that much of central USA or Canada is at or near 90 degrees West Longitude. Eastern
longitudes can be determined by adding the local time to GMT, with similar calculations.
Lunar distance
The older method, called "lunar distances", was refined in the 18th century. It is only used today by sextant
hobbyists and historians, but the method is theoretically sound, and can be used when a timepiece is not available or
its accuracy is suspect during a long sea voyage. The navigator precisely measures the angle between the moon and
the sun, or between the moon and one of several stars near the ecliptic. The angle naturally will depend on the
navigator's position (which he doesn't know) but he can still hope to correct the angle well enough to use the tables
that give the corresponding angle as viewed from the center of the earth at a given Greenwich time. The navigator
would thumb through the almanac to find the angle he measured, and thus know the time at Greenwich. Modern
handheld and laptop calculators can perform the calculation in minutes, allowing the navigator to use other celestial
bodies than the old nine. Knowing Greenwich time, the navigator can work out his longitude.
Use of time
The considerably more popular method was (and still is) to use an accurate timepiece to directly measure the time of
a sextant sight. The need for accurate navigation led to the development of progressively more accurate
chronometers in the 18th century. (See John Harrison) Today, time is measured with a chronometer, a quartz watch,
a shortwave radio time signal broadcast from an atomic clock, or the time displayed on a GPS. A quartz wristwatch
normally keeps time within a half-second per day. If it is worn constantly, keeping it near body heat, its rate of
drift can be measured with the radio, and by compensating for this drift, a navigator can keep time to better than a
second per month. Traditionally, a navigator checked his chronometer from his sextant, at a geographic marker
surveyed by a professional astronomer. This is now a rare skill, and most harbour masters cannot locate their
harbour's marker.
Traditionally, three chronometers were kept in gimbals in a dry room near the centre of the ship. They were used to
set a watch for the actual sight, so that no chronometers were ever exposed to the wind and salt water on deck.
Winding and comparing the chronometers was a crucial duty of the navigator. Even today, it is still logged daily
in the ship's deck log and reported to the Captain prior to eight bells on the forenoon watch (shipboard noon).
Navigators also set the ship's clocks and calendar.
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Modern celestial navigation
The celestial line of position concept was discovered in 1837 by Thomas Hubbard Sumner when, after one
observation he computed and plotted his longitude at more than one trial latitude in his vicinity – and noticed that the
positions lay along a line. Using this method with two bodies, navigators were finally able to cross two position lines
and obtain their position – in effect determining both latitude and longitude. Later in the 19th century came the
development of the modern (Marcq St. Hilaire) intercept method; with this method the body height and azimuth are
calculated for a convenient trial position, and compared with the observed height. The difference in arcminutes is the
nautical mile "intercept" distance that the position line needs to be shifted toward or away from the direction of the
body's subpoint. (The intercept method uses the concept illustrated in the example in the “How it works” section
above.) Two other methods of reducing sights are the longitude by chronometer and the ex-meridian method.
While celestial navigation is becoming increasingly redundant with the advent of inexpensive and highly accurate
satellite navigation receivers (GPS), it was used extensively in aviation until the 1960s, and marine navigation until
quite recently. But since a prudent mariner never relies on any sole means of fixing his position, many national
maritime authorities still require deck officers to show knowledge of celestial navigation in examinations, primarily
as a back-up for electronic navigation. One of the most common current usages of celestial navigation aboard large
merchant vessels is for compass calibration and error checking at sea when no terrestrial references are available.
The U.S. Air Force and U.S. Navy continued instructing military aviators on its use until 1997, because:
•
•
•
•

it can be used independently of ground aids
has global coverage
cannot be jammed (although it can be obscured by clouds)
does not give off any signals that could be detected by an enemy [1]

The US Naval Academy announced that it was discontinuing its course on celestial navigation, considered to be one
of its more demanding courses, from the formal curriculum in the spring of 1998 stating that a sextant is accurate to
a three-mile (5 km) radius, while a satellite-linked computer can pinpoint a ship within 60 feet (18 m). Presently,
midshipmen continue to learn to use the sextant, but instead of performing a tedious 22-step mathematical
calculation to plot a ship's course, midshipmen feed the raw data into a computer.[2] At another federal service
academy, the US Merchant Marine Academy, students are still taught courses in celestial navigation, as it is required
to pass the US Coast Guard License Exam.
Likewise, celestial navigation was used in commercial aviation up until the early part of the jet age; it was only
phased out in the 1960s with the advent of inertial navigation systems.
Celestial navigation continues to be taught to cadets during their training in the Merchant Navy and remains as a
requirement for their certificate of competency.
A variation on terrestrial celestial navigation was used to help orient the Apollo spacecraft en route to and from the
Moon. To this day, space missions, such as the Mars Exploration Rover use star trackers to determine the attitude of
the spacecraft.
As early as the mid-1960s, advanced electronic and computer systems had evolved enabling navigators to obtain
automated celestial sight fixes. These systems were used aboard both ships as well as US Air Force aircraft, and
were highly accurate, able to lock onto up to 11 stars (even in daytime) and resolve the craft's position to less than
300 feet (91 m). The SR-71 high-speed reconnaissance aircraft was one example of an aircraft that used automated
celestial navigation. These rare systems were expensive, however, and the few that remain in use today are regarded
as backups to more reliable satellite positioning systems.
Celestial navigation continues to be used by private yachtsmen, and particularly by long-distance cruising yachts
around the world. For small cruising boat crews, celestial navigation is generally considered an essential skill when
venturing beyond visual range of land. Although GPS (Global Positioning System) technology is reliable, offshore
yachtsmen use celestial navigation as either a primary navigational tool or as a backup.
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Intercontinental ballistic missiles use celestial navigation to check and correct their course (initially set using internal
gyroscopes) while outside the Earth's atmosphere. The immunity to jamming signals is the main driver behind this
apparently archaic technique.

Celestial navigation trainer
Celestial navigation trainers combine a simple flight simulator with a planetarium in order to train aircraft crews in
celestial navigation.
An early example is the Link Celestial Navigation Trainer, used in the Second World War.[3][4] Housed in a 45 feet
(14 m) high building, it featured a cockpit which accommodated a whole bomber crew (pilot, navigator and
bombardier). The cockpit offered a full array of instruments which the pilot used to fly the simulated aeroplane.
Fixed to a dome above the cockpit was an arrangement of lights, some collimated, simulating constellations from
which the navigator determined the plane's position. The dome's movement simulated the changing positions of the
stars with the passage of time and the movement of the plane around the earth. The navigator also received simulated
radio signals from various positions on the ground.
Below the cockpit moved "terrain plates" – large, movable aerial photographs of the land below, which gave the
crew the impression of flight and enabled the bomber to practise lining up bombing targets.
A team of operators sat at a control booth on the ground below the machine, from which they could simulate weather
conditions such as wind or cloud. This team also tracked the aeroplane's position by moving a "crab" (a marker) on a
paper map.
The Link Celestial Navigation Trainer was developed in response to a request made by the Royal Air Force (RAF) in
1939. The RAF ordered 60 of these machines, and the first one was built in 1941. The RAF used only a few of these,
leasing the rest back to the U.S., where eventually hundreds were in use.
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• Celestial Navigation Net (http://www.celestialnavigation.net)
• Table of the 57 navigational stars with apparent magnitudes and celestial coordinates (http://www.angelfire.
com/nt/navtrig/F1.html)
• John Harrison and the Longitude problem (http://www.nmm.ac.uk/server/show/conWebDoc.355) at the
National Maritime Museum, Greenwich, England
• Calculating Lunar Distances (http://www.clockwk.com/lunars/easylun.html)
• Navigational Algorithms (http://sites.google.com/site/navigationalalgorithms/)
• Backbearing.com (http://www.backbearing.com/index.html) Almanac, Sight Reduction Tables and more.
• Navigation Spreadsheets (http://www.navigation-spreadsheets.com/) Free Excel spreadsheets including
almanac data, sight reduction calculations, and much more.
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Sextant
A sextant is an instrument used to measure the angle between any two
visible objects. Its primary use is to determine the angle between a
celestial object and the horizon which is known as the object's altitude.
Making this measurement is known as sighting the object, shooting the
object, or taking a sight and it is an essential part of celestial
navigation. The angle, and the time when it was measured, can be used
to calculate a position line on a nautical or aeronautical chart. Common
uses of the sextant include sighting the sun at solar noon and sighting
Polaris at night, to find one's latitude (in northern latitudes). Sighting
the height of a landmark can give a measure of distance off and, held
horizontally, a sextant can measure angles between objects for a
position on a chart.[1] A sextant can also be used to measure the lunar
distance between the moon and another celestial object (e.g., star,
planet) in order to determine Greenwich time which is important
because it can then be used to determine the longitude.
A sextant

The scale of a sextant has a length of ⅙ of a turn (60°); hence the
sextant's name (sextāns, -antis is the Latin word for "one sixth"). An octant is a similar device with a shorter scale
(⅛ turn, or 45°), whereas a quintant (⅕ turn, or 72°) and a quadrant (¼ turn, or 90°) have longer scales.
Sir Isaac Newton (1643–1727) invented the principle of the doubly reflecting navigation instrument (a reflecting
quadrant—see Octant (instrument)), but never published it. Two men independently developed the octant around
1730: John Hadley (1682–1744), an English mathematician, and Thomas Godfrey (1704–1749), a glazier in
Philadelphia. John Bird made the first sextant in 1757. The octant and later the sextant, replaced the Davis quadrant
as the main instrument for navigation.

Navigational sextants
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This section discusses navigators' sextants. Most of what is said about
these specific sextants applies equally to other types of sextants.
Navigators' sextants were primarily used for celestial navigation.

Advantages
Like the Davis quadrant (also called backstaff), the sextant allows
celestial objects to be measured relative to the horizon, rather than
relative to the instrument. This allows excellent precision. However,
unlike the backstaff, the sextant allows direct observations of stars.
This permits the use of the sextant at night when a backstaff is difficult
to use. For solar observations, filters allow direct observation of the
sun.
Since the measurement is relative to the horizon, the measuring pointer
is a beam of light that reaches to the horizon. The measurement is thus
limited by the angular accuracy of the instrument and not the sine error
of the length of an alidade, as it is in a mariner's astrolabe or similar
older instrument.

Man using a sextant

A sextant does not require a completely steady aim, because it
measures a relative angle. For example, when a sextant is used on a
moving ship, the image of both horizon and celestial object will move
around in the field of view. However, the relative position of the two
images will remain steady, and as long as the user can determine when
the celestial object touches the horizon the accuracy of the
measurement will remain high compared to the magnitude of the
movement.
The sextant is not dependent upon electricity (unlike many forms of
modern navigation) or anything human-controlled (like GPS satellites).
For these reasons, it is considered an eminently practical back-up
navigation tool for ships.

U.S. Navy officer using a sextant
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Anatomy of a sextant
The index arm moves the index mirror. The
indicator points at the arc to show the
measurement. The body ties everything
together.
There are two types of sextants. Both types
give good results, and the choice between
them is personal.
Traditional sextants have a half-horizon
mirror. It divides the field of view in two.
On one side, there is a view of the horizon;
on the other side, a view of the celestial
object. The advantage of this type is that
both the horizon and celestial object are
bright and as clear as possible. This is
superior at night and in haze, when the
horizon can be difficult to see. However,
one has to sweep the celestial object to
ensure that the lowest limb of the celestial
object touches the horizon.
Whole-horizon sextants use a half-silvered
horizon mirror to provide a full view of the
horizon. This makes it easy to see when the
bottom limb of a celestial object touches the
horizon. Since most sights are of the sun or
moon, and haze is rare without overcast, the
low-light advantages of the half-horizon
mirror are rarely important in practice.

Marine Sextant

In both types, larger mirrors give a larger
field of view, and thus make it easier to find
a celestial object. Modern sextants often
have 5 cm or larger mirrors, while 19th
century sextants rarely had a mirror larger
Using the sextant to measure the altitude of the Sun above the horizon
than 2.5 cm (one inch). In large part, this is
because precision flat mirrors have grown less expensive to manufacture and to silver.
An artificial horizon is useful when the horizon is invisible. This occurs in fog, on moonless nights, in a calm, when
sighting through a window or on land surrounded by trees or buildings. Professional sextants can mount an artificial
horizon in place of the horizon-mirror assembly. An artificial horizon is usually a mirror that views a fluid-filled tube
with a bubble.
Most sextants also have filters for use when viewing the sun and reducing the effects of haze.
Most sextants mount a 1 or 3 power monocular for viewing. Many users prefer a simple sighting tube, which has a
wider, brighter field of view and is easier to use at night. Some navigators mount a light-amplifying monocular to
help see the horizon on moonless nights. Others prefer to use a lit artificial horizon.
Professional sextants use a click-stop degree measure and a worm adjustment that reads to a minute, 1/60 of a
degree. Most sextants also include a vernier on the worm dial that reads to 0.2 minute. Since 1 minute of error is

Sextant
about a nautical mile, the best possible accuracy of celestial navigation is about 0.1 nautical miles (200 m). At sea,
results within several nautical miles, well within visual range, are acceptable. A highly-skilled and experienced
navigator can determine position to an accuracy of about 0.25-nautical-mile (460 m).[2]
A change in temperature can warp the arc, creating inaccuracies. Many navigators purchase weatherproof cases so
that their sextant can be placed outside the cabin to come to equilibrium with outside temperatures. The standard
frame designs (see illustration) are supposed to equalise differential angular error from temperature changes. The
handle is separated from the arc and frame so that body heat does not warp the frame. Sextants for tropical use are
often painted white to reflect sunlight and remain relatively cool. High-precision sextants have an invar (a special
low-expansion steel) frame and arc. Some scientific sextants have been constructed of quartz or ceramics with even
lower expansions. Many commercial sextants use low expansion brass or aluminium. Brass is lower-expansion than
aluminium, but aluminium sextants are lighter and less tiring to use. Some say they are more accurate because one's
hand trembles less.
Aircraft sextants are now out of production, but had special features. Most had artificial horizons to permit taking a
sight through a flush overhead window. Some also had mechanical averagers to make hundreds of measurements per
sight for compensation of random accelerations in the artificial horizon's fluid. Older aircraft sextants had two visual
paths, one standard and the other designed for use in open-cockpit aircraft that let one view from directly over the
sextant in one's lap. More modern aircraft sextants were periscopic with only a small projection above the fuselage.
With these, the navigator pre-computed his sight and then noted the difference in observed versus predicted height of
the body to determine his position.
After a sight is taken, it is reduced to a position by following any of several mathematical procedures. The simplest
sight reduction is to draw the equal-elevation circle of the sighted celestial object on a globe. The intersection of that
circle with a dead-reckoning track, or another sighting gives a more precise location.

Taking a sight
To sight (or measure) the angle between the sun, a star, or a planet, and the horizon the 'star telescope' should be
fitted to the sextant. The horizon should also be visible. On a vessel at sea, this is usually no problem; on misty days,
sighting from a low height above the water may give a more definite, better horizon. The sextant is removed from its
box and held by the handle in the right hand, without ever touching the arc with the fingers.[]
For a sun sight, the shades of the sextant overcome glare. One method of starting is to use both index mirror and
horizon mirror shades, of sufficient darkness that the sun appears through either as a solid disk and does not hurt the
eyes. By setting the index bar to zero, the sun can be viewed through the telescope. Releasing the index bar (either
by releasing a clamping screw, or on modern instruments, using the quick-release button), the image of the sun can
be brought down to about the level of the horizon. It is necessary to flip back the horizon mirror shade to be able to
see the horizon, and then the fine adjustment screw on the end of the index bar is turned until the bottom curve (the
lower limb) of the sun just touches the horizon. 'Swinging' the sextant about the axis of the telescope ensures that the
reading is being taken with the instrument held vertically. The angle of the sight is then read from the scale on the
arc, making use of the micrometer or vernier scale provided. The exact time of the sight must also be noted
simultaneously, and the height of the eye above sea-level recorded.[]
An alternative method is to estimate the current altitude (angle) of the sun from navigation tables, then set the index
bar to that angle on the arc, apply suitable shades only to the index mirror, and point the instrument directly at the
horizon, sweeping it from side to side until a flash of the sun's rays are seen in the telescope. Fine adjustments are
then made as above. This method is less likely to be successful for sighting stars and planets.[]
Star and planet sights are normally taken during nautical twilight at dawn or dusk, while both the heavenly bodies
and the sea horizon are visible. There is no need to use shades or to distinguish the lower limb as the body appears as
a mere point in the telescope. The moon can be sighted, but it appears to move very fast, appears to have different
sizes at different times, and sometimes only the lower or upper limb can be distinguished due to its phase.[]
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Sextants can be used very accurately to measure other visible angles, for example between one heavenly body and
another and between landmarks ashore. Used horizontally, a sextant can measure the apparent angle between two
landmarks such as a lighthouse and a church spire, which can then be used to find the distance off or out to sea
(provided the distance between the two landmarks is known). Used vertically, a measurement of the angle between
the lantern of a lighthouse of known height and the sea level at its base can also be used for distance off.[]

Adjustment
Due to the sensitivity of the instrument it is easy to knock the mirrors out of adjustment. For this reason a sextant
should be checked frequently for errors and adjusted accordingly.
There are four errors that can be adjusted by the navigator and they should be removed in the following order.
Perpendicularity error
This is when the index mirror is not perpendicular to the frame of the sextant. To test for this, place the index
arm at about 60° on the arc and hold the sextant horizontally with the arc away from you at arms length and
look into the index mirror. The arc of the sextant should appear to continue unbroken into the mirror. If there
is an error then the two views will appear to be broken. Adjust the mirror until the reflection and direct view of
the arc appear to be continuous.
Side error
This occurs when the horizon glass/mirror is not perpendicular to the plane of the instrument. To test for this,
first zero the index arm then observe a star through the sextant. Then rotate the tangent screw back and forth so
that the reflected image passes alternately above and below the direct view. If in changing from one position to
another the reflected image passes directly over the unreflected image, no side error exists. If it passes to one
side, side error exists. The user can hold the sextant on its side and observe the horizon to check the sextant
during the day. If there are two horizons there is side error; adjust the horizon glass/mirror until the stars
merge into one image or the horizons are merged into one. Side error is generally inconsequential for
observations and can be ignored or reduced to a level that is merely convenient.
Collimation error
This is when the telescope or monocular is not parallel to the plane of the sextant. To check for this you need
to observe two stars 90° or more apart. Bring the two stars into coincidence either to the left or the right of the
field of view. Move the sextant slightly so that the stars move to the other side of the field of view. If they
separate there is collimation error.
Index error
This occurs when the index and horizon mirrors are not parallel to each other when the index arm is set to
zero. To test for index error, zero the index arm and observe the horizon. If the reflected and direct image of
the horizon are in line there is no index error. If one is above the other adjust the index mirror until the two
horizons merge. This can be done at night with a star or with the moon.
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Notes
[2] Dutton's Navigation and Piloting, 12th edition. G.D. Dunlap and H.H. Shufeldt, eds. Naval Institute Press 1972, ISBN 0-87021-163-3
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Octant (instrument)
The octant, also called reflecting quadrant, is a measuring instrument
used primarily in navigation. It is a type of reflecting instrument.

Etymology
The name octant derives from the Latin octans meaning eighth part of
a circle, because the instrument's arc is one eighth of a circle.
Reflecting quadrant derives from the instrument using mirrors to
reflect the path of light to the observer and, in doing so, doubles the
angle measured. This allows the instrument to use a one-eighth of a
turn to measure a quarter-turn or quadrant.

Origin of the octant

Octant. This instrument, labelled Crichton London, Sold by J Berry, Aberdeen, appears to
have an ebony frame with ivory scale, vernier and
signature plate. The index arm and mirror
supports are brass. Rather than use a sighting
telescope, this instrument has a sighting pinnula.

Newton's reflecting quadrant
Isaac Newton's reflecting quadrant was invented around 1699.[1] A
detailed description of the instrument was given to Edmond Halley, but
the description was not published until after Halley's death in 1742. It
is not known why Halley did not publish the information during his
life, however this prevents Newton from getting the credit for the
invention that is generally given to John Hadley and Thomas Godfrey.
One copy of this instrument was constructed by Thomas Heath and
may have been shown in Heath's shop window prior to its being
published by the Royal Society in 1742.[2]
Newton's instrument used two mirrors, but they were used in an
arrangement somewhat different than the two mirrors found in modern
octants and sextants. The diagram on the right shows the configuration
of the instrument.[3]

Drawing of Newton's Reflecting Quadrant. From
Memoirs of the Life, Writings, and Discoveries
of Sir Isaac Newton by David Brewster, 1855A-B
- sighting telescope C-D - index arm G - horizon
mirror H - index mirror P-Q - graduated arc

The 45° arc of the instrument (P-Q), was graduated with 90 divisions of a half-degree each. Each such division was
subdivided into 60 parts and each part further divided into sixths. This results in the arc being marked in degrees,
minutes and sixths of a minute (10 seconds). Thus the instrument could have readings interpolated to 5 seconds of
arc. This fineness of graduation is only possible due to the large size of the instrument - the sighting telescope alone
was three to four feet long.
A sighting telescope (A-B), three or four feet long, was mounted along one side of the instrument. A horizon mirror,
was fixed at a 45° angle in front of the telescope's objective lens (G). This mirror was small enough to allow the
observer to see the image in the mirror on one side and to see directly ahead on the other. The index arm (C-D) held
an index mirror (H), also at 45° to the edge of the index arm. The reflective sides of the two mirrors nominally faced
each other, so that the image seen in the first mirror is that reflected from the second.
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With the two mirrors parallel, the index reads 0°. The view through the
telescope sees directly ahead on one side and the view from the mirror
G sees the same image reflected from mirror H (see detail drawing to
the right). When the index arm is moved from zero to a large value, the
index mirror reflects an image that is in a direction away from the
direct line of sight. As the index arm movement increases, the line of
sight for the index mirror moves toward S (to the right in the detail
image). This shows a slight deficiency with this mirror arrangement.
The horizon mirror will block the view of the index mirror at angles
approaching 90°.

Details of the mirrors on Newton's reflecting
quadrant, showing the light paths (red) through
the instrument. This image is turned 90°
anticlockwise relative to the one above.

The length of the sighting telescope seems remarkable, given the small
size of the telescopes on modern instruments. This was likely Newton's
choice of a way to reduce chromatic aberrations. Short–focal length telescopes, prior to the development of
achromatic lenses, produced an objectionable degree of aberration, so much so that it could affect the perception of a
star's position. Long focal lengths were the solution, and this telescope would likely have had both a long–focal
length objective lens and a long–focal length eyepiece. This would decrease aberrations without excessive
magnification.

The inventors of the octant
Two men independently developed the octant around 1730: John Hadley (1682–1744), an English mathematician,
and Thomas Godfrey (1704–1749), a glazier in Philadelphia. While both have a legitimate and equal claim to the
invention, Hadley generally gets the greater share of the credit. This reflects the central role that London and the
Royal Society played in the history of scientific instruments in the eighteenth century.
Two others who created octants during this period were Caleb Smith, an English insurance broker with a strong
interest in astronomy (in 1734), and Jean-Paul Fouchy, a mathematics professor and astronomer in France (in 1732).

Hadley's versions
Hadley produced two versions of the reflecting quadrant. Only the
second is well known and is the familiar octant.
Hadley's reflecting quadrant
Hadley's first reflecting quadrant was a simple device with a frame
spanning a 45° arc. In the image at the right, from Hadley's article in
the Philosophical Transactions of the Royal Society,[4] you can see the
nature of his design. A small sighting telescope was mounted on the
frame along one side. One large index mirror was mounted at the point
Hadley's reflecting quadrant. This instrument
of rotation of the index arm. A second, smaller horizon mirror was
follows the form of Newton's reflecting quadrant
mounted on the frame in the line of sight of the telescope. The horizon
from 1699
mirror allows the observer to see the image of the index mirror in one
half of the view and to see a distant object in the other half. A shade was mounted at the vertex of the instrument to
allow one to observe a bright object. The shade pivots to allow it to move out of the way for stellar observations.
Observing through the telescope, the navigator would sight one object directly ahead. The second object would be
seen by reflection in the horizon mirror. The light in the horizon mirror is reflected from the index mirror. By
moving the index arm, the index mirror can be made to reveal any object up to 90° from the direct line of sight.
When both objects are in the same view, aligning them together allows the navigator to measure the angular distance
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between them.
Very few of the original reflecting quadrant designs were ever produced. One, constructed by Baradelle, is in the
collection if the Musée de la Marine, Paris.[5]
Hadley's octant
Hadley's second design had the form familiar to modern navigators.
The image to the right, also taken from his Royal Society
publication,[4] shows the details.
He placed an index mirror on the index arm. Two horizon mirrors
were provided. The upper mirror, in the line of the sighting telescope,
was small enough to allow the telescope to see directly ahead as well
as seeing the reflected view. The reflected view was that of the light
from the index mirror. As in the previous instrument, the arrangement
of the mirrors allowed the observer to simultaneously see an object
straight ahead and to see one reflected in the index mirror to the
horizon mirror and then into the telescope. Moving the index arm
allowed the navigator to see any object within 90° of the direct view.

Hadley's Octant. This is in the form familiar to
those who have seen a sextant.

The significant difference with this design was that the mirrors allowed the instrument to be held vertically rather
than horizontally and it provided more room for configuring the mirrors without suffering from mutual interference.
The second horizon mirror was an interesting innovation. The telescope was removable. It could be remounted so
that the telescope viewed the second horizon mirror from the opposite side of the frame. By mounting the two
horizon mirrors at right angles to each other and permitting the movement of the telescope, the navigator could
measure angles from 0 to 90° with one horizon mirror and from 90° to 180° with the other. This made the instrument
very versatile. For unknown reasons, this feature was not implemented on octants in general use.
Comparing this instrument to the photo of a typical octant at the top of the article, one can see that the only
significant differences in the more modern design are:
• The location of the horizon mirror and telescope or sighting pinnula is lower.
• The internal bracing of the frame is more central and robust.
• The position of the shades for the index mirror is in the path between the index and horizon mirrors rather than at
the top of the instrument.
• Multiple shades are used to allow for different levels of shading.
• Separate shades are provided on the horizon mirror for sighting a low sun position with a very bright horizon.
• The second horizon mirror and accompanying alidade is not provided.

Smith's Astroscope
Caleb Smith, an English insurance broker with a strong interest in
astronomy, had created an octant in 1734. He called it an Astroscope or
Sea-Quadrant.[6] His used a fixed prism in addition to an index mirror
to provide reflective elements. Prisms provide advantages over mirrors
in an era when polished speculum metal mirrors were inferior and both
the silvering of a mirror and the production of glass with flat, parallel
surfaces was difficult.
Drawing of Smith's Astroscope or Sea-quadrant
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In the drawing to the right, the horizon element (B) could be a mirror or a prism. On the index arm, the index mirror
(A) rotated with the arm. A sighting telescope was mounted on the frame (C). The index did not use a vernier or
other device at the scale (D). Smith called the instrument's index arm a label, in the manner of Elton for his mariner's
quadrant.[7]
Various design elements of Smith's instrument made it inferior to Hadley's octant and it was not used significantly.[5]
For example, one problem with the Astroscope was that angle of the observer's line of sight. By looking down, he
had greater difficulty in observing than an orientation with his head in a normal orientation.

Advantages of the octant
The octant provided a number of advantages over previous
instruments.
The sight was easy to align because the horizon and the star seem to
move together as the ship pitched and rolled. This also created a
situation where the error in observation was less dependent on the
observer, as he could directly see both objects at once.
With the use of the manufacturing techniques available in the 18th
century, the instruments were capable of reading very accurately. The
size of the instruments was reduced with no loss of accuracy. An octant
could be half the size of a Davis quadrant with no increase in error.
Using shades over the light paths, one could observe the sun directly,
while moving the shades out of the light path allowed the navigator to
observe faint stars. This made the instrument usable both night and
day.
By 1780, the octant and sextant had almost completely eliminated all
previous instruments.[5]

Production of the octant

Octant reverse side. This side is not seen in
photographs very often. On the right, the
thumbscrew to adjust the horizon mirror can be
seen. At the top, one of the feet on which the
octant rests in its case is just below the index arm
axis. On the left the notepad is clearly visible.
This small keystone-shaped piece of ivory,
scarcely larger than a thumbnail, was used by the
navigator to record his readings.

Early octants were constructed primarily in wood, with later versions incorporating ivory and brass components. The
earliest mirrors were polished metal, since the technology to produce silvered glass mirrors with flat, parallel
surfaces was limited. As glass polishing techniques improved, glass mirrors began to be provided. These used
coatings of mercury-containing tin amalgam; coatings of silver or aluminum were not available until the 19th
century. The poor optical quality of the early polished speculum metal mirrors meant that telescopic sights were not
practical. For that reason, most early octants employed a simple naked-eye sighting pinnula instead.
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Early octants retained some of the features common to backstaves,
such as transversals on the scale. However, as engraved, they showed
the instrument to have an apparent accuracy of only two minutes of arc
while the backstaff appeared to be accurate to one minute. The use of
the vernier scale allowed the scale to be read to one minute, so
improved the marketability of the instrument. This and the ease in
making verniers compared to transversals, lead to adoption of the
vernier on octants produced later in the 18th century.[8]

Details on an octant. This photo shows the
graduated scale and the end of the index arm with
the vernier. The thumbscrew used to lock the
index arm position is seen below the index arm
while the thumbscrew used for fine adjustment of
the arm is on the left. To the right of the value 50

Octants were produced in large numbers. In wood and ivory, their
relatively low price compared to an all-brass sextant made them a
popular instrument. The design was standardized with many
manufacturers using the identical frame style and components.
on the main scale, the SBR logo is engraved. The
Different shops could make different components, with woodworkers
scale is directly graduated in degrees and thirds of
specializing in frames and others in the brass components. For
a degree (20'). The vernier can divide the 20'
intervals to the nearest minute of arc.
example, Spencer, Browning and Rust, a manufacturer of scientific
instruments in England from 1787 to 1840 (operating as Spencer,
Browning and Co. after 1840) used a Ramsden dividing engine to produce graduated scales in ivory. These were
widely used by others and the SBR initials could be found on octants from many other manufacturers.[9]
Examples of these very similar octants are in the photos in this article. The image at the top is essentially the same
instrument as the one in the detail photos. However, they are from two different instrument makers - the upper is
labelled Crichton - London, Sold by J Berry Aberdeen while the detail images are of an instrument from Spencer,
Browning & Co. London. The only obvious difference is the presence of horizon shades on the Crichton octant that
are not on the other.
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These octants were available with many options. A basic octant with
graduations directly on the wood frame were least expensive. These
dispensed with a telescopic sight, using a single- or double-holed
sighting pinnula instead. Ivory scales would increase the price, as
would the use of a brass index arm or a vernier.

Demise of the octant
In 1767 the first edition of the Nautical Almanac tabulated lunar
distances, enabling navigators to find the current time from the angle
between the sun and the moon. This angle is sometimes larger than
90°, and thus not possible to measure with an octant. For that reason,
Admiral John Campbell, who conducted shipboard experiments with
the lunar distance method, suggested a larger instrument and the
sextant was developed.[10]
From that time onward, the sextant was the instrument that experienced
significant development and improvements and was the instrument of
choice for naval navigators. The octant continued to be produced well
into the 19th century, though it was generally a less accurate and less
expensive instrument. The lower price of the octant, including versions
without telescope, made it a practical instrument for ships in the
merchant and fishing fleets.

Octant details showing the double-holed sighting
pinulla. Also visible is the small cover that can
block one or the other of the holes. The horizon
mirror is on the opposite side of the instrument.
The left side is transparent while the tin amalgam
on the mirrored side has completely corroded and
no longer reflects light. The back of the index
mirror's holder is at the top and the three circular
glass shades in square frames are between the two
mirrors.

One common practice among navigators up to the late nineteenth
century was to use both a sextant and an octant. The sextant was used
with great care and only for lunars, while the octant was used for routine meridional altitude measurements of the
sun every day.[7] This protected the very accurate and pricier sextant, while using the more affordable octant where it
performs well.

The bubble octant
From the early 1930s through the end of the 1950s, several types of civilian and military bubble octant instruments
were produced for use aboard aircraft.[11] All were fitted with an artificial horizon in the form of a bubble, which
was centered to align the horizon for a navigator flying thousands of feet above the earth; some had recording
features.[12]

Use and adjustment
Use and adjustment of the octant is essentially identical to the navigator's sextant, which see for information on these
topics.
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Other reflecting instruments
Hadley's was not the first reflecting quadrant. Robert Hooke invented a reflecting quadrant in 1684[13] and had
written about the concept as early as 1666.[14] Hooke's was a single-reflecting instrument.[14] Other octants were
developed by Jean-Paul Fouchy and Caleb Smith in the early 1730s, however, these did not become significant in the
history of navigation instruments.
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Backstaff
The backstaff is a navigational
instrument that was used to measure
the altitude of a celestial body, in
particular the sun or moon. When
observing the sun, users kept the sun to
their back (hence the name) and
observed the shadow cast by the upper
vane on a horizon vane. It was
invented by the English navigator John
Davis that described it in his book
Seaman's Secrets in 1594.[]

Types of backstaffs
Backstaff is the name given to any
Davis quadrant from the beginning of the 18th century
instrument that measures the altitude of
the sun by the projection of a shadow. It appears that the idea for measuring the sun's altitude using back
observations originated with Thomas Harriot.[1] Many types of instruments evolved from the cross-staff that can be
classified as backstaves. Only the Davis quadrant remains dominant in the history of navigation instruments. Indeed,
the Davis quadrant is essentially synonymous with backstaff. However, Davis was neither the first nor the last to
design such an instrument and others are considered here as well.

Davis quadrant
Captain John Davis invented a version of the backstaff in 1594. Davis
was a navigator who was quite familiar with the instruments of the day
such as the mariner's astrolabe, the quadrant and the cross-staff. He
recognized the inherent drawbacks of each and endeavoured to create a
new instrument that could reduce those problems and increase the ease
and accuracy of obtaining solar elevations.

Figure 1 – A simple precursor to the Davis
Quadrant after an illustration in his book,

One early version of the quadrant staff is shown in Figure 1.[2] It had
Seaman's Secrets. The arc was limited to
an arc affixed to a staff so that it could slide along the staff (the shape
measuring angles to 45°.
is not critical, though the curved shape was chosen). The arc (A) was
placed so that it would cast its shadow on the horizon vane (B). The navigator would look along the staff and
observe the horizon through a slit in the horizon vane. By sliding the arc so that the shadow aligned with the horizon,
the angle of the sun could be read on the graduated staff. This was a simple quadrant, but it was not as accurate as
one might like. The accuracy in the instrument is dependent on the length of the staff, but a long staff made the
instrument more unwieldy. The maximum altitude that could be measured with this instrument was 45°.
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The next version of his quadrant is shown in Figure 2.[2] The arc on the
top of the instrument in the previous version was replaced with a
shadow vane placed on a transom. This transom could be moved along
a graduated scale to indicate the angle of the shadow above the staff.
Below the staff, a 30° arc was added. The horizon, seen through the
horizon vane on the left, is aligned with the shadow. The sighting vane
on the arc is moved until it aligns with the view of the horizon. The
angle measured is the sum of the angle indicated by the position of the
transom and the angle measured on the scale on the arc.
The instrument that is now identified with Davis is shown in Figure
3.[3] This form evolved by the mid-17th century.[3] The quadrant arc

Figure 2 – The second Davis Quadrant after an
illustration in his book, Seaman's Secrets. The arc
above is replaced with an arc below and a
shadow-casting transom above. This instrument
can now measure up to 90°.

has been split into two parts. The smaller radius arc, with a span of 60°,
was mounted above the staff. The longer radius arc, with a span of 30°
was mounted below. Both arcs have a common centre. At the common
centre, a slotted horizon vane was mounted (B). A moveable shadow
vane was placed on the upper arc so that its shadow was cast on the
horizon vane. A moveable sight vane was mounted on the lower arc
(C).

Figure 3 – The Davis Quadrant as it evolved by
the mid-17th century. The upper transom has
been replaced with a 60° arc.

It is easier for a person to place a vane at a specific location than to read the arc at an arbitrary position. This is due
to Vernier acuity, the ability of a person to align two line segments accurately. Thus an arc with a small radius,
marked with relatively few graduations, can be used to place the shadow vane accurately at a specific angle. On the
other hand, moving the sight vane to the location where the line to the horizon meets the shadow requires a large arc.
This is because the position may be at a fraction of a degree and a large arc allows one to read smaller graduations
with greater accuracy. The large arc of the instrument, in later years, was marked with transversals to allow the arc to
be read to greater accuracy than the main graduations allow.[4]
Thus Davis was able to optimize the construction of the quadrant to have both a small and a large arc, allowing the
effective accuracy of a single arc quadrant of large radius without making the entire instrument so large. This form
of the instrument became synonymous with the backstaff. It was one of the most widely used forms of the backstaff.
Continental European navigators called it the English Quadrant.
A later modification of the Davis quadrant was to use a Flamsteed glass in place of the shadow vane; this was
suggested by John Flamsteed.[3] This placed a lens on the vane that projected an image of the sun on the horizon
vane instead of a shadow. It was useful under conditions where the sky was hazy or lightly overcast; the dim image
of the sun was shown more brightly on the horizon vane where a shadow could not be seen.[4]
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Usage
In order to use the instrument, the navigator would place the shadow vane at a location anticipating the altitude of the
sun. Holding the instrument in front of him, with the sun at his back, he holds the instrument so that the shadow cast
by the shadow vane falls on the horizon vane at the side of the slit. He then moves the sight vane so that he observes
the horizon in a line from the sight vane through the horizon vane's slit while simultaneously maintaining the
position of the shadow. This permits him to measure the angle between the horizon and the sun as the sum of the
angle read from the two arcs.
Since the shadow's edge represents the limb of the sun, he must correct the value for the semidiameter of the sun.

Instruments that derived from the Davis quadrant
The Elton's quadrant derived from the Davis quadrant. It added an index arm with spirit levels to provide an artificial
horizon.

Demi-cross
The demi-cross was an instrument that was contemporary with the
Davis quadrant. It was popular outside of England.[3]
The vertical transom was like a half-transom on a cross-staff, hence the
name demi-cross. It supported a shadow vane (A in Figure 4) that
could be set to one of several heights (three according to May,[3] four
according to de Hilster[5]). By setting the shadow vane height, the
range of angles that could be measured was set. The transom could be
slid along the staff and the angle read from one of the graduated scales
on the staff.

Figure 4 – A demi-cross. This instrument was
contemporary with the Davis quadrant and
popular outside England. It shows its similarity
with the first of Davis' versions (Figure 1)

The sight vane (C) and horizon vane (B) were aligned visually with the horizon. With the shadow vane's shadow cast
on the horizon vane and aligned with the horizon, the angle was determined. In practice, the instrument was accurate
but more unwieldy than the Davis quadrant.[5]

The plough
The plough was the name given to an unusual instrument that existed
for a short time.[3] It was part cross-staff and part backstaff. In Figure
5, A is the transom that casts its shadow on the horizon vane at B. It
functions in the same manner as the staff in Figure 1. C is the sighting
vane. The navigator uses the sighting vane and the horizon vane to
align the instrument horizontally. The sighting vane can be moved left
to right along the staff. D is a transom just as one finds on a cross-staff.
This transom has two vanes on it that can be moved closer or farther
from the staff to emulate different-length transoms. The transom can be
moved on the staff and used to measure angles.

Figure 5 – The plough – a transitional instrument
with the characteristics of both a cross-staff and a
backstaff.
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Almucantar staff
The Almucantar staff is a device specifically used for measuring the altitude of the sun at low altitudes.

Cross-staff
The cross-staff was normally a direct observation instrument. However, in later years it was modified for use with
back observations.

Quadrant
There was a variation of the quadrant – the Back observation quadrant – that was used for measuring the sun's
altitude by observing the shadow cast on a horizon vane.

Thomas Hood cross-staff
Thomas Hood invented this cross-staff in 1590.[3] It could be used for
surveying, astronomy or other geometric problems.
It consists of two components, a transom and a yard. The transom is
the vertical component and is graduated from 0° at the top to 45° at the
bottom. At the top of the transom, a vane is mounted to cast a shadow.
The yard is horizontal and is graduated from 45° to 90°. The transom
and yard are joined by a special fitting (the double socket in Figure 6)
that permits independent adjustments of the transom vertically and the
yard horizontally.
It was possible to construct the instrument with the yard at the top of
[6]
the transom rather than at the bottom.

Figure 6 – Cross-staff by Thomas Hood. Though
called a cross-staff, this instrument uses a shadow
vane to cast a shadow on the instrument to
measure the altitude of the sun.

Initially, the transom and yard are set so that the two are joined at their
respective 45° settings. The instrument is held so that the yard is
horizontal (the navigator can view the horizon along the yard to assist in this). The socket is loosened so that the
transom is moved vertically until the shadow of the vane is cast at the yard's 90° setting. If the movement of just the
transom can accomplish this, the altitude is given by the transom's graduations. If the sun is too high for this, the
yard horizontal opening in the socket is loosened and the yard is moved to allow the shadow to land on the 90° mark.
The yard then yields the altitude.
It was a fairly accurate instrument, as the graduations were well spaced compared to a conventional cross-staff.
However, it was a bit unwieldy and difficult to handle in wind.
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Benjamin Cole quadrant
A late addition to the collection of backstaves in the navigation world,
this device was invented by Benjamin Cole in 1748.[3]
The instrument consists of a staff with a pivoting quadrant on one end.
The quadrant has a shadow vane, which can optionally take a lens like
the Davis quadrant's Flamsteed glass, at the upper end of the graduated
scale (A in Figure 7). This casts a shadow or projects an image of the
sun on the horizon vane (B). The observer views the horizon through a
hole in the sight vane (D) and a slit in the horizon vane to ensure the
Figure 7 – Cole quadrant from 1748.
instrument is level. The quadrant component is rotated until the
horizon and the sun's image or shadow are aligned. The altitude can
then be read from the quadrant's scale. In order to refine the reading, a circular vernier is mounted on the staff (D).
The fact that such an instrument was introduced in the middle of the 18th century shows that the quadrant was still a
viable instrument even in the presence of the octant.
George Adams Sr. created a very similar backstaff at the same time. Adam's version ensured that the distance
between the Flamsteed glass and horizon vane was the same as the distance from the vane to the sight vane.[7]

Cross bow quadrant
Edmund Gunter invented the cross bow quadrant, also called the
mariner's bow, around 1623.[3] It gets its name from the similarity to
the archer's crossbow.
This instrument is interesting in that the arc is 120° but is only
graduated as a 90° arc.[3] As such, the angular spacing of a degree on
the arc is slightly greater than one degree. Examples of the instrument
can be found with a 0° to 90° graduation or with two mirrored 0° to
45° segments centred on the midpoint of the arc.[3]
The instrument has three vanes, a horizon vane (A in Figure 8) which
Figure 8 – Drawing of a cross bow quadrant. The
has an opening in it to observe the horizon, a shadow vane (B) to cast a
120° arc was graduated with as a 90° arc,
shadow on the horizon vane and a sighting vane (C) that the navigator
resulting in divisions that are slightly greater than
their nominal arc size.
uses to view the horizon and shadow at the horizon vane. This serves
to ensure the instrument is level while simultaneously measuring the
altitude of the sun. The altitude is the difference in the angular positions of the shadow and sighting vanes.
With some versions of this instrument, the sun's declination for each day of the year was marked on the arc. This
permitted the navigator to set the shadow vane to the date and the instrument would read the altitude directly.
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External links
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Attribution
This article incorporates text from a publication now in the public domain: Chambers, Ephraim, ed. (1728). "article
name needed
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Mariner's astrolabe
The mariner's astrolabe, also called sea astrolabe,
was an inclinometer used to determine the latitude of a
ship at sea by measuring the sun's noon altitude
(declination) or the meridian altitude of a star of known
declination. Not an astrolabe proper, the mariner's
astrolabe was rather a graduated circle with an alidade
used to measure vertical angles. They were designed to
allow for their use on boats in rough water and/or in
heavy winds, which astrolabes are ill equipped to
handle. In the sixteenth century, the instrument was
also called a ring.[1]

Three Mariner's Astrolabes in the Museum of the Forte da Ponta da
Bandeira; Lagos, Portugal

History
Many dates can be found for the appearance of the first mariner's
astrolabes. The earliest date, 1295, is offered by the Majorcan
astronomer Ramon Llull.[2] Later dates centre around the late 15th
century, with Samuel Purchas claiming that it was adapted for marine
navigation by Martin Behaim,[2] a mariner not considered a trustworthy
source by some historians. In any event, the instrument was certainly
known by the end of the 15th century. Nevertheless, the creation and
perfectioning of the mariner's astrolabe is attributed to Portuguese
navigators during the beginning of Portuguese discoveries.[3][4] The
earliest known description of how to make and use a sea astrolabe comes
from Martín Cortés de Albacar’s[5] Arte de Navegar published in 1551,[6]
although the basic principle is the same as that of the archipendulum
used in constructing the Egyptian pyramids.
There is strong evidence that the mariner's astrolabe was derived directly
from the planispheric astrolabe, as the earliest examples retain some of
the markings (e.g. umbra recta and umbra versa) of the prior device
without having the same components.[7]

Mariner's astrolabe in Maritime Museum,
Lisbon
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The mariner's astrolabe would have replaced or complemented instruments such as the
cross staff or quadrant as a navigator's instrument. The mariner's astrolabe was used
until the middle or, at the latest, the end of the 17th century.[7] It was replaced by more
accurate and easier-to-use instruments such as the Davis quadrant.
Although their heavy brass construction permits their longevity in marine
environments,[6] mariner's astrolabes are very rare today. In 1979, only 35 were known
to exist.[8] while 65 were known by 1988.[9] The biggest collection remains in museums
in Portugal.[4]
Aveiro (1575) - Maritime
Museum, Lisbon

Construction
Mariner's astrolabes were made of brass. Since weight was advantageous when using the instrument on the heaving
deck of a ship or in high winds, other materials, such as wood or ivory, were not desirable though some wood sea
astrolabes were made. Early sea astrolabes were made from sheets of brass. Due to their light weight, they tended to
perform poorly at sea. Heavier cast brass frames began to be made in the mid-sixteenth century and were
considerably better.[1] As the accuracy of the instrument is related to the radius of the divided circle, these were
made as large as practical.
Since the large plate form of the planispheric astrolabe makes it sensitive to the wind, the mariner's astrolabe is made
with a frame form. The openings in the frame allow wind to pass through, inducing less motion in the instrument.
The essential function of the device was to measure angles. Thus the instrument featured a ring graduated in degrees.
Early instruments were only graduated for 90°; later instruments were graduated for the full 360° circle around the
limb. The sole purpose of the spokes was to support the pivot point for the alidade. In order to lower the centre of
gravity of the device and thus increase its period of motion as a means of stabilizing it, extra brass was usually added
to the bottom of the instrument inside the ring. This is clearly evident in the lower left instrument seen in the
photograph above.
The alidade was free to rotate about a pin through the centre of the instrument. The vanes of the alidade were either
slotted or pierced with a hole to allow the user to align the alidade.
The astrolabe had a ring attached to the top of the instrument to allow it to hang vertically.

Usage
In order to use the astrolabe, the navigator would hold the instrument
by the ring at the top. This caused the instrument to remain in a vertical
plane. He would align the plane of the astrolabe to the direction of the
object of interest. The alidade was aligned to point at the object and the
altitude was read off the outer degree scale.
If observing a dim object such as a star, the navigator would observe
the object directly through the alidade. If observing the sun, it was both
safer and easier to allow the shadow of one of the alidade's vanes to be
cast onto the opposite vane.

Mariner's astrolabe

Limitations
The mariner's astrolabe needed to be suspended vertically in order to measure the altitude of the celestial object. This
meant it could not be used easily on the deck in windy conditions. It could not easily be used to measure the angle
between two objects, which was necessary for longitude calculations by the lunar distance method (though that
technique was not used when the instrument was developed). Another limitation was that the instrument's angular
accuracy was directly proportional to the length of the alidade, which was not very long.
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External links
• Make your own mariner's astrolabe (http://www.astrolabes.org/mariner.htm)
• Champlain's astrolabe at the Canadian Museum of Civilization (http://www.civilization.ca/tresors/treasure/
222eng.html) Believed to be Samuel de Champlain's lost astrolabe.

Astrolabe
An astrolabe (Greek: ἀστρολάβος astrolabos, "star-taker")[1] is an
elaborate inclinometer, historically used by astronomers, navigators,
and astrologers. Its many uses include locating and predicting the
positions of the Sun, Moon, planets, and stars, determining local time
given local latitude and vice-versa, surveying, triangulation, and to cast
horoscopes. It was used in classical antiquity, the Islamic Golden Age,
the European Middle Ages and Renaissance for all these purposes. In
the Islamic world, it was also used to calculate the Qibla and to find the
times for Salah, prayers.
Astrolabe quadrant, England, 1388
There is often confusion between the astrolabe and the mariner's
astrolabe. While the astrolabe could be useful for determining latitude
on land, it was an awkward instrument for use on the heaving deck of a ship or in wind. The mariner's astrolabe was
developed to address these issues.
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Etymology
OED gives the translation "star-taker" for the English word "astrolabe"
and traces it, through medieval Latin, to the Greek word
astrolabos[1][2] from astron "star" and lambanein "to take".[3] In the
medieval Islamic world the word "asturlab" (i.e. astrolabe) was given
various etymologies. In Arabic texts the word is translated as "akhdh
al-kawakib" (lit. "taking the stars") which corresponds to an
interpretation of the Greek word.[] Al-Biruni quotes and criticizes the
medieval scientist Hamza al-Isfahani who had stated:[] "asturlab is an
arabization of this Persian phrase" (sitara yab, meaning "taker of the
stars").[4] In medieval Islamic sources there is also a "fictional" and
A 16th-century astrolabe, showing a tulip rete and
popular etymology of the words as "lines of lab". In this popular
rule
etymology "Lab" is a certain son of Idris (=Enoch). This etymology is
mentioned by a 10th-century scientist called al-Qummi but rejected by
al-Khwarizmi.[5] "Lab" in Arabic also means "sun" and "black stony places" (cf. Dictionary).

History
Ancient world
An early astrolabe was invented in the Hellenistic world in 150 BC and is often attributed to Hipparchus. A marriage
of the planisphere and dioptra, the astrolabe was effectively an analog calculator capable of working out several
different kinds of problems in spherical astronomy. Theon of Alexandria wrote a detailed treatise on the astrolabe,
and Lewis (2001) argues that Ptolemy used an astrolabe to make the astronomical observations recorded in the
Tetrabiblos.[6]
Astrolabes continued in use in the Greek-speaking world throughout the Byzantine period. About 550 AD the
Christian philosopher John Philoponus wrote a treatise on the astrolabe in Greek, which is the earliest extant Greek
treatise on the instrument.[7] In addition, Severus Sebokht, a bishop who lived in Mesopotamia, also wrote a treatise
[8]
on the astrolabe in Syriac in the mid-7th century. Severus Sebokht refers in the introduction of his treatise to the
astrolabe as being made of brass, indicating that metal astrolabes were known in the Christian East well before they
were developed in the Islamic world or the Latin West.[9]
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Medieval era
Astrolabes were further developed in the medieval
Islamic world, where Muslim astronomers introduced
angular scales to the astrolabe,[10] adding circles
indicating azimuths on the horizon.[11] It was widely
used throughout the Muslim world, chiefly as an aid to
navigation and as a way of finding the Qibla, the
direction of Mecca. The first person credited with
building the astrolabe in the Islamic world is reportedly
the
8th
century
mathematician
Muhammad
[12]
al-Fazari.
The mathematical background was
established by the Muslim astronomer Albatenius in his
treatise Kitab az-Zij (ca. 920 AD), which was translated
into Latin by Plato Tiburtinus (De Motu Stellarum).
The earliest surviving dated astrolabe [13] is dated AH
315 (927/8 AD). In the Islamic world, astrolabes were
used to find the times of sunrise and the rising of fixed
stars, to help schedule morning prayers (salat). In the
10th century, al-Sufi first described over 1,000
different uses of an astrolabe, in areas as diverse as
astronomy,
astrology,
horoscopes,
navigation,
surveying, timekeeping, prayer, Salah, Qibla,
etc.[14][15]

A Treatise explaining the importance of the Astrolabe by Nasir
al-Din al-Tusi, Persian scientist.

Astrolabe of Jean Fusoris, made in Paris, 1400

An 18th-century Persian astrolabe
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Disassembled 18th-century astrolabe

The spherical astrolabe, a variation of both the astrolabe and the
armillary sphere, was invented during the Middle Ages by astronomers
and inventors in the Islamic world.[16] The earliest description of the
spherical astrolabe dates back to Al-Nayrizi (fl. 892–902). In the 12th
century, Sharaf al-Dīn al-Tūsī invented the linear astrolabe, sometimes
called the "staff of al-Tusi," which was "a simple wooden rod with
graduated markings but without sights. It was furnished with a plumb
line and a double chord for making angular measurements and bore a
perforated pointer."[] The first geared mechanical astrolabe was later
invented by Abi Bakr of Isfahan in 1235.[17]
Peter of Maricourt, in the last half of the 13th century, also wrote a
treatise on the construction and use of a universal astrolabe (Nova
compositio astrolabii particularis). Universal astrolabes can be found
at the History of Science Museum in Oxford.
The English author Geoffrey Chaucer (ca. 1343–1400) compiled a
Astrolabium Masha'Allah Public Library Brugge
treatise on the astrolabe for his son, mainly based on Messahalla. The
Ms. 522
same source was translated by the French astronomer and astrologer
Pelerin de Prusse and others. The first printed book on the astrolabe
was Composition and Use of Astrolabe by Cristannus de Prachaticz, also using Messahalla, but relatively original.
In 1370, the first Indian treatise on the astrolabe was written by the Jain astronomer Mahendra Suri.[18]
The first known metal astrolabe in Western Europe is the Destombes astrolabe made from brass in tenth-century
Spain.,.[19][20] Metal astrolabes improved on the accuracy of their wooden precursors. The astrolabe was almost
certainly first brought north of the Pyrenees by Gerbert of Aurillac (future Pope Sylvester II), where it was
integrated into the quadrivium at the school in Reims, France, sometime before the turn of the 11th century.[21] In
the 15th century, the French instrument-maker Jean Fusoris (ca. 1365–1436) also started selling astrolabes in his
shop in Paris, along with portable sundials and other popular scientific gadgets of the day. Thirteen of his astrolabes
survive to this day.[22] Finally, one more special example of craftsmanship in the early 15th-century Europe is the
astrolabe dated 1420, designed by Antonius de Pacento and made by Dominicus de Lanzano.[23]
In the 16th century, Johannes Stöffler published Elucidatio fabricae ususque astrolabii, a manual of the construction
and use of the astrolabe. Four identical 16th-century astrolabes made by Georg Hartmann provide some of the
earliest evidence for batch production by division of labor.
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Astrolabes and clocks
At first mechanical astronomical clocks were influenced by the
astrolabe; in many ways they could be seen as clockwork astrolabes
designed to produce a continual display of the current position of the
sun, stars, and planets. For example, Richard of Wallingford's clock (c.
1330) consisted essentially of a star map rotating behind a fixed rete,
similar to that of an astrolabe.[24]
Many astronomical clocks, such as the famous clock at Prague, use an
astrolabe-style display, adopting a stereographic projection (see below)
of the ecliptic plane.
In recent times, astrolabe watches have become a feature of haute
horologie. For example, in 1985 Swiss watchmaker Dr. Ludwig
Oechslin designed and built an astrolabe wristwatch [25] in conjunction
with Ulysse Nardin. Dutch watchmaker Christaan van der Klauuw
also manufactures astrolabe watches today.

[26]

A modern Persian astrolabe, made in Tabriz in
2013.

Construction
An astrolabe consists of a disk, called the mater (mother), which is
deep enough to hold one or more flat plates called tympans, or
climates. A tympan is made for a specific latitude and is engraved with
a stereographic projection of circles denoting azimuth and altitude and
representing the portion of the celestial sphere above the local horizon.
The rim of the mater is typically graduated into hours of time, degrees
of arc, or both. Above the mater and tympan, the rete, a framework
bearing a projection of the ecliptic plane and several pointers
indicating the positions of the brightest stars, is free to rotate. These
pointers are often just simple points, but depending on the skill of the
craftsman can be very elaborate and artistic. There are examples of
The Hartmann astrolabe in Yale's collection. This
astrolabes with artistic pointers in the shape of balls, stars, snakes,
instrument shows its rete and rule.
hands, dogs' heads, and leaves, among others.[27] Some astrolabes have
a narrow rule or label which rotates over the rete, and may be marked with a scale of declinations.
The rete, representing the sky, functions as a star chart. When it is rotated, the stars and the ecliptic move over the
projection of the coordinates on the tympan. One complete rotation corresponds to the passage of a day. The
astrolabe is therefore a predecessor of the modern planisphere.
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On the back of the mater there is often engraved a number of scales
that are useful in the astrolabe's various applications; these vary from
designer to designer, but might include curves for time conversions, a
calendar for converting the day of the month to the sun's position on
the ecliptic, trigonometric scales, and a graduation of 360 degrees
around the back edge. The alidade is attached to the back face. An
alidade can be seen in the lower right illustration of the Persian
astrolabe above. When the astrolabe is held vertically, the alidade can
be rotated and the sun or a star sighted along its length, so that its
altitude in degrees can be read ("taken") from the graduated edge of the
astrolabe; hence the word's Greek roots: "astron" (ἄστρον) = star +
"lab-" (λαβ-) = to take.

Celestial Globe, Isfahan (?), Iran 1144. Shown at
the Louvre Museum, this globe is the 3rd oldest
surviving in the world

Notes
[1] astrolabe (http:/ / dictionary. oed. com/ cgi/ entry/ 50013806), Oxford English
Dictionary 2nd ed. 1989
[2] Astrolabe (http:/ / oxforddictionaries. com/ definition/ english/
astrolabe?q=astrolabe), on Oxford Dictionaries
[3] http:/ / www. etymonline. com/ index. php?term=astrolabe
[6] "The astrolabe was in fact an invention of the ancient Greeks."
"It is generally accepted that Greek astrologers, in either the first or second centuries
BC, invented the astrolabe, an instrument that measures the altitude of stars and
planets above the horizon. Some historians attribute its invention to Hipparchus"

Computer-generated planispheric astrolabe

[7] Modern editions of John Philoponus' treatise on the astrolabe are On the Use and Construction of the Astrolabe, ed. H. Hase, Bonn: E. Weber,
1839 (or id. Rheinisches Museum für Philologie 6 (1839): 127–71); repr. and translated into French by A.P. Segonds, Jean Philopon, traité de
l'astrolabe, Paris: Librairie Alain Brieux, 1981; and translated into English by H.W. Green in R.T. Gunther, The Astrolabes of the World, Vol.
1/2, Oxford, 1932, repr. London: Holland Press, 1976, pp. 61–81.
[8] "The most distinguished Syriac scholar of this later period was Severus Sebokht (d. 666-7), Bishop of Kennesrin. [...] In addition to these
works [...] he also wrote on astronomical subjects (Brit. Mus. Add. 14538), and composed a treatise on the astronomical instrument known as
the astrolabe, which has been edited and published by F. Nau (Paris, 1899)."
Severus' treatise was translated by Jessie Payne Smith Margoliouth in R.T. Gunther, Astrolabes of the World, Oxford, 1932, pp. 82–103.
[9] Severus Sebokht, Description of the astrolabe http:/ / www. tertullian. org/ fathers/ severus_sebokht_astrolabe_01_trans. htm
[10] See p. 289 of
[12] Richard Nelson Frye: Golden Age of Persia. p. 163
[13] http:/ / www. soas. ac. uk/ gallery/ islamicpatronage/ popup25732. html
[14] Dr. Emily Winterburn (National Maritime Museum), Using an Astrolabe (http:/ / www. muslimheritage. com/ topics/ default.
cfm?ArticleID=529), Foundation for Science Technology and Civilisation, 2005.
[16] Emilie Savage-Smith (1993). "Book Reviews", Journal of Islamic Studies 4 (2), pp. 296–299.
[17] Silvio A. Bedini, Francis R. Maddison (1966). "Mechanical Universe: The Astrarium of Giovanni de' Dondi", Transactions of the American
Philosophical Society 56 (5), pp. 1–69.
[19] "Qantara, Mediterranean Heritage"http:/ / www. qantara-med. org/ qantara4/ public/ show_document. php?do_id=1379& lang=en
[20] Nancy Marie Brown (2010), "The Abacus and the Cross". Page 140. Basic Books. ISBN 978-0-465-00950-3
[21] Nancy Marie Brown (2010), "The Abacus and the Cross". Page 143. basic Books. ISBN 978-0-465-00950-3
[23] Ralf Kern (2010), Wissenschaftliche Instrumente in ihrer Zeit. Band 1: Vom Astrolab zum mathematischen Besteck. Cologne, S. 204. ISBN
978-3-86560-865-9
[24] North (2005)
[25] http:/ / www. ulysse-nardin. ch/ en/ swiss_watch_manufacturer/ Collection/ Archive/ Astrolabium_G. _Galilei. html
[26] http:/ / www. klaauw. com/
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Jacob's staff
For the plant known as the ocotillo,
sometimes called the Jacob's staff, see
ocotillo.
The term Jacob's staff, also cross-staff, a
ballastella, a fore-staff, or a balestilha, is
used to refer to several things. This can lead
to considerable confusion unless one
clarifies the purpose for the object so
named. The two most frequent uses are:
• in astronomy and navigation for a simple
device to measure angles, later replaced
by the more precise sextants;
• in surveying for a vertical rod that
penetrates the ground and supports a
compass or other instrument.

Jacob's staff with four transoms

Astronomy and navigation
In navigation the instrument is also called a cross-staff and was used to determine angles, for instance the angle
between the horizon and Polaris or the sun to determine a vessel's latitude, or the angle between the top and bottom
of an object to determine the distance to said object if its height is known, or the height of the object if its distance is
known, or the horizontal angle between two visible locations to determine one's point on a map.
The Jacob's staff, when used for astronomical observations, was also referred to as a radius astronomicus. With the
demise of the cross-staff, in the modern era the name "Jacob's staff" is applied primarily to the device used to
provide support for surveyor's instruments.

History
The origin of the name of the instrument is not certain. Some refer to the Biblical patriarch Jacob,[1] specifically Gen
32:11 [2].[1] It may also take its name after its resemblance to Orion, referred to by the name of Jacob on some
medieval star charts.[3][4] Another possible source is the Pilgrim's staff, the symbol of St James (Jacobus in Latin).
The name cross staff simply comes from its cruciform shape.
The original Jacob's staff was developed as a single pole device in the 14th century that was used in making
astronomical measurements. It was first described by the Jewish mathematician Levi ben Gerson[5][6] of Provence.
However, its invention was likely due to Jacob ben Makir who also lived in Provence in the same period.[7]
Attributions to 15th century astronomer Georg Purbach[8] are less likely correct, since Purbach was not born until
1423. Such attributions may refer to a different instrument with the same name. May[9] states that its origins can be
traced to the Chaldeans around 400 BC.
Although it has become quite accepted that Levi ben Gerson first described Jacob's staff, the Sinologist Joseph
Needham theorizes that the Song Dynasty Chinese scientist Shen Kuo (1031–1095), in his Dream Pool Essays of
1088, described a Jacob's staff.[10] Shen was an antiquarian interested in ancient objects; after he unearthed an
ancient crossbow-like device from a home's garden in Jiangsu, he realized it had a sight with a graduated scale that
could be used to measure the heights of distant mountains, likening it to how mathematicians measure heights by
using right-angle triangles.[10] He wrote that when one viewed the whole breadth of a mountain with it, the distance
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on the instrument was long; when viewing a small part of the mountainside, the distance was short; this, he wrote,
was due to the cross piece that had to be pushed further away from the eye, while the graduation started from the
further end. Needham does not mention any practical application of this observation.[10]
During the Renaissance, the Dutch mathematician and surveyor Metius is known to have developed his own Jacob's
staff. Gemma Frisius is also known to have made improvements to this instrument. Johannes Müller, called
Regiomontanus, made the Jacob's staff in the 15th century to a popular instrument in geodesic and astronomical
measurements.[11]

Construction
In the original form of the cross-staff, the pole or main staff was
marked with graduations for length. The cross-piece (BC in the
drawing to the right), also called the transom or transversal, slides up
and down on the main staff. On older instruments, the ends of the
transom were cut straight across. Newer instruments had brass fittings
on the ends with holes in the brass for observation. In marine
archaeology, these fittings are often the only components of a
cross-staff that survive.[12]
It was common to provide several transoms, each with a different
range of angles it would measure. Three transoms were common. In
later instruments, separate transoms were switched in favour of a single
transom with pegs to indicate the ends. These pegs mounted in one of
several pairs of holes symmetrically located on either side of the
transom. This provided the same capability with fewer parts.[9] The
transom on Frisius' version had a sliding vane on the transom as an end
point.[9]

Usage

A Jacob's staff, from John Sellers' Practical
Navigation (1672)

The navigator places one end of the main staff against his cheek just
below his eye. He sights the horizon at the end of the lower part of the
transom (or through the hole in the brass fitting) (B), adjusting the cross arm on the main arm until he or she can
sight the sun at the other end of the transom (C). The altitude can then be determined by reading the position of the
transom on the scale on the main staff. This value was converted to an angular measurement by looking up the value
in a table.

Cross-staff for navigation
The original version was not used at sea. Johannes Werner suggested the cross-staff be used at sea in 1514[9] and
improved instruments were introduced for use in navigation. John Dee introduced it to England in the 1550s.[1] In the
improved versions, the rod was graduated directly in degrees. This variant of the instrument is not correctly termed a
Jacob's staff but is a cross-staff.[7]
The cross-staff was difficult to use. In order to get consistent results, the observer had to position the end of the pole
precisely against his cheek. He had to observe the horizon and a star in two different directions while not moving the
instrument when he shifted his gaze from one to the other. In addition, observations of the sun required the navigator
to look directly at the sun. This could be a painful exercise and made it difficult to obtain an accurate altitude for the
sun. Mariners took to mounting smoked-glass to the ends of the transoms to reduce the glare of the sun.[9][13]

Jacob's staff
As a navigational tool, this instrument was eventually replaced, first by the backstaff or quadrant, neither of which
required the user to stare directly into the sun, and later by the octant and the sextant. Perhaps influenced by the
backstaff, some navigators modified the cross-staff to operate more like the former. Vanes were added to the ends of
the longest cross-piece and another to the end of the main staff. The instrument was reversed so that the shadow of
the upper vane on the cross piece fell on the vane at the end of the staff. The navigator held the instrument so that he
would view the horizon lined up with the lower vane and the vane at the end of the staff. By aligning the horizon
with the shadow of the sun on the vane at the end of the staff, the elevation of the sun could be determined.[14] This
actually increased the accuracy of the instrument, as the navigator no longer had to position the end of the staff
precisely on his cheek.
Another variant of the cross-staff was a spiegelboog, invented in 1660 by the Dutchman, Joost van Breen.
Ultimately, the cross-staff could not compete with the backstaff in many countries. In terms of handling, the
backstaff was found to be more easy to use.[15] However, it has been proven by several authors that in terms of
accuracy, the cross-staff was superior to the backstaff.[16] Backstaves were no longer allowed on board Dutch East
India Company vessels as per 1731, with octants not permitted until 1748.[16]

Surveying
In surveying the Jacob's staff, contemporaneously referred to as a jacob staff, is a single straight rod or staff made of
nonferrous material, pointed and metal-clad at the bottom for penetrating the ground.[17] It also has a screw base and
occasionally a ball joint on the mount, and is used for supporting a compass, transit, or other instrument.[18]
The term cross-staff may also have a different meaning in the history of surveying. While the astronomical
cross-staff was used in surveying for measuring angles, two other devices referred to as a cross-staff were also
employed.[19]
1. Cross-head, cross-sight, surveyor's cross or cross - a drum or box shaped device mounted on a pole. It had two
sets of mutually perpendicular sights. This device was used by surveyors to measure offsets. Sophisticated
versions had a compass and spirit levels on the top. The French versions were frequently eight-sided rather than
round.[19]
2. Optical square - an improved version of the cross-head, the optical square used two mirrors at 45° to each other.
This permitted the surveyor to see along both axes of the instrument at once.

Use of the Jacob's Staff as a support
In the past, many surveyor's instruments were used on a Jacob's staff. These include:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Cross-head, cross-sight, surveyor's cross or cross
Graphometer
Circumferentor
Holland circle
Miner's dial
Optical square
Surveyor's Sextant
Surveyor's target

Some devices, such as the modern optical targets for laser-based surveying, are still in common use on a Jacob's
staff.
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Latitude
In geography, latitude (φ) is a geographic coordinate that
specifies the north-south position of a point on the Earth's surface.
Latitude is an angle (defined below) which ranges from 0° at the
Equator to 90° (North or South) at the poles. Lines of constant
latitude, or parallels, run east–west as circles parallel to the
equator. Latitude is used together with longitude to specify the
precise location of features on the surface of the Earth. Since the
actual physical surface of the Earth is too complex for
mathematical analysis, two levels of abstraction are employed in
the definition of these coordinates. In the first step the physical
surface is modelled by the geoid, a surface which approximates the
mean sea level over the oceans and its continuation under the land
masses. The second step is to approximate the geoid by a
A graticule on a sphere or an ellipsoid. The lines from
mathematically simpler reference surface. The simplest choice for
pole to pole are lines of constant longitude, or
the reference surface is a sphere, but the geoid is more accurately
meridians. The circles parallel to the equator are lines
of constant latitude, or parallels. The graticule
modelled by an ellipsoid. The definitions of latitude and longitude
determines the latitude and longitude of position on the
on such reference surfaces are detailed in the following sections.
surface.
Lines of constant latitude and longitude together constitute a
graticule on the reference surface. The latitude of a point on the
actual surface is that of the corresponding point on the reference surface, the correspondence being along the normal
to the reference surface which passes through the point on the physical surface. Latitude and longitude together with
some specification of height constitute a geographic coordinate system as defined in the specification of the ISO
19111 standard.[1]
Since there are many different reference ellipsoids the latitude of a feature on the surface is not unique: this is
stressed in the ISO standard which states that "without the full specification of the coordinate reference system,
coordinates (that is latitude and longitude) are ambiguous at best and meaningless at worst". This is of great
importance in accurate applications, such as GPS, but in common usage, where high accuracy is not required, the
reference ellipsoid is not usually stated.
In English texts the latitude angle, defined below, is usually denoted by the Greek lower-case letter phi (φ or ɸ). It is
measured in degrees, minutes and seconds or decimal degrees, north or south of the equator.
Measurement of latitude requires an understanding of the gravitational field of the Earth, either for setting up
theodolites or for determination of GPS satellite orbits. The study of the figure of the Earth together with its
gravitational field is the science of Geodesy. These topics are not discussed in this article. (See for example the
textbooks by Torge[2] and Hofmann-Wellenhof and Moritz.[3])
This article relates to coordinate systems for the Earth: it may be extended to cover the Moon, planets and other
celestial objects by a simple change of nomenclature.
The following lists are available:
• List of countries by latitude
• List of cities by latitude
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Latitude on the sphere
The graticule on the sphere
The graticule, the mesh formed by the lines of constant latitude
and constant longitude, is constructed by reference to the rotation
axis of the Earth. The primary reference points are the poles where
the axis of rotation of the Earth intersects the reference surface.
Planes which contain the rotation axis intersect the surface in the
meridians and the angle between any one meridian plane and that
through Greenwich (the Prime Meridian) defines the longitude:
meridians are lines of constant longitude. The plane through the
centre of the Earth and orthogonal to the rotation axis intersects
the surface in a great circle called the equator. Planes parallel to
the equatorial plane intersect the surface in circles of constant
latitude; these are the parallels. The equator has a latitude of 0°,
the North pole has a latitude of 90° north (written 90° N or +90°),
and the South pole has a latitude of 90° south (written 90° S or
−90°). The latitude of an arbitrary point is the angle between the
equatorial plane and the radius to that point.

A perspective view of the Earth showing how latitude
(φ) and longitude (λ) are defined on a spherical model.
The graticule spacing is 10 degrees.

The latitude that is defined in this way for the sphere is often termed the spherical latitude to avoid ambiguity with
auxiliary latitudes defined in subsequent sections.

Named latitudes
Besides the equator, four other parallels are
of significance:

The orientation of the Earth at the December solstice.
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Arctic Circle

66° 33′ 39″ N

Tropic of Cancer

23° 26′ 21″ N

Tropic of Capricorn 23° 26′ 21″ S
Antarctic Circle

66° 33′ 39" S

The plane of the Earth's orbit about the sun is called the ecliptic. The plane perpendicular to the rotation axis of the
Earth is the equatorial plane. The angle between the ecliptic and the equatorial plane is called the inclination of the
ecliptic, denoted by in the figure. The current value of this angle is 23° 26′ 21″.[4] It is also called the axial tilt of
the Earth since it is equal to the angle between the axis of rotation and the normal to the ecliptic.
The figure shows the geometry of a cross section of the plane normal to the ecliptic and through the centres of the
Earth and the Sun at the December solstice when the sun is overhead at some point of the Tropic of Capricorn. The
south polar latitudes below the Antarctic Circle are in daylight whilst the north polar latitudes above the Arctic
Circle are in night. The situation is reversed at the June solstice when the sun is overhead at the Tropic of Cancer.
The latitudes of the tropics are equal to the inclination of the ecliptic and the polar circles are at latitudes equal to its
complement. Only at latitudes in between the two tropics is it possible for the sun to be directly overhead (at the
zenith).
The named parallels are clearly indicated on the Mercator projections shown below.

Map projections from the sphere
On map projections there is no simple rule as to how meridians and parallels should appear. For example, on the
spherical Mercator projection the parallels are horizontal and the meridians are vertical whereas on the Transverse
Mercator projection there is no correlation of parallels and meridians with horizontal and vertical, both are
complicated curves. The red lines are the named latitudes of the previous section.
Normal Mercator

Transverse Mercator

For map projections of large regions, or the whole world, a spherical Earth model is completely satisfactory since the
variations attributable to ellipticity are negligible on the final printed maps.

Latitude

Meridian distance on the sphere
On the sphere the normal passes through the centre and the latitude (φ) is therefore equal to the angle subtended at
the centre by the meridian arc from the equator to the point concerned. If the meridian distance is denoted by m(φ)
then

where R denotes the mean radius of the Earth. R is equal to 6371 km or 3959 miles. No higher accuracy is
appropriate for R since higher precision results necessitate an ellipsoid model. With this value for R the meridian
length of 1 degree of latitude on the sphere is 111.2 km or 69 miles. The length of 1 minute of latitude is 1.853 km,
or 1.15 miles. (See nautical mile).

Latitude on the ellipsoid
Ellipsoids
In 1687 Isaac Newton published the Principia in which he proved that a rotating self-gravitating fluid body in
equilibrium takes the form of an oblate ellipsoid.[5] (This article uses the term ellipsoid in preference to the older
term spheroid). Newton's result was confirmed by geodetic measurements in the eighteenth century. (See Meridian
arc.) An oblate ellipsoid is the three dimensional surface generated by the rotation of an ellipse about its shorter axis
(minor axis). 'Oblate ellipsoid of revolution' is abbreviated to ellipsoid in the remainder of this article. (Ellipsoids
which do not have an axis of symmetry are termed tri-axial.)
Many different reference ellipsoids have been used in the history of geodesy. In pre-satellite days they were devised
to give a good fit to the geoid over the limited area of a survey but, with the advent of GPS, it has become natural to
use reference ellipsoids (such as WGS84) with centres at the centre of mass of the Earth and minor axis aligned to
the rotation axis of the Earth. These geocentric ellipsoids are usually within 100m of the geoid. Since latitude is
defined with respect to an ellipsoid, the position of a given point is different on each ellipsoid: one can't exactly
specify the latitude and longitude of a geographical feature without specifying the ellipsoid used. Many maps
maintained by national agencies are based on older ellipsoids so it is necessary to know how the latitude and
longitude values are transformed from one ellipsoid to another. GPS handsets include software to carry out datum
transformations which link WGS84 to the local reference ellipsoid with its associated grid.

The geometry of the ellipsoid
The shape of an ellipsoid of revolution is determined by the shape of the ellipse which is rotated about its minor
(shorter) axis. Two parameters are required. One is invariably the equatorial radius, which is the semi-major axis, a.
The other parameter is usually (1) the polar radius or semi-minor axis, b; or (2) the (first) flattening, f; or (3) the
eccentricity, e. These parameters are not independent: they are related by

Many other parameters (see ellipse, ellipsoid) appear in the study of geodesy, geophysics and map projections but
they can all be expressed in terms of one or two members of the set a, b, f and e. Both f and e are small and often
appear in series expansions in calculations; they are of the order 1/300 and 0.08 respectively. Values for a number of
ellipsoids are given in Figure of the Earth. Reference ellipsoids are usually defined by the semi-major axis and the
inverse flattening, 1/f. For example, the defining values for the WGS84 ellipsoid, used by all GPS devices, are[6]
• a (equatorial radius): 6,378,137.0 m exactly
• 1/f (inverse flattening): 298.257,223,563 exactly
from which are derived
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• b (polar radius): 6,356,752.3142 m
• e2 (eccentricity squared): 0.006,694,379,990,14
The difference of the major and minor semi-axes is about 21 km and as fraction of the semi-major axis it equals the
flattening; on a computer the ellipsoid could be sized as 300px by 299px. This would be indistinguishable from a
sphere shown as 300px by 300px, so illustrations always exaggerate the flattening.

Geodetic and geocentric latitudes
The graticule on the ellipsoid is constructed in exactly the same
way as on the sphere. The normal at a point on the surface of an
ellipsoid does not pass through the centre, except for points on the
equator or at the poles, but the definition of latitude remains
unchanged as the angle between the normal and the equatorial
plane. The terminology for latitude must be made more precise by
distinguishing
Geodetic latitude: the angle between the normal and the
equatorial plane. The standard notation in English
publications is φ. This is the definition assumed when the
word latitude is used without qualification. The definition
must be accompanied with a specification of the ellipsoid.
Geocentric latitude: the angle between the radius (from
centre to the point on the surface) and the equatorial plane.
(Figure below). There is no standard notation: examples
from various texts include ψ, q, φ', φ , φ . This article uses ψ.
c

The definition of geodetic latitude (φ) and longitude
(λ) on an ellipsoid. The normal to the surface does not
pass through the centre, except at the equator and at the
poles.

g

Spherical latitude: the angle between the normal to a spherical reference surface and the equatorial plane.
Geographic latitude must be used with care. Some authors use it as a synonym for geodetic latitude whilst
others use it as an alternative to the astronomical latitude.
Latitude (unqualified) should normally refer to the geodetic latitude.
The importance of specifying the reference datum may be illustrated by a simple example. On the reference ellipsoid
for WGS84, the centre of the Eiffel Tower has a geodetic latitude of 48° 51′ 29″ N, or 48.8583° N and longitude of
2° 17′ 40″ E or 2.2944°E. The same coordinates on the datum ED50 define a point on the ground which is 140 m
distant from Tower. A web search may produce several different values for the latitude of the Tower; the reference
ellipsoid is rarely specified.

The length of a degree of latitude
In Meridian arc and standard texts[2][7][8] it is shown that the distance along a meridian from latitude φ to the equator
is given by (φ in radians)

The function

in the first integral is the meridional radius of curvature.

The distance from the equator to the pole is

For WGS84 this distance is 10001.965729 km.
The evaluation of the meridian distance integral is central to many studies in geodesy and map projection. It can be
evaluated by expanding the integral by the binomial series and integrating term by term: see Meridian arc for details.
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The length of the meridian arc between two given latitudes is given by replacing the limits of the integral by the
latitudes concerned. The length of a small meridian arc is given by [7][8]

0° 110.574 km 111.320 km
15° 110.649 km 107.551 km
30° 110.852 km

96.486 km

45° 111.132 km

78.847 km

60° 111.412 km

55.800 km

75° 111.618 km

28.902 km

90° 111.694 km

0.000 km

When the latitude difference is 1 degree, corresponding to

/180 radians, the arc distance is about

The distance in metres (correct to 0.01 metre) between latitudes (

deg) and (

deg) on the WGS84

spheroid is
The variation of this distance with latitude (on WGS84) is shown in the table along with the length of a degree of
longitude:

A calculator for any latitude is provided by (a) the U.S. government's National Geospatial-Intelligence
Agency(NGA),[9] (b) CSGnet[10]

Auxiliary latitudes
There are six auxiliary latitudes that have applications to special problems in geodesy, geophysics and the theory of
map projections:
•
•
•
•
•
•

geocentric latitude,
reduced (or parametric) latitude,
rectifying latitude,
authalic latitude,
conformal latitude,
isometric latitude.

The definitions given in this section all relate to locations on the reference ellipsoid but the first two auxiliary
latitudes, like the geodetic latitude, can be extended to define a three dimensional geographic coordinate system as
discussed below. The remaining latitudes are not used in this way; they are used only as intermediate constructs in
map projections of the reference ellipsoid to the plane or in calculations of geodesics on the ellipsoid. Their
numerical values are not of interest. For example no one would need to calculate the authalic latitude of the Eiffel
Tower.
The expressions below give the auxiliary latitudes in terms of the geodetic latitude, the semi-major axis, a, and the
eccentricity, e. (For inverses see below.) The forms given are, apart from notational variants, those in the standard
reference for map projections, namely "Map projections — a working manual" by J.P.Snyder.[11] Derivations of
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these expressions may be found in Adams[12] and web publications by Osborne[7] and Rapp[8].

Geocentric latitude
The geocentric latitude is the angle between the
equatorial plane and the radius from the centre to a
point on the surface. The relation between the
geocentric latitude (ψ) and the geodetic latitude (φ) is
derived in the above references as

The geodetic and geocentric latitudes are equal at the
equator and poles. The value of the squared eccentricity
is approximately 0.007 (depending on the choice of
ellipsoid) and the maximum difference of (φ-ψ) is
approximately 11.5 minutes of arc at a geodetic latitude
of 45°5′.

The definition of geodetic (or geographic) and geocentric latitudes.

Reduced (or parametric) latitude
The reduced or parametric latitude, β, is defined by the radius
drawn from the centre of the ellipsoid to that point Q on the
surrounding sphere (of radius a) which is the projection parallel to
the Earth's axis of a point P on the ellipsoid at latitude . It was
introduced by Legendre[13] and Bessel[14] who solved problems
for geodesics on the ellipsoid by transforming them to an
equivalent problem for spherical geodesics by using this smaller
latitude. Bessel's notation,
, is also used in the current
literature. The reduced latitude is related to the geodetic latitude
by[8][7]

The alternative name arises from the parameterization of the
Definition of the reduced latitude (β) on the ellipsoid.
equation of the ellipse describing a meridian section. In terms of
Cartesian coordinates p, the distance from the minor axis, and z, the distance above the equatorial plane, the equation
of the ellipse is

The Cartesian coordinates of the point are parameterized by
Cayley[15] suggested the term parametric latitude because of the form of these equations.
The reduced latitude is not used in the theory of map projections. Its most important application is in the theory of
ellipsoid geodesics. (Vincenty, Karney[16]).
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Rectifying latitude
The rectifying latitude, μ, is the meridian distance scaled so that its value at the poles is equal to 90 degrees or π/2
radians:

where the meridian distance from the equator to a latitude φ is (see Meridian arc)

and the length of the meridian quadrant from the equator to the pole is

Using the rectifying latitude to define a latitude on a sphere of radius

defines a projection from the ellipsoid to the sphere such that all meridians have true length and uniform scale. The
sphere may then be projected to the plane with an equirectangular projection to give a double projection from the
ellipsoid to the plane such that all meridians have true length and uniform meridian scale. An example of the use of
the rectifying latitude is the Equidistant conic projection. (Snyder,[11] Section 16). The rectifying latitude is also of
great importance in the construction of the Transverse Mercator projection.

Authalic latitude
The authalic (Greek for same area) latitude, ξ, gives an area-preserving transformation to a sphere.

where

and

and the radius of the sphere is taken as

An example of the use of the authalic latitude is the Albers equal-area conic projection. (Snyder,[11] Section 14).
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Conformal latitude
The conformal latitude, χ, gives an angle-preserving (conformal) transformation to the sphere.

,

where gd(x) is the Gudermannian function. (See also Mercator projection.) The conformal latitude defines a
transformation from the ellipsoid to a sphere of arbitrary radius such that the angle of intersection between any two
lines on the ellipsoid is the same as the corresponding angle on the sphere (so that the shape of small elements is well
preserved). A further conformal transformation from the sphere to the plane gives a conformal double projection
from the ellipsoid to the plane. This is not the only way of generating such a conformal projection. For example, the
'exact' version of the Transverse Mercator projection on the ellipsoid is not a double projection. (It does, however,
involve a generalisation of the conformal latitude to the complex plane).

Isometric latitude
The isometric latitude is conventionally denoted by ψ (not to be confused with the geocentric latitude): it is used in
the development of the ellipsoidal versions of the normal Mercator projection and the Transverse Mercator
projection. The name "isometric" arises from the fact that at any point on the ellipsoid equal increments of ψ and
longitude λ give rise to equal distance displacements along the meridians and parallels respectively. The graticule
defined by the lines of constant ψ and constant λ, divides the surface of the ellipsoid into a mesh of squares (of
varying size). The isometric latitude is zero at the equator but rapidly diverges from the geodetic latitude, tending to
infinity at the poles. The conventional notation is given in Snyder[11] (page 15):

For the normal Mercator projection (on the ellipsoid) this function defines the spacing of the parallels: if the length
of the equator on the projection is E (units of length or pixels) then the distance, y, of a parallel of latitude φ from the
equator is

The isometric latitude is closely related to the conformal latitude:

Inverse formulae and series
The formulae in the previous sections give the auxiliary latitude in terms of the geodetic latitude. The expressions for
the geocentric and reduced latitudes may be inverted directly but this is impossible in the four remaining cases: the
rectifying, authalic, conformal and isometric latitudes. There are two methods of proceeding. The first is a numerical
inversion of the defining equation for each and every particular value of the auxiliary latitude. The methods available
are fixed-point iteration and Newton-Raphson root finding. The other, more useful, approach is to express the
auxiliary latitude as a series in terms of the geodetic latitude and then invert the series by the method of Lagrange
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reversion. Such series are presented by Adams[12] who uses Taylor series expansions and gives coefficients in terms
of the eccentricity. Osborne[7] derives series to arbitrary order by using the computer algebra package Maxima[17]
and expresses the coefficients in terms of both eccentricity and flattening. The series method is not applicable to the
isometric latitude and one must use the conformal latitude in an intermediate step.

Numerical comparison of auxiliary latitudes
The following plot shows the magnitude of the difference between the geodetic latitude, (denoted as the 'common'
latitude on the plot), and the auxiliary latitudes other than the isometric latitude (which diverges to infinity at the
poles). In every case the geodetic latitude is the greater. The differences shown on the plot are in arc minutes. The
horizontal resolution of the plot fails to make clear that the maxima of the curves are not at 45° but calculation shows
that they are within a few arc minutes of 45°. Some representative data points are given in the table following the
plot. Note the closeness of the conformal and geocentric latitudes. This was exploited in the days of hand calculators
to expedite the construction of map projections. (Snyder,[11] page 108).

Approximate difference from geodetic latitude (

)

Reduced Authalic Rectifying Conformal Geocentric

0°

0.00′

0.00′

0.00′

0.00′

0.00′

15° 2.91′

3.89′

4.37′

5.82′

5.82′

30° 5.05′

6.73′

7.57′

10.09′

10.09′

45° 5.84′

7.78′

8.76′

11.67′

11.67′

60° 5.06′

6.75′

7.59′

10.12′

10.13′

75° 2.92′

3.90′

4.39′

5.85′

5.85′

90° 0.00′

0.00′

0.00′

0.00′

0.00′
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Latitude and coordinate systems
The geodetic latitude, or any of the auxiliary latitudes defined on the reference ellipsoid, constitutes with longitude a
two-dimensional coordinate system on that ellipsoid. To define the position of an arbitrary point it is necessary to
extend such a coordinate system into three dimensions. Three latitudes are used in this way: the geodetic, geocentric
and reduced latitudes are used in geodetic coordinates, spherical polar coordinates and ellipsoidal coordinates
respectively.

Geodetic coordinates
At an arbitrary point P consider the line PN which is normal to the
reference ellipsoid. The geodetic coordinates P(ɸ,λ,h) are the
latitude and longitude of the point N on the ellipsoid and the
distance PN. This height differs from the height above the geoid or
a reference height such as that above mean sea level at a specified
location. The direction of PN will also differ from the direction of
a vertical plumb line. The relation of these different heights
requires knowledge of the shape of the geoid and also the gravity
field of the Earth.

Geodetic coordinates P(ɸ,λ,h)

Spherical polar coordinates
The geocentric latitude ψ is the complement of the polar angle θ in
conventional spherical polar coordinates in which the coordinates
of a point are P(r, θ, λ) where r is the distance of P from the centre
O, θ is the angle between the radius vector and the polar axis andλ
is longitude. Since the normal at a general point on the ellipsoid
does not pass through the centre it is clear that points on the
normal, which all have the same geodetic latitude, will have
differing geocentic latitudes. Spherical polar coordinate systems
are used in the analysis of the gravity field.

Geocentric coordinate related to spherical polar
coordinates P(r, θ, λ)
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Ellipsoidal coordinates
The reduced latitude can also be extended to a three dimensional
coordinate system. For a point P not on the reference ellipsoid
(semi-axes OA and OB) construct an auxiliary ellipsoid which is
confocal (same foci F, F') with the reference ellipsoid: the
necessary condition is that the product ae of semi-major axis and
eccentricity is the same for both ellipsoids. Let u be the
semi-minor axis (OD) of the auxiliary ellipsoid. Further let β be
the reduced latitude of P on the auxiliary ellipsoid. The set (u,β,λ)
define the ellipsoid coordinates. (Torge[2] Section 4.2.2). These
coordinates are the natural choice in models of the gravity field for
a uniform distribution of mass bounded by the reference ellipsoid.

Coordinate conversions

Ellipsoidal coordinates P(u,β,λ)

The relations between the above coordinate systems, and also Cartesian coordinates are not presented here. The
transformation between geodetic and Cartesian coordinates may be found in Geodetic system. The relation of
Cartesian and spherical polars is given in Spherical coordinate system. The relation of Cartesian and ellipsoidal
coordinates is discussed in Torge.[2]

Astronomical latitude
Astronomical latitude (Φ) is the angle between the equatorial plane and the true vertical at a point on the surface:
the true vertical, the direction of a plumb line, is the direction of the gravity field at that point. (The gravity field is
the resultant of the gravitational acceleration and the centrifugal acceleration at that point. See Torge.[2]) Astronomic
latitude is calculated from angles measured between the zenith and stars whose declination is accurately known.
In general the true vertical at a point on the surface does not exactly coincide with either the normal to the reference
ellipsoid or the normal to the geoid. The angle between the astronomic and geodetic normals is usually a few
seconds of arc but it is important in geodesy.[2][3]
Astronomical latitude is not to be confused with declination, the coordinate astronomers used in a similar way to
describe the locations of stars north/south of the celestial equator (see equatorial coordinates), nor with ecliptic
latitude, the coordinate that astronomers use to describe the locations of stars north/south of the ecliptic (see ecliptic
coordinates).

Footnotes
[1] The current full documentation of ISO 19111 may be purchased from http:/ / www. iso. org but drafts of the final standard are freely available
at many web sites, one such is available at CSIRO (https:/ / www. seegrid. csiro. au/ wiki/ pub/ Xmml/ CoordinateReferenceSystems/
19111_FDIS20021107. pdf)
[2] Torge, W (2001) Geodesy (3rd edition), published by de Gruyter, isbn=3-11-017072-8
[3] Hofmann-Wellenhof, B and Moritz, H (2006). 'Physical Geodesy (second edition)' ISBN3211-33544-7.
[4] The Astronomical Almanac published annually by the National Almanac Office in the United States (http:/ / asa. usno. navy. mil/ ) and the
United Kingdom (http:/ / astro. ukho. gov. uk/ nao/ publicat/ asa. html).
[5] Isaac Newton:Principia Book III Proposition XIX Problem III, p. 407 in Andrew Motte translation, available on line at (http:/ / www.
archive. org)
[6] The WGS84 parameters are listed in the National Geospatial-Intelligence Agency publication TR8350.2 (http:/ / earth-info. nga. mil/ GandG/
publications/ tr8350. 2/ tr8350_2. htmlNIMA) page 3-1.
[7] Osborne, P (2013) The Mercator Projections (http:/ / mercator. myzen. co. uk/ mercator. pdf) (Chapters 5,6)
[8] Rapp, Richard H. (1991). Geometric Geodesy, Part I, Dept. of Geodetic Science and Surveying, Ohio State Univ., Columbus, Ohio. (http:/ /
hdl. handle. net/ 1811/ 24333)(Chapter 3)
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[9] Length of degree calculator - National Geospatial-Intelligence Agency (http:/ / msi. nga. mil/ MSISiteContent/ StaticFiles/ Calculators/
degree. html)
[10] http:/ / www. csgnetwork. com/ degreelenllavcalc. html
[11] This paper can be downloaded from USGS pages. (http:/ / pubs. er. usgs. gov/ pubs/ pp/ pp1395)
[12] Adams, Oscar S (1921). Latitude Developments Connected With Geodesy and Cartography, (with tables, including a table for Lambert
equal area meridional projection). Special Publication No. 67 of the US Coast and Geodetic Survey. A facsimile of this publication is
available from the US National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA) at http:/ / docs. lib. noaa. gov/ rescue/ cgs_specpubs/
QB275U35no671921. pdf Warning: Adams uses the nomenclature isometric latitude for the conformal latitude of this article.
[13] A. M. Legendre, 1806, Analyse des triangles tracés sur la surface d'un sphéroïde, Mém. de l'Inst. Nat. de France, 130--161 (1st semester).
[14] F. W. Bessel, 1825, Uber die Berechnung der geographischen Langen und Breiten aus geodatischen Vermessungen, Astron.Nachr., 4(86),
241-254, , translated into English by C. F. F. Karney and R. E. Deakin as The calculation of longitude and latitude from geodesic
measurements, Astron. Nachr. 331(8), 852-861 (2010), E-print , http:/ / adsabs. harvard. edu/ abs/ 1825AN. . . . . . 4. . 241B.
[15] A. Cayley, 1870, On the geodesic lines on an oblate spheroid, Phil. Mag. 40 (4th ser.), 329-340.
[16] C. F. F. Karney (2013), Algorithms for geodesics, J. Geodesy 87(1), 43–55, DOI: 10.1007/s00190-012-0578-z (http:/ / dx. doi. org/ 10.
1007/ s00190-012-0578-z).
[17] Maxima computer algebra system (http:/ / maxima. sourceforge. net/ )

External links
• A Comprehensive Library of Cartographic Projection Functions (Preliminary Draft) (http://web.archive.org/
web/20080625111630/http://members.verizon.net/~vze2hc4d/proj4/manual.pdf) at the Internet
ArchivePDF (1.88 MB)
• GEONets Names Server (http://earth-info.nga.mil/gns/html/), access to the National Geospatial-Intelligence
Agency's (NGA) database of foreign geographic feature names.
• Look-up Latitude and Longitude (http://www.bcca.org/misc/qiblih/latlong.html)
• Resources for determining your latitude and longitude (http://jan.ucc.nau.edu/~cvm/latlon_find_location.
html)
• Convert decimal degrees into degrees, minutes, seconds (http://geography.about.com/library/howto/
htdegrees.htm) - Info about decimal to sexagesimal conversion
• Convert decimal degrees into degrees, minutes, seconds (http://www.fcc.gov/mb/audio/bickel/
DDDMMSS-decimal.html)
• Distance calculation based on latitude and longitude (http://www.marinewaypoints.com/learn/greatcircle.
shtml) - JavaScript version
• Zoomable version of the map (https://www.cia.gov/library/publications/the-world-factbook/graphics/
ref_maps/pdf/political_world.pdf) PDF (3.47 MB)
• Determination of Latitude by Francis Drake on the Coast of California in 1579 (http://www.longcamp.com/
nav.html)
• Longitude and Latitude of Points of Interest (http://www.thegpscoordinates.com)
• Length Of A Degree Of Latitude And Longitude Calculator (http://www.csgnetwork.com/degreelenllavcalc.
html)
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Map of Earth
Longitude (λ)
Lines of longitude appear vertical with varying curvature in this projection, but are actually halves of great ellipses, with identical radii at a given
latitude.
Latitude (φ)
Lines of latitude appear horizontal with varying curvature in this projection; but are actually circular with different radii. All locations with a given
latitude are collectively referred to as a circle of latitude.
The equator divides the planet into a Northern Hemisphere and a Southern
Hemisphere, and has a latitude of 0°.
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Longitude (/ˈlɒndʒɨtjuːd/ or /ˈlɒŋɡɨtjuːd/),[1] is a geographic coordinate that specifies the east-west position of a
point on the Earth's surface. It is an angular measurement, usually expressed in degrees and denoted by the Greek
letter lambda (λ). Points with the same longitude lie in lines running from the North Pole to the South Pole. By
convention, one of these, the Prime Meridian, which passes through the Royal Observatory, Greenwich, England,
establishes the position of zero degrees longitude. The longitude of other places is measured as an angle east or west
from the Prime Meridian, ranging from 0° at the Prime Meridian to +180° eastward and −180° westward.
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Specifically, it is the angle between a plane containing the Prime Meridian and a plane containing the North Pole,
South Pole and the location in question. This forms a right-handed coordinate system with the z axis (right hand
thumb) pointing from the Earth's center toward the North Pole and the x axis (right hand index finger) extending
from Earth's center through the equator at the Prime Meridian.
A location's north-south position along a meridian is given by its latitude, which is (not quite exactly) the angle
between the local vertical and the plane of the Equator.
If the Earth were perfectly spherical and homogeneous, then longitude at a point would just be the angle between a
vertical north-south plane through that point and the plane of the Greenwich meridian. Everywhere on Earth the
vertical north-south plane would contain the Earth's axis. But the Earth is not homogenous, and has
mountains—which have gravity and so can shift the vertical plane away from the Earth's axis. The vertical
north-south plane still intersects the plane of the Greenwich meridian at some angle; that angle is astronomical
longitude, the longitude you calculate from star observations. The longitude shown on maps and GPS devices is the
angle between the Greenwich plane and a not-quite-vertical plane through the point; the not-quite-vertical plane is
perpendicular to the surface of the spheroid chosen to approximate the Earth's sea-level surface, rather than
perpendicular to the sea-level surface itself.

History
The measurement of longitude is important both to cartography and to
provide safe ocean navigation. Mariners and explorers for most of
history struggled to determine precise longitude. Finding a method of
determining exact longitude took centuries, resulting in the history of
longitude recording the effort of some of the greatest scientific minds.
Latitude was calculated by observing with quadrant or astrolabe the
inclination of the sun or of charted stars, but longitude presented no
such manifest means of study.
Amerigo Vespucci was perhaps the first European to proffer a solution,
after devoting a great deal of time and energy studying the problem
during his sojourns in the New World:
As to longitude, I declare that I found so much difficulty in
determining it that I was put to great pains to ascertain the
east-west distance I had covered. The final result of my
labours was that I found nothing better to do than to watch for and take observations at night of the
conjunction of one planet with another, and especially of the conjunction of the moon with the other
planets, because the moon is swifter in her course than any other planet. I compared my observations
with an almanac. After I had made experiments many nights, one night, the twenty-third of August 1499,
there was a conjunction of the moon with Mars, which according to the almanac was to occur at
midnight or a half hour before. I found that...at midnight Mars's position was three and a half degrees to
the east.[2]

Amerigo Vespucci's means of determining
longitude
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By comparing the relative positions of the moon and Mars with their anticipated
positions, Vespucci was able to crudely deduce his longitude. But this method
had several limitations: First, it required the occurrence of a specific
astronomical event (in this case, Mars passing through the same right ascension
as the moon), and the observer needed to anticipate this event via an
astronomical almanac. One needed also to know the precise time, which was
difficult to ascertain in foreign lands. Finally, it required a stable viewing
platform, rendering the technique useless on the rolling deck of a ship at sea. See
Lunar distance (navigation).

In 1612, Galileo Galilei proposed that with sufficiently accurate knowledge of
the orbits of the moons of Jupiter one could use their positions as a universal
John Harrison solved the greatest
[3]
clock and this would make possible the determination of longitude, but the
problem of his day.
method he devised was impracticable and it was never used at sea. In the early
18th century there were several maritime disasters attributable to serious errors in reckoning position at sea, such
as the loss of four ships of the fleet of Sir Cloudesley Shovell in the Scilly naval disaster of 1707.
Motivated by these disasters, in 1714 the British government established the Board of Longitude: prizes were to be
awarded to the first person to demonstrate a practical method for determining the longitude of a ship at sea. These
prizes motivated many to search for a solution.
John Harrison, a self-educated English clockmaker then invented the
marine chronometer, a key piece in solving the problem of accurately
establishing longitude at sea, thus revolutionising and extending the
possibility of safe long distance sea travel.[3] Though the British
rewarded John Harrison for his marine chronometer in 1773,
chronometers remained very expensive and the lunar distance method
continued to be used for decades. Finally, the combination of the
availability of marine chronometers and wireless telegraph time signals
put an end to the use of lunars in the 20th century.
Unlike latitude, which has the equator as a natural starting position,
there is no natural starting position for longitude. Therefore, a
reference meridian had to be chosen. It was a popular practice to use a
Drawing of Earth with Longitudes
nation's capital as the starting point, but other significant locations
were also used. While British cartographers had long used the Greenwich meridian in London, other references were
used elsewhere, including: El Hierro, Rome, Copenhagen, Jerusalem, Saint Petersburg, Pisa, Paris, Philadelphia,
Pennsylvania, and Washington D.C. In 1884, the International Meridian Conference adopted the Greenwich
meridian as the universal Prime Meridian or zero point of longitude.

Noting and calculating longitude
Longitude is given as an angular measurement ranging from 0° at the Prime Meridian to +180° eastward and −180°
westward. The Greek letter λ (lambda),[4][5] is used to denote the location of a place on Earth east or west of the
Prime Meridian.
Each degree of longitude is sub-divided into 60 minutes, each of which is divided into 60 seconds. A longitude is
thus specified in sexagesimal notation as 23° 27′ 30″ E. For higher precision, the seconds are specified with a
decimal fraction. An alternative representation uses degrees and minutes, where parts of a minute are expressed in
decimal notation with a fraction, thus: 23° 27.500′ E. Degrees may also be expressed as a decimal fraction:
23.45833° E. For calculations, the angular measure may be converted to radians, so longitude may also be expressed

Longitude
in this manner as a signed fraction of π (pi), or an unsigned fraction of 2π.
For calculations, the West/East suffix is replaced by a negative sign in the western hemisphere. Confusingly, the
convention of negative for East is also sometimes seen. The preferred convention—that East be positive—is
consistent with a right-handed Cartesian coordinate system, with the North Pole up. A specific longitude may then be
combined with a specific latitude (usually positive in the northern hemisphere) to give a precise position on the
Earth's surface.
Longitude at a point may be determined by calculating the time difference between that at its location and
Coordinated Universal Time (UTC). Since there are 24 hours in a day and 360 degrees in a circle, the sun moves
across the sky at a rate of 15 degrees per hour (360°/24 hours = 15° per hour). So if the time zone a person is in is
three hours ahead of UTC then that person is near 45° longitude (3 hours × 15° per hour = 45°). The word near was
used because the point might not be at the center of the time zone; also the time zones are defined politically, so their
centers and boundaries often do not lie on meridians at multiples of 15°. In order to perform this calculation,
however, a person needs to have a chronometer (watch) set to UTC and needs to determine local time by solar or
astronomical observation. The details are more complex than described here: see the articles on Universal Time and
on the equation of time for more details.

Singularity and discontinuity of longitude
Note that the longitude is singular at the Poles and calculations that are sufficiently accurate for other positions, may
be inaccurate at or near the Poles. Also the discontinuity at the ±180° meridian must be handled with care in
calculations. An example is a calculation of east displacement by subtracting two longitudes, which gives the wrong
answer if the two positions are on either side of this meridian. To avoid these complexities, consider replacing
latitude and longitude with another horizontal position representation in calculation.

Plate movement and longitude
The Earth's tectonic plates move relative to one another in different directions at speeds on the order of 50 to 100mm
per year.[6] So points on the Earth's surface on different plates are always in motion relative to one another, for
example, the longitudinal difference between a point on the Equator in Uganda, on the African Plate, and a point on
the Equator in Ecuador, on the South American Plate, is increasing by about 0.0014 arcseconds per year. These
tectonic movements likewise affect latitude.
If a global reference frame such as WGS84 is used, the longitude of a place on the surface will change from year to
year. To minimize this change, when dealing just with points on a single plate, a different reference frame can be
used, whose coordinates are fixed to a particular plate, such as NAD83 for North America or ETRS89 for Europe.

Length of a degree of longitude
The length of a degree of longitude depends only on the radius of a circle of latitude. For a sphere of radius a that
radius at latitude φ is (cos φ) times a, and the length of a one-degree (or π/180 radians) arc along a circle of latitude
is
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0° 110.574 km 111.320 km
15° 110.649 km 107.551 km
30° 110.852 km

96.486 km

45° 111.132 km

78.847 km

60° 111.412 km

55.800 km

75° 111.618 km

28.902 km

90° 111.694 km

0.000 km

When the Earth is modelled by an ellipsoid this arc length becomes [7][8]

where e, the eccentricity of the ellipsoid, is related to the major and minor axes (the equatorial and polar radii
respectively) by

An alternative formula is

where
Cos φ decreases from 1 at the equator to zero at the poles, so the length of a degree of longitude decreases likewise.
This contrasts with the small (1%) increase in the length of a degree of latitude, equator to pole. The table shows
both for the WGS84 ellipsoid with a = 6,378,137.0 m and b = 6,356,752.3142 m. Note that the distance between two
points 1 degree apart on the same circle of latitude, measured along that circle of latitude, is slightly more than the
shortest (geodesic) distance between those points; the difference is less than 0.6 m.

Ecliptic latitude and longitude
Ecliptic latitude and longitude are defined for the planets, stars, and other celestial bodies in a broadly similar way to
that in which terrestrial latitude and longitude are defined, but there is a special difference.
The plane of zero latitude for celestial objects is the plane of the ecliptic. This plane is not parallel to the plane of the
celestial equator, but rather is inclined to it by the obliquity of the ecliptic, which currently has a value of about 23°
26′. The closest celestial counterpart to terrestrial latitude is declination, and the closest celestial counterpart to
terrestrial longitude is right ascension. These celestial coordinates bear the same relationship to the celestial equator
as terrestrial latitude and longitude do to the terrestrial equator, and they are also more frequently used in astronomy
than celestial longitude and latitude.
The polar axis (relative to the celestial equator) is perpendicular to the plane of the Equator, and parallel to the
terrestrial polar axis. But the (north) pole of the ecliptic, relevant to the definition of ecliptic latitude, is the normal to
the ecliptic plane nearest to the direction of the celestial north pole of the Equator, i.e. 23° 26′ away from it.
Ecliptic latitude is measured from 0° to 90° north (+) or south (−) of the ecliptic. Ecliptic longitude is measured from
0° to 360° eastward (the direction that the Sun appears to move relative to the stars), along the ecliptic from the
vernal equinox. The equinox at a specific date and time is a fixed equinox, such as that in the J2000 reference frame.
However, the equinox moves because it is the intersection of two planes, both of which move. The ecliptic is
relatively stationary, wobbling within a 4° diameter circle relative to the fixed stars over millions of years under the
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gravitational influence of the other planets. The greatest movement is a relatively rapid gyration of Earth's equatorial
plane whose pole traces a 47° diameter circle caused by the Moon. This causes the equinox to precess westward
along the ecliptic about 50″ per year. This moving equinox is called the equinox of date. Ecliptic longitude relative
to a moving equinox is used whenever the positions of the Sun, Moon, planets, or stars at dates other than that of a
fixed equinox is important, as in calendars, astrology, or celestial mechanics. The 'error' of the Julian or Gregorian
calendar is always relative to a moving equinox. The years, months, and days of the Chinese calendar all depend on
the ecliptic longitudes of date of the Sun and Moon. The 30° zodiacal segments used in astrology are also relative to
a moving equinox. Celestial mechanics (here restricted to the motion of solar system bodies) uses both a fixed and
moving equinox. Sometimes in the study of Milankovitch cycles, the invariable plane of the solar system is
substituted for the moving ecliptic. Longitude may be denominated from 0 to
radians in either case.

Longitude on bodies other than Earth
Planetary co-ordinate systems are defined relative to their mean axis of rotation and various definitions of longitude
depending on the body. The longitude systems of most of those bodies with observable rigid surfaces have been
defined by references to a surface feature such as a crater. The north pole is that pole of rotation that lies on the north
side of the invariable plane of the solar system (near the ecliptic). The location of the Prime Meridian as well as the
position of body's north pole on the celestial sphere may vary with time due to precession of the axis of rotation of
the planet (or satellite). If the position angle of the body's Prime Meridian increases with time, the body has a direct
(or prograde) rotation; otherwise the rotation is said to be retrograde.
In the absence of other information, the axis of rotation is assumed to be normal to the mean orbital plane; Mercury
and most of the satellites are in this category. For many of the satellites, it is assumed that the rotation rate is equal to
the mean orbital period. In the case of the giant planets, since their surface features are constantly changing and
moving at various rates, the rotation of their magnetic fields is used as a reference instead. In the case of the Sun,
even this criterion fails (because its magnetosphere is very complex and does not really rotate in a steady fashion),
and an agreed-upon value for the rotation of its equator is used instead.
For planetographic longitude, west longitudes (i.e., longitudes measured positively to the west) are used when the
rotation is prograde, and east longitudes (i.e., longitudes measured positively to the east) when the rotation is
retrograde. In simpler terms, imagine a distant, non-orbiting observer viewing a planet as it rotates. Also suppose that
this observer is within the plane of the planet's equator. A point on the Equator that passes directly in front of this
observer later in time has a higher planetographic longitude than a point that did so earlier in time.
However, planetocentric longitude is always measured positively to the east, regardless of which way the planet
rotates. East is defined as the counter-clockwise direction around the planet, as seen from above its north pole, and
the north pole is whichever pole more closely aligns with the Earth's north pole. Longitudes traditionally have been
written using "E" or "W" instead of "+" or "−" to indicate this polarity. For example, the following all mean the same
thing:
•
•
•
•

−91°
91°W
+269°
269°E.

The reference surfaces for some planets (such as Earth and Mars) are ellipsoids of revolution for which the equatorial
radius is larger than the polar radius; in other words, they are oblate spheroids. Smaller bodies (Io, Mimas, etc.) tend
to be better approximated by triaxial ellipsoids; however, triaxial ellipsoids would render many computations more
complicated, especially those related to map projections. Many projections would lose their elegant and popular
properties. For this reason spherical reference surfaces are frequently used in mapping programs.
The modern standard for maps of Mars (since about 2002) is to use planetocentric coordinates. The meridian of Mars
is located at Airy-0 crater.[9]
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Tidally-locked bodies have a natural reference longitude passing through the point nearest to their parent body: 0°
the center of the primary-facing hemisphere, 90° the center of the leading hemisphere, 180° the center of the
anti-primary hemisphere, and 270° the center of the trailing hemisphere.[10] However, libration due to non-circular
orbits or axial tilts causes this point to move around any fixed point on the celestial body like an analemma.
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External links
• Resources for determining your latitude and longitude (http://jan.ucc.nau.edu/~cvm/latlon_find_location.
html)
• IAU/IAG Working Group On Cartographic Coordinates and Rotational Elements of the Planets and Satellites
(http://www.hnsky.org/iau-iag.htm)
• "Longitude forged" (http://entertainment.timesonline.co.uk/tol/arts_and_entertainment/the_tls/
article5136819.ece): an essay exposing a hoax solution to the problem of calculating longitude, undetected in
Dava Sobel's Longitude, from TLS (http://www.the-tls.co.uk), November 12, 2008.
• Longitude And Latitude Of Points of Interest (http://www.thegpscoordinates.com)
• Length Of A Degree Of Latitude And Longitude Calculator (http://www.csgnetwork.com/degreelenllavcalc.
html)
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History of longitude
The history of longitude is a record of the effort, by
navigators and scientists over several centuries, to
discover a means of determining longitude.
The measurement of longitude is important to both
cartography and navigation. Historically, the most
important practical application of these was to provide
safe ocean navigation. Knowledge of both latitude and
longitude was required. Finding a method of
determining longitude took centuries and involved
some of the greatest scientific minds.

Monuments of International Longitude Determination at Sheshan
Observatory, Shanghai

Ancient history
Eratosthenes in the 3rd century BC first proposed a system of latitude and longitude for a map of the world. By the
2nd century BC Hipparchus was the first to use such a system to uniquely specify places on the earth. He also
proposed a system of determining longitude by comparing the local time of a place with an absolute time. This is the
first recognition that longitude can be determined by accurate knowledge of time. In the 11th century Al-Biruni
believed the earth rotated on its axis and this forms our modern notion of how time and longitude are related.[1]

Problem of longitude
Determining longitude on land was fairly easy compared to the task at sea. A stable surface to work from, a
comfortable location to live in while performing the work and the ability to repeat determinations over time made for
great accuracy. Whatever could be discovered from solving the problem at sea would only improve the
determination of longitude on land.
Determining latitude was relatively easy in that it could be found from the altitude of the sun at noon with the aid of
[2]
a table giving the sun's declination for the day. For longitude, early ocean navigators had to rely on dead
reckoning. This was inaccurate on long voyages out of sight of land and these voyages sometimes ended in tragedy
as a result.
In order to avoid problems with not knowing one's position accurately, navigators have, where possible, relied on
taking advantage of their knowledge of latitude. They would sail to the latitude of their destination, turn toward their
destination and follow a line of constant latitude. This was known as running down a westing (if westbound, easting
otherwise).[3] This prevented a ship from taking the most direct route (a great circle) or a route with the most
favourable winds and currents, extending the voyage by days or even weeks. This increased the likelihood of short
rations,[4] which could lead to poor health or even death for members of the crew due to scurvy or starvation, with
resultant risk to the ship.
Errors in navigation have also resulted in shipwrecks. Motivated by a number of maritime disasters attributable to
serious errors in reckoning position at sea, particularly such spectacular disasters as the Scilly naval disaster of 1707,
which took Admiral Sir Cloudesley Shovell and his fleet, the British government established the Board of Longitude
in 1714:
"The Discovery of the Longitude is of such Consequence to Great Britain for the safety of the Navy and
Merchant Ships as well as for the improvement of Trade that for want thereof many Ships have been retarded
in their voyages, and many lost..." [and there will be a Longitude Prize] "for such person or persons as shall
discover the Longitude."
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The prizes were to be awarded for the discovery and demonstration of a practical method for determining the
longitude of a ship at sea. Prizes were offered in graduated amounts for solutions of increasing accuracy. These
prizes, worth the equivalent of millions of dollars in today's currency, motivated many to search for a solution.
Britain was not alone in the desire to solve the problem. France's King Louis XIV founded the Académie Royale des
Sciences in 1666. It was charged with, among a range of other scientific activities, advancement of the science of
navigation and the improvement of maps and sailing charts. From 1715, the Académie offered one of the two Prix
Rouillés specifically for navigation.[5] Spain's Philip II offered a prize for the discovery of a solution to the problem
of the longitude in 1567; Philip III increased the prize in 1598. Holland added to the effort with a prize offered in
1636.[1] Navigators and scientists in most European countries were aware of the problem and were involved in
finding a solution. Due to the international effort in solving the problem and the scale of the enterprise, it represented
one of the largest scientific endeavours in history.

Time equals longitude
Since the Earth rotates at a steady rate of 360° per day, or 15° per hour (in mean solar time), there is a direct
relationship between time and longitude. If the navigator knew the time at a fixed reference point when some event
occurred at the ship's location, the difference between the reference time and the apparent local time would give the
ship's position relative to the fixed location. Finding apparent local time is relatively easy. The problem, ultimately,
was how to determine the time at a distant reference point while on a ship.

Proposed methods of determining time
The first publication of a method of determining time by observing the position of the Earth's moon was by Johannes
Werner in his "In hoc opere haec continentur Nova translatio primi libri geographiae Cl. Ptolomaei", published at
Nürnberg in 1514. The method was discussed in detail by Petrus Apianus in his Cosmographicus liber (Landshut
1524).
It appears that Johannes Werner inspired by Amerigo Vespucci's letter written in 1502 where he wrote: ". . . I
maintain that I learned [my longitude] . . . by the eclipses and conjunctions of the Moon with the planets; and I have
lost many nights of sleep in reconciling my calculations with the precepts of those sages who have devised the
manuals and written of the movements, conjunctions, aspects, and eclipses of the two luminaries and of the
wandering stars, such as the wise King Don Alfonso in his Tables, Johannes Regiomontanus in his Almanac, and
Blanchinus, and the Rabbi Zacuto in his almanac, which is perpetual; and these were composed in different
meridians: King Don Alfonso's book in the meridian of Toledo, and Johannes Regiomontanus's in that of Ferrara,
and the other two in that of Salamanca."2 The best "clock" to use for reference, is the stars. In the roughly 27.3 solar
days of a lunar orbit, the Moon moves a full 360 degrees around the sky, returning to its old position among the stars.
This is 13 degrees per day, or just over 0.5 degree per hour. So, while the rotation of the Earth causes the stars and
the Moon to appear to move from east to west across the night sky, the Moon, because of its own orbit around the
Earth, fights back against this apparent motion, and seems to move eastward (or retrograde) by about 0.5 degree per
hour. In other words, the Moon "moves" west only 11.5 degrees per hour."
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Galileo's proposal — Jovian moons
In 1612, having determined the orbital periods of Jupiter's four brightest satellites (Io, Europa, Ganymede and
Callisto), Galileo proposed that with sufficiently accurate knowledge of their orbits one could use their positions as a
universal clock, which would make possible the determination of longitude. He worked on this problem from time to
time during the remainder of his life.
To be successful, this method required the observation of the moons from the deck of a moving ship. To this end,
Galileo proposed the celatone, a device in the form of a helmet with a telescope mounted so as to accommodate the
motion of the observer on the ship.[6] This was later replaced with the idea of a pair of nested hemispheric shells
separated by a bath of oil. This would provide a platform that would allow the observer to remain stationary as the
ship rolled beneath him, in the manner of a gimballed platform. To provide for the determination of time from the
observed moons' positions, a Jovilabe was offered — this was an analogue computer that calculated time from the
positions and that got its name from its similarities to an astrolabe.[7] The practical problems were severe and the
method was never used at sea. However, it was used for longitude determination on land.

Halley's proposals — lunar occultations and appulses, magnetic deviation
Around 1683, Edmund Halley proposed using a telescope to observe the time of occultations or appulses of a star by
the moon as a means of determining time while at sea.[8] He had accumulated observations of the moon's position
and of certain stars to this end, and had deduced the means of correcting errors in predictions of the moon's position.
Upon succeeding John Flamsteed in the post of Astronomer Royal, Halley had undertaken the task of observing both
stellar positions and the path of the moon, with the intention of supplementing existing knowledge and advancing his
proposal for determining longitude at sea.[8] By this time, he had abandoned the use of occultations in preference for
appulses exclusively. No reason was given by Halley for abandoning occultations, however, there are few bright
stars occulted by the moon and the task of documenting the dim stars' positions and training navigators to recognize
them would be daunting. Appulses with brighter stars would be more practical.
While he had tested the method at sea, it was never widely used or considered as a viable method. His observations
did contribute to the lunar distance method.
Halley also hoped that careful observations of magnetic deviations could provide a determination of longitude. The
magnetic field of the Earth was not well understood at the time. Mariners had observed that magnetic north deviated
from geographic north in many locations. Halley and others hoped that the pattern of deviation, if consistent, could
be used to determine longitude. If the measured deviation matched that recorded on a chart, the position would be
known. Halley used his voyages on the pink Paramour to study the magnetic variance and was able to provide maps
showing the halleyan or isogonic lines. This method was eventually to fail as the localized variations from general
magnetic trends make the method unreliable.

Maskelyne's proposal — lunar distance method
The first publication of a method of determining time by observing the position of the Earth's moon was by Johannes
Werner in his In hoc opere haec continentur Nova translatio primi libri geographiae Cl. Ptolomaei, published at
Nürnberg in 1514. The method was discussed in detail by Petrus Apianus in his Cosmographicus liber (Landshut
1524).
A Frenchman, the Sieur de St. Pierre, brought the technique to the attention of King Charles II of England in 1674.[9]
Being enthusiastic for the proposed technique, the king contacted his royal commissioners, who included Robert
Hooke. They in turn consulted the astronomer John Flamsteed. Flamsteed supported the feasibility of the method but
lamented the lack of detailed knowledge of the stellar positions and the moon's movement. King Charles responded
by accepting Flamsteed's suggestion of the establishment of an observatory and appointed Flamsteed as the first
Astronomer Royal. With the creation of the Royal Observatory, Greenwich and a program for measuring the
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positions of the stars with high precision, the process of developing a working method of lunar distances was under
way.[10] To further the astronomers' ability to predict the moon's motion, Isaac Newton's theory of gravitation could
be applied to the motion of the moon.
Tobias Mayer, the German astronomer, had been working on the lunar distance method in order to determine
accurately positions on land. He had corresponded with Leonhard Euler, who contributed information and equations
to describe the motions of the moon.[11] With these studies, Mayer had produced a set of tables predicting the
position of the Moon more accurately than ever before. These were sent to the Board of Longitude for evaluation and
consideration for the Longitude Prize. With these tables and after his own experiments at sea trying out the lunar
distance method, Nevil Maskelyne proposed annual publication of lunar distance predictions in an official nautical
almanac for the purpose of finding longitude at sea to within half a degree.
Being very enthusiastic for the lunar distance method, Maskelyne and his team of human computers worked
feverishly through the year 1766, preparing tables for the new Nautical Almanac and Astronomical Ephemeris.
Published first with data for the year 1767, it included daily tables of the positions of the Sun, Moon, and planets and
other astronomical data, as well as tables of lunar distances giving the distance of the Moon from the Sun and nine
stars suitable for lunar observations (ten stars for the first few years).[12] [13] This publication later became the
standard almanac for mariners worldwide, and since it was based on the Royal Observatory, it led to the international
adoption of Greenwich Mean Time as an international standard.

Harrison's proposal — marine chronometer
Another proposed solution was to use a mechanical timepiece, to be
carried on a ship, that would maintain the correct time at a reference
location. The concept of using a clock can be attributed to Gemma
Frisius. Attempts had been made on land using pendulum clocks, with
some success. In particular, Huygens had made accurate pendulum
clocks that made it possible to determine longitude on land. He also
proposed the use of a balance spring to regulate clocks. There is some
dispute as to whether he or Robert Hooke first proposed this idea.[14]
However, many, including Isaac Newton, were pessimistic that a clock
of the required accuracy could ever be developed. At that time, there
were no clocks that could maintain accurate time while being subjected
to the conditions of a moving ship. The rolling, pitching and yawing,
coupled with the pounding of wind and waves, would knock existing
clocks out of the correct time.

Chronometer of Jeremy Thacker.

In spite of this pessimism, a group felt that the answer lay in chronometry -- developing an improved time piece that
would work even on extended voyages at sea. A suitable timepiece was eventually built by John Harrison, a
Yorkshire carpenter, with his marine chronometer; that timepiece was later known as H-4.
Harrison built five, two of which were tested at sea. His first, H-1, was not tested under the conditions that were
required by the Board of Longitude. Instead, the Admiralty required that it travel to Lisbon and back. It performed
excellently, but the perfectionist in Harrison prevented him from sending it on the required trial to the West Indies.
He instead embarked on the construction of H-2. This chronometer never went to sea, and was immediately followed
by H-3. Still not satisfied with his own work, Harrison produced H-4, which did get its sea trial and satisfied all the
requirements for the Longitude Prize. However, he was not awarded the prize and was forced to fight for his reward.
Though the British Parliament rewarded John Harrison for his marine chronometer in 1773, his chronometers were
not to become standard. Chronometers such as those by Thomas Earnshaw were suitable for general nautical use by
the end of the 18th century. However, they remained very expensive and the lunar distance method continued to be
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used for some decades.

Lunars or chronometers?
The lunar distance method was initially labour intensive because of the time-consuming complexity of the
calculations for the Moon's position. Early trials of the method could involve four hours of effort.[10] However, the
publication of the Nautical Almanac starting in 1767 provided tables of pre-calculated distances of the Moon from
various celestial objects at three-hour intervals for every day of the year, making the process practical by reducing
the time for calculations to less than 30 minutes and as little as ten minutes with some efficient tabular methods.[15]
Lunar distances were widely used at sea from 1767 to about 1850.
Between 1800 and 1850 (earlier in British and French navigation practice, later in American, Russian, and other
maritime countries), affordable, reliable marine chronometers became available, replacing the method of lunars as
soon as they reached the market in large numbers. It became possible to buy two or more relatively inexpensive
chronometers, serving as checks on each other, rather than acquiring a single (and expensive) sextant of sufficient
quality for lunar distance navigation.[]
By 1850, the vast majority of ocean-going navigators worldwide had ceased using the method of lunar distances.
Nonetheless, expert navigators continued to learn lunars as late as 1905, though for most this was a textbook exercise
since they were a requirement for certain licenses. They also continued in use in land exploration and mapping where
chronometers could not be kept secure in harsh conditions. The British Nautical Almanac published lunar distance
tables until 1906 and the instructions until 1924.[16] Such tables last appeared in the 1912 USNO Nautical Almanac,
though an appendix explaining how to generate single values of lunar distances was published as late as the early
1930s.[13] The presence of lunar distance tables in these publications until the early 20th century does not imply
common usage until that time period but was simply a necessity due to a few remaining (soon to be obsolete)
licensing requirements. The development of wireless telegraph time signals in the early 20th century, used in
combination with marine chronometers, put a final end to the use of lunar distance tables.

Modern solutions
Time signals were first broadcast by wireless telegraphy in 1904, by the US Navy from Navy Yard in Boston.
Another regular broadcast began in Halifax, Nova Scotia in 1907, and time signals that became more widely used
were broadcast from the Eiffel Tower starting in 1910.[17] As ships adopted radio telegraph sets for communication,
such time signals were used to correct chronometers. This method drastically reduced the importance of lunars as a
means of verifying chronometers.
Modern sailors have a number of choices for determining accurate positional information, including radar and the
Global Positioning System, commonly known as GPS, a satellite navigation system. With technical refinements that
make position fixes accurate to within meters, the radio-based LORAN system was used in the late 20th Century but
has been discontinued in North America. Combining independent methods is used as a way to improve the accuracy
of position fixes. Even with the availability of multiple modern methods of determining longitude, a marine
chronometer and sextant are routinely carried as a backup system.
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Further refinements for longitude on land
For the determination of longitude on land, the preferred method became exchanges of chronometers between
observatories to accurately determine the differences in local times in conjunction with observation of the transit of
stars across the meridian.
An alternative method was the simultaneous observation of occultations of stars at different observatories. Since the
event occurred at a known time, it provided an accurate means of determining longitude. In some cases, special
expeditions were mounted to observe a special occultation or eclipse to determine the longitude of a location without
a permanent observatory.
From the mid-19th century, telegraph signalling allowed more precisely synchronization of star observations. This
significantly improved longitude measurement accuracy. The Royal Observatory in Greenwich and the U.S. Coast
Survey coordinated European and North American longitude measurement campaigns in the 1850s and 1860s,
resulting in improved map accuracy and navigation safety. Synchronization by radio followed in the early 20th
century. In the 1970s, the use of satellites was developed to more precisely measure geographic coordinates (GPS).

Notable scientific contributions
In the process of searching for a solution to the problem of determining longitude, many scientists added to the
knowledge of astronomy and physics.
• Galileo - detailed studies of Jupiter's moons, which proved Ptolemy's assertion that not all celestial objects orbit
the Earth
• Robert Hooke - determination of the relationship between forces and displacements in springs, laying the
foundations for the theory of elasticity.
• Christiaan Huygens - invention of pendulum clock and a spring balance for pocket watch.
• Jacob Bernoulli, with refinements by Leonhard Euler - invention of the calculus of variations for Bernoulli's
solution of the brachistochrone problem (finding the shape of the path of a pendulum with a period that does not
vary with degree of lateral displacement). This refinement created greater accuracy in pendulum clocks.
• John Flamsteed and many others - formalization of observational astronomy by means of astronomical
observatory facilities, further advancing modern astronomy as a science.
• John Harrison - invention of the gridiron pendulum and bimetallic strip along with further studies in the thermal
behavior of materials. This contributed to the evolving science of Solid mechanics. Invention of caged roller
bearings contributed to refinements in mechanical engineering designs.
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Reflecting instrument
Reflecting instruments are those that use mirrors to enhance their ability to make measurements. In particular, the
use of mirrors permits one to observe two objects simultaneously while measuring the angular distance between the
objects. While they are used in many professions, they are primarily associated with celestial navigation, as the need
to solve navigation problems, in particular the problem of the longitude, was the primary motivation in their
development.

Objectives of the instruments
The purpose of reflecting instruments as to allow an observer to measure the altitude of a celestial object or measure
the angular distance between two objects. The driving force behind the developments discussed here was the solution
to the problem of finding one's longitude at sea. The solution to this problem was seen to require an accurate means
of measuring angles and the accuracy was seen to rely on the observer's ability to measure this angle by
simultaneously observing two objects at once.
The deficiency of prior instruments was well known. By requiring the observer to observe two objects with two
divergent lines of sight increased the likelihood of an error. Those that considered the problem realized that the use
of specula (mirrors in modern parlance) could permit two objects to be observed in a single view. What followed is a
series of inventions and improvements that refined the instrument to the point that its accuracy exceeded that which
was required for determining longitude. Any further improvements required a completely new technology.

Early reflecting instruments
Some of the early reflecting instruments were proposed by scientists such as Robert Hooke and Isaac Newton. These
were little used or may not have been built or tested extensively. The van Breen instrument was the exception, in that
it was used by the Dutch. However, it had little influence outside of the Netherlands.

Joost van Breen's reflecting cross-staff
Invented in 1660 by the Dutch Joost van Breen, the spiegelboog (mirror-bow) was a reflecting cross staff. This
instrument appears to have been used for approximately 100 years, mainly in the Zeeland Chamber of the VOC (The
Dutch East India Company).[1]
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Robert Hooke's Single-reflecting instrument
Hooke's instrument was a single-reflecting
instrument. It used a single mirror to reflect
the image of an astronomical object to the
observer's eye.[2] This instrument was first
described in 1666 and a working model was
presented by Hooke at a meeting of the
Royal Society some time later.
The device consisted of three primary
components, an index arm, a radial arm and
a graduated chord. The three were arranged
in a triangle as in the image on the right. A
Representative drawing of Hooke's reflecting instrument. It does not accurately
telescopic sight was mounted on the index
depict the fine details of the instrument but rather the basic functionality.The index
arm. At the point of rotation of the radial
with telescope mounted is shown in black, the radius arm with the mirror (grey)
arm, a single mirror was mounted. This
attached in blue and the chord in green on white. The lines of sight are represented
point of rotation allowed the angle between
by the red dashed line.
the index arm and the radial arm to be
changed. The graduated chord was connected to the opposite end of the radial arm and the chord was permitted to
rotate about the end. The chord was held against the distant end of the index arm and slid against it. The graduations
on the chord were uniform and, by using it to measure the distance between the ends of the index arm and the radial
arm, the angle between those arms could be determined. A table of chords was used to convert a measurement of
distance to a measurement of angle. The use of the mirror resulted in the measured angle being twice the angle
included by the index and the radius arm.
The mirror on the radial arm was small enough that the observer could see the reflection of an object in half the
telescope's view while seeing straight ahead in the other half. This allowed the observer to see both objects at once.
Aligning the two objects together in the telescopes view resulted in the angular distance between them to be
represented on the graduated chord.
While Hooke's instrument was novel and attracted some attention at the time, there is no evidence that it was
subjected to any tests at sea.[2] The instrument was little used and did not have any significant effect on astronomy or
navigation.

Halley's reflecting instrument
In 1692, Edmond Halley presented the design of a reflecting
instrument to the Royal Society.[2]
This is an interesting instrument, combining the functionality of a radio
latino with a double telescope. The telescope (AB in the image to the
right), has an eyepiece at one end and a mirror (D) partway along its
length with one objective lens at the far end (B). The mirror only
A drawing of Halley's reflecting instrument. The
obstructs half the field (either left or right) and permits the objective to
telescope is represented by the blue lines (as if
be seen on the other. Reflected in the mirror is the image from the
cut open) and the mirrors and lenses are grey. The
second objective lens (C). This permits the observer to see both
red dashed lines represent lines of sight.
images, one straight through and one reflected, simultaneously besides
each other. It is essential that the focal lengths of the two objective lenses be the same and that the distances from the
mirror to either lens be identical. If this condition is not met, the two images cannot be brought to a common focus.
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The mirror is mounted on the staff (DF) of the radio latino portion of the instrument and rotates with it. The angle
this side of the radio latino's rhombus makes to the telescope can be set by adjusting the rhombus' diagonal length. In
order to facilitate this and allow for fine adjustment of the angle, a screw (EC) is mounted so as to allow the observer
to change the distance between the two vertexes (E and C).
The observer sights the horizon with the direct lens' view and sights a celestial object in the mirror. Turning the
screw to bring the two images directly adjacent sets the instrument. The angle is determined by taking the length of
the screw between E and C and converting this to an angle in a table of chords.
Halley specified that the telescope tube be rectangular in cross section. This makes construction easy, but is not a
requirement as other cross section shapes can be accommodated. The four sides of the radio latino portion (CD, DE,
EF, FC) must be equal in length in order for the angle between the telescope and the objective lens side (AD-DC) to
be precisely twice the angle between the telescope and the mirror (AD-DF) (or in other words - to enforce the angle
of incidence being equal to the angle of reflection). Otherwise, instrument collimation will be compromised and the
resulting measurements would be in error.
The celestial object's elevation angle could have been determined by reading from graduations on the staff at the
slider, however, that's not how Halley designed the instrument. This may suggest that the overall design of the
instrument was coincidentally like a radio latino and that Halley may not have been familiar with that instrument.
There is no knowledge of whether this instrument was ever tested at sea.[2]

Newton's reflecting quadrant
Newton's reflecting quadrant was similar in many respects to Hadley's first reflecting quadrant that followed it.
Newton had communicated the design to Edmund Halley around 1699. However, Halley did not do anything with
the document and it remained in his papers only to be discovered after his death.[3] However, Halley did discuss
Newton's design with members of the Royal Society when Hadley presented his reflecting quadrant in 1731. Halley
noted that Hadley's design was quite similar to the earlier Newtonian instrument.[2]
As a result of this inadvertent secrecy, Newton's invention played little role in the development of reflecting
instruments.

The octant
What is remarkable about the octant is the number of persons who independently invented the device in a short
period of time. John Hadley and Thomas Godfrey both get credit for inventing the octant. They independently
developed the same instrument around 1731. They were not the only ones, however.
In Hadley's case, two instruments were designed. The first was an instrument very similar to Newton's reflecting
quadrant. The second had essentially the same form as the modern sextant. Few of the first design were constructed,
while the second became the standard instrument from which the sextant derived and, along with the sextant,
displaced all prior navigation instruments used for celestial navigation.
Caleb Smith, an English insurance broker with a strong interest in astronomy, had created an octant in 1734. He
called it an Astroscope or Sea-Quadrant.[4] He used a fixed prism in addition to an index mirror to provide reflective
elements. Prisms provide advantages over mirrors in an era when polished speculum metal mirrors were inferior and
both the silvering of a mirror and the production of glass with flat, parallel surfaces was difficult. However, the other
design elements of Smith's instrument made it inferior to Hadley's octant and it was not used significantly.[3]
Jean-Paul Fouchy, a mathematics professor and astronomer in France invented an octant in 1732.[3] His was
essentially the same as Hadley's. Fouchy did not know of the developments in England at the time, since
communications between the two country's instrument makers was limited and the publications of the Royal Society,
particularly the Philosophical Transactions, were not being distributed in France.[5] Fouchy's octant was
overshadowed by Hadley's.
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The sextant
The main article, Sextant, covers the use of the instrument in navigation. This article concentrates on the
history and the development of the instrument
The origin of the sextant is straightforward and not in dispute. Admiral
John Campbell, having used Hadley's octant in sea trials of the method
of lunar distances, found that it was wanting. The 90° angle subtended
by the arc of the instrument was insufficient to measure some of the
angular distances required for the method. He suggested that the angle
be increased to 120°, yielding the sextant. John Bird made the first
such sextant in 1757.[6]
With the development of the sextant, the octant became something of a
second class instrument. The octant, while occasionally constructed
entirely of brass, remained primarily a wooden-framed instrument.
Most of the developments in advanced materials and construction
techniques were reserved for the sextant.
There are examples of sextants made with wood, however most are
made from brass. In order to ensure the frame was stiff, instrument
makers used thicker frames. This had a drawback in making the
A sextant that has been used for over a half
instrument heavier, which could influence the accuracy due to
century. This frame shows one standard design that with three rings. This is one design that has
hand-shaking as the navigator worked against its weight. In order to
been used to avoid thermal expansion problems
avoid this problem, the frames were modified. Edward Troughton
while retaining adequate stiffness.
[7]
patented the double-framed sextant in 1788. This used two frames
held in parallel with spacers. The two frames were about a centimetre
apart. This significantly increased the stiffness of the frame. An earlier version had a second frame that only covered
the upper part of the instrument, securing the mirrors and telescope. Later versions used two full frames. Since the
spacers looked like little pillars, these were also called pillar sextants.
Troughton also experimented with alternative materials. The scales were plated with silver, gold or platinum. Gold
and platinum both minimized corrosion problems. The platinum-plated instruments were expensive, due to the
scarcity of the metal, though less expensive than gold. Troughton knew William Hyde Wollaston through the Royal
Society and this gave him access to the precious metal.[8] Instruments from Troughton's company that used platinum
can be easily identified by the word Platina engraved on the frame. These instruments remain highly valued as
collector's items and are as accurate today as when they were constructed.[9]
As the developments in dividing engines progressed, the sextant was more accurate and could be made smaller. In
order to permit easy reading of the vernier, a small magnifying lens was added. In addition, to reduce glare on the
frame, some had a diffuser surrounding the magnifier to soften the light. As accuracy increased, the circular arc
vernier was replaced with a drum vernier.
Frame designs were modified over time to create a frame that would not be adversely affected by temperature
changes. These frame patterns became standardized and one can see the same general shape in many instruments
from many different manufacturers.
In order to control costs, modern sextants are now available in precision-made plastic. These are light, affordable and
of high quality.
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Types of sextants
While most people think of navigation when they hear the term sextant, the instrument has been used in other
professions.
Navigator's sextant
The common type of instrument most people think of when they hear the term sextant.
Sounding sextants
These are sextants that were constructed for use horizontally rather than vertically and were developed for use
in hydrographic surveys.[6]
Surveyor's sextants
These were constructed for use exclusively on land for horizontal angular measurements. Instead of a handle
on the frame, they had a socket to allow the attachment of a surveyor's Jacob's staff.
Box or pocket sextants
These are small sextants entirely contained within a metal case. First developed by Edward Troughton, they
are usually all brass with most of the mechanical components inside the case. The telescope extends from an
opening in the side. The index and other parts are completely covered when the case cover is slipped on.
Popular with surveyors for their small size (typically only 6.5–8 cm in diameter and 5 cm deep), their accuracy
was enabled by improvements in the dividing engines used to graduate the arcs. The arcs are so small that
magnifiers are attached to allow them to be read.[7]
In addition to these types, there are terms used for various sextants.
A pillar sextant can be either:
1. A double-frame sextant as patented by Edward Troughton in 1788.
2. A surveyor's sextant with a socket for a surveyor's staff (the pillar).[10]
The former is the most common use of the term.

Beyond the sextant
Quintant and others
Several makers offered instruments with sizes other than one-eighth or one-sixth of a circle. One of the most
common was the quintant or fifth of a circle (72° arc reading to 144°). Other sizes were also available, but the odd
sizes never became common. Many instruments are found with scales reading to, for example, 135°, but they are
simply referred to as sextants. Similarly, there are 100° octants, but these are not separated as unique types of
instruments.
There was interest in much larger instruments for special purposes. In particular a number of full circle instruments
were made, categorized as reflecting circles and repeating circles.
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Reflecting circles
The reflecting circle was invented by the German geometer and
astronomer Tobias Mayer in 1752,[6] with details published in 1767.[3]
His development preceded the sextant and was motivated by the need
to create a superior surveying instrument.[3]
The reflecting circle is a complete circular instrument graduated to
720° (To measure distances between heavenly bodies, there is no need
to read an angle greater than 180°, since the minimum distance will
always be less than 180°.). Mayer presented a detailed description of
this instrument to the Board of Longitude and John Bird used the
information to construct one sixteen inches in diameter for evaluation
by the Royal Navy.[11] This instrument was one of those used by
Admiral John Campbell during his evaluation of the lunar distance
method. It differed in that it was graduated to 360° and was so heavy
that it was fitted with a support that attached to a belt.[11] It was not
considered better than the Hadley octant and was less convenient to
use.[3] As a result, Campbell recommended the construction of the
sextant.

Borda's reflecting circle, on display at Toulon
naval museum

Jean-Charles de Borda further developed the reflecting circle. He
modified the position of the telescopic sight in such a way that the
mirror could be used to receive an image from either side relative to
the telescope. This eliminated the need to ascertain that the mirrors
were precisely parallel when reading zero. This simplified the use of
the instrument. Further refinements were performed with the help of
Etienne Lenoir. The two of them refined the instrument to its definitive
form in 1777.[3] This instrument was so distinctive it was given the
name Borda circle.[6]

Mendoça's reflecting circle on display at the
Musée national de la Marine.

Josef de Mendoza y Ríos redesigned Borda's reflecting circle (London,
1801). The goal was to use it together with his Lunar Tables published
by the Royal Society (London, 1805). He made a design with two concentric circles and a vernier scale and
recommended averaging three sequential readings to reduce the error. Borda's system was not based on a circle of
360° but 400 grads (Borda spent years calculating his tables with a circle divided in 400°). Mendoza's lunar tables
have been used through almost the entire nineteenth century (see Lunar distance (navigation)).
Edward Troughton also modified the reflecting circle. He created a design with three index arms and verniers. This
permitted three simultaneous readings to average out the error.
As a navigation instrument, the reflecting circle was more popular with the French navy than with the British.[6]
One instrument derived from the reflecting circle is the repeating circle. Invented by Lenoir in 1784,[3] Borda and
Lenoir developed the instrument for geodetic surveying. Since it was not used for the celestial measures, it did not
use double reflection and substituted two telescope sights. As such, it was not a reflecting instrument. It was notable
as being the equal of the great theodolite created by the renowned instrument maker, Jesse Ramsden.

Reflecting instrument

Bris Sextant
The Bris sextant is not a true sextant, but it is a true reflecting instrument based on the principle of double reflection
and subject to the same rules and errors as common octants and sextants. Unlike common octants and sextants, the
Bris sextant is a fixed angle instrument capable of accurately measuring a few specific angles unlike other reflecting
instruments which can measure any angle within the range of the instrument. It is particularly suited to determining
the altitude of the sun or moon.
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Iceland spar
Iceland spar, formerly known as Iceland crystal (Icelandic:
silfurberg; lit. silver-rock), is a transparent variety of calcite, or
crystallized calcium carbonate, originally brought from Iceland, and
used in demonstrating the polarization of light (see polarimetry).[][] It
occurs in large readily cleavable crystals, easily divisible into rhombs,
and is remarkable for its double refraction.[][1]
Historically, the double-refraction property of this crystal was
important to understanding the nature of light as a wave. This was
studied at length by Christiaan Huygens and Isaac Newton.[] Sir

A mine of Iceland Spar

George Stokes also studied the phenomenon.[2] Its complete
explanation in terms of light polarization was published by Augustin-Jean Fresnel in the 1820s.[3]
Mines producing Iceland spar include many mines producing related calcite and aragonite as well as those famously
[4]
[5]
in Iceland, productively in the greater Sonoran desert region as in Santa Eulalia, Chihuahua, Mexico and New
Mexico, United States,[6] as well as in the People's Republic of China.[7]

Viking "sunstone"
It has been speculated that the sunstone (Old Norse: sólarsteinn; a different mineral than the gem-quality sunstone)
mentioned in medieval Icelandic texts was Iceland spar and that Vikings used its light-polarizing property to tell the
direction of the sun on cloudy days, for navigational purposes.[8][9]
In 2007, Ramón Hegedüs and his colleagues from Eötvös Loránd University in Budapest, Hungary, confirmed that
the polarization of sunlight in the Arctic can be detected under cloudy conditions. Their research is reported in "The
Proceedings of the Royal Society."[10] Further research in 2011 by Ropers et al.,[11] confirms that identifying the
direction of the sun to within a few degrees in both cloudy and twilight conditions was possible using the sunstone
and the naked eye. The process involves moving the stone across the visual field to reveal a yellow entoptic pattern
on the fovea of the eye, probably Haidinger's brush. The recovery of an Iceland spar sunstone from the Elizabethan
ship Alderney that sank in 1592 suggests that the navigational technology may have persisted after the invention of
the magnetic compass.[12]

In literature
Thomas Pynchon refers to the doubling property of Iceland spar in his 2006 novel Against the Day.[13] A section of
the novel is entitled "Iceland Spar".[14]
Philip Pullman refers to the doubling property of Iceland spar[15] in his 2000 novel The Amber Spyglass, the third
volume in the His Dark Materials trilogy.
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Sunstone (medieval)
The sunstone (Icelandic: sólarsteinn) is a type
of mineral attested in several 13th–14th
century written sources in Iceland, one of
which describes its use to locate the sun in a
completely overcast sky. Sunstones are also
mentioned in the inventories of several
churches and one monastery in 14th–15th
century Iceland. A theory exists that the
sunstone had polarizing attributes and was
used as a navigation instrument by seafarers in
the Viking Age.[1]
A stone found in Alderney amid the wreckage
of a 16th-century warship in early 2013 may
lend evidence of the existence of sunstones as
navigational devices.[2]

Iceland spar, possibly the Icelandic medieval sunstone used to locate the sun in
the sky when obstructed from view.

Sources
One medieval source in Iceland, "Rauðúlfs þáttr",[3][4] mentions the sunstone as a mineral by means of which the sun
could be located in an overcast and snowy sky by holding it up and noting where it emitted, reflected or transmitted
light (hvar geislaði úr honum).[5] Sunstones are also mentioned in Hrafns saga Sveinbjarnarsonar (13th century)[6]
and in church and monastic inventories (14th–15th century) without discussing their attributes. The sunstone texts of
Hrafns saga Sveinbjarnarsonar were copied to all four versions of the medieval hagiography Guðmundar saga
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góða.[7]
The description in "Rauðúlfs þáttr" of the use of the sunstone is as follows:
Thorsteinn Vilhjalmsson translation:

In Icelandic:

The weather was thick and snowy as Sigurður had
predicted. Then the king summoned Sigurður and Dagur
(Rauðúlfur's sons) to him. The king made people look out
and they could nowhere see a clear sky. Then he asked
Sigurður to tell where the sun was at that time. He gave a
clear assertion. Then the king made them fetch the solar
stone and held it up and saw where light radiated from the
[8]
stone and thus directly verified Sigurður’ s prediction.

"Veður var þykkt og drífanda sem Sigurður
hafði sagt. Þá lét konungur kalla til sín Sigurð
og Dag. Síðan lét konungur sjá út og sá hvergi
himin skýlausan. Þá bað hann Sigurð segja
hvar sól mundi þá komin. Hann kvað glöggt á.
Þá lét konungur taka sólarstein og hélt upp og
sá hann hvar geislaði úr steininum og markaði
[9]
svo beint til sem Sigurður hafði sagt".

Allegorical nature of the medieval texts
Two of the original medieval texts on the sunstone are allegorical. Hrafns saga Sveinbjarnarsonar contains a burst of
purely allegorical material associated with Hrafn’s slaying. This involves a celestial vision with three highly
cosmological knights, recalling the horsemen of the Apocalypse.[6] It has been suggested[10] that the horsemen of
Hrafns saga contain allegorical allusions to the winter solstice and the four elements as an omen of Hrafn’s death,
where the sunstone also appears.
"Rauðúlfs þáttr", a tale of Saint Olav, and the only medieval source mentioning how the sunstone was used, is a
thoroughly allegorical work.[11] A round and rotating house visited by Olav has been interpreted as a model of the
cosmos and the human soul,[12] as well as a prefiguration of the Church.[13] The intention of the author was to
achieve an apotheosis of St. Olav, through placing him in the symbolic seat of Christ.[11] The house belongs to the
genre of "abodes of the sun," which seemed widespread in medieval literature.[4] St. Olav used the sunstone to
confirm the time reckoning skill of his host right after leaving this allegorical house. He held the sunstone up against
the snowy and completely overcast sky and noted where light was emitted from it (the Icelandic words used do not
make it clear whether the light was reflected by the stone, emitted by it or transmitted through it). It has been
suggested[10][14] that in Rauðúlfs þáttr the sunstone was used as a symbol of the Virgin, following a widespread
tradition in which the virgin birth of Christ is compared with glass letting a ray of the sun through.[15]
The allegories of the above mentioned texts exploit the symbolic value of the sunstone, but the church and monastic
inventories, however, show that something called sunstones did exist as physical objects in Iceland.[16] The presence
of the sunstone in "Rauðúlfs þáttr" may be entirely symbolic[17] but its use is described in sufficient detail to show
that the idea of using a stone to find the sun's position in overcast conditions was commonplace.[10]

Possibility of sunstones for orientation and navigation
Danish archaeologist Thorkild Ramskou posited that the sunstone could have been one of the minerals (cordierite or
Iceland spar) that polarize light and by which the azimuth of the sun can be determined in a partly overcast sky or
when the sun is just below the horizon.[1][18] The principle is used by many animals[19] and polar flights applied the
idea before more advanced techniques became available.[20][21] Ramskou further conjectured that the sunstone could
have aided navigation in the open sea in the Viking period. This idea has become very popular,[22] and although no
records of the use of a sunstone for navigation exist in the medieval literature, research as to how a sunstone could be
used in nautical navigation continues.
Research in 2011 by Ropers et al.,[23] confirms that one can identify the direction of the sun to within a few degrees
in both cloudy and twilight conditions using the sunstone and the naked eye. The process involves moving the stone
across the visual field to reveal a yellow entoptic pattern on the fovea of the eye. Alternatively a dot can be placed on
top of crystal so that when you look at it from below, two dots appear, because the light is “depolarised” and
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fractured along different axes. The crystal can then be rotated until the two points have the same luminosity. The
angle of the top face now gives the direction of the sun.
The recovery of an Iceland spar sunstone from the Elizabethan ship near Alderney (which sank in 1592) suggests the
possibility that the navigational technology may have persisted after the invention of the magnetic compass.[24]
Although the stone was found near a navigational instrument, its use remains uncertain.[25]
Beyond nautical navigation, a polarizing crystal would have been useful as a sundial, especially at high latitudes with
extended hours of twilight, in mountainous areas, or in partly overcast conditions. This use would require the
polarizing crystal to be used in conjunction with known landmarks; churches and monasteries would have valued
such an object as an aid to keep track of the canonical hours.[10]
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Sunstone
Sunstone

General
Category

Crystal

Formula
(repeating unit)

sodium calcium aluminum silicate (Ca,Na)((Al,Si)2Si2O8)
Identification

Color

clear, yellow, red, green, blue, and copper shiller

Crystal habit

Euhedral Crytals, Granular

Crystal system

Triclinic

Twinning

Lamellar

Cleavage

001

Fracture

[

Diaphaneity

Transparent to Translucent

Density

2.64–2.66

Optical properties Double Refractive:
Refractive index

1.525–1.58

Pleochroism

1

Sunstone is a plagioclase feldspar, which when viewed from certain directions exhibits a brilliant spangled
appearance; this has led to its use as a gemstone. It has been found in Southern Norway, and in some United States
localities. It is the official gemstone of Oregon.
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Properties
The optical effect appears to be due to reflections from inclusions of
red copper, in the form of minute scales, which are hexagonal,
rhombic, or irregular in shape, and are disposed parallel to the principal
cleavage-plane. These inclusions give the stone an appearance
something like that of aventurine, hence sunstone is known also as
"aventurine-feldspar." The optical effect called shiller and the color in
Oregon Sunstone is due to copper. The middle part of this crystal
sparkles, and usually the color is darkest in the middle and becomes
lighter toward the outer edges.
Unpolished sunstone

The feldspar which usually displays the aventurine appearance is
oligoclase, though the effect is sometimes seen in orthoclase: hence
two kinds of sunstone are distinguished as "oligoclase sunstone" and "orthoclase sunstone."

Distribution
Sunstone was not common until recently. Previously the best-known locality being Tvedestrand, near Arendal, in
south Norway, where masses of the sunstone occur embedded in a vein of quartz running through gneiss.
Other locations include near Lake Baikal in Siberia, and several United States localities—notably at Middletown
Township, Delaware County, Pennsylvania, Lakeview, Oregon, and Statesville, North Carolina.
The "orthoclase sunstone" variant has been found near Crown Point and at several other localities in New York, as
also at Glen Riddle in Delaware County, Pennsylvania, and at Amelia Courthouse, Amelia County, Virginia.
Sunstone is also found in Pleistocene basalt flows at Sunstone Knoll in Millard County, Utah.[1]

Oregon sunstone
A variety known as Oregon sunstone is found in Harney County,
Oregon and in eastern Lake County north of Plush. Oregon sunstone
contains inclusions of copper crystals. Oregon sunstones can be up to
three inches wide. The copper leads to variant color within some
stones, where turning one stone will result in manifold hues: the more
copper within the stone, the darker the complexion.[2]
On August 4, 1987, the Oregon State Legislature designated Oregon
sunstone as its state gemstone by joint resolution.[3]
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Solar compass
The solar compass, an astronomical instrument, was first invented and
made by William Austin Burt.[1] He patented it on February 25, 1836,
in the United States Patent Office as No 9428X [2].[3] It received a
medal at the Great Exhibition of 1851.[4] The Calumet and Hecla Mine,
largest copper mine in the world, was discovered through the use of
Burt's solar compass.[4]

William Burt Solar Compass

History
From the middle of the 19th century until late in the 20th century, the
solar compass was widely employed for surveying land. Its original
impetus was for use where magnetic compasses were susceptible to
iron bearing minerals that made for inaccurate readings. It was then
found to be superior to the magnetic compass even when local
attraction was not a problem. Its close relative, a solar compass
attachment to a surveyor's transit, was still a recommended method of
obtaining direction in the 1973 manual of the US Bureau of Land
Management.[5] Using the location of the sun, or occasionally the
moon, with astronomical tables, the solar compass enabled surveyors
to run more accurate lines, saving its user valuable time.

1836 solar compass patent drawing

Burt, a United States Deputy Surveyor, began surveying government lands in Michigan in 1833. While working in
Wisconsin, where there were large deposits of iron ore, Burt experienced great difficulty in using his standard
vernier scale compass. This motivated him to find a solution that was not dependent on magnetism and would not be
influenced by earth's ore materials. With his mechanical abilities, he then devised and built the solar compass. Burt
made a model of his instrument in 1835 to test its validity. The instrument was then submitted to a committee at the
Franklin Institute in Philadelphia. They examined its principles and merits and ultimately awarded Burt twenty
dollars in gold and the John Legacy Medal.[6] He improved on his surveying instrument and in 1840 re-submitted it
to the Franklin Institute. The instrument was further improved over the years and in 1851 he exhibited that version at
the Great Exhibition in London, where he was awarded another prize medal.[6] He then received another medal by
jurors of Astronomical Instruments.[7]
When Burt's solar compass original patent of 1836 was about to expire, he went to Washington to apply for a
renewal in 1850. The land commissioner committee, who consisted of senators from Michigan and other states,
recognizing the value of Burt's solar compass in public land surveys, persuaded him to forego renewal and petition
congress for suitable advance compensation. Burt did as was suggested to him on the faith he would get paid for his
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patent of such a valuable instrument. However the compensation indicated did not materialize in Burt's lifetime or at
any time thereafter. Since there was no patent on Burt's solar compass after 1850, instrument makers sold "Burt's
solar compass" to surveyors.[8]
In the preface to his Key to the Solar Compass and Surveyor's Companion published in 1858 by his associate
William S. Young, Burt refers to the many requests for such a book on how to use his solar compass. He explains a
magnetic compass had problems with the true meridian at different localities. It also had problems from day to day
with different readings from that expected as a constant or from previous readings. It was determined that a magnetic
compass used as a surveying tool was interfered many times from the local attraction of iron ore. A much better
guide for the surveyor than the magnetic needle compass was much needed. Burt’s diligent hard work, persistence
and perseverance ultimately paid off in the invention of the Solar or Astronomical Compass.[7]

Description
Burt’s solar compass is a precision instrument made of brass with a solar attachment that allows surveyors to
determine the true north direction by reference to the sun rather than by reference to the magnetic north pole.[6] It
allowed surveyors to locate true north through viewing the sun and other astronomical observations and was not
influenced by magnetism or iron ore or other ore materials.[4] The United States government required land surveys to
be done by Burt's Solar compass; as in many cases the cost to accurately survey lands with heavy mineral deposits
that interfered with normal instrumentation would have exceeded the value of the land.[4]
Burt’s precision surveying instrument consists of three arcs: one for setting the latitude of the land; one for setting the
declination of the sun; and one for setting the hour of the day. The instrument has two main plates, the upper and the
lower. On the lower plate is placed the sights. This plate revolves underneath the upper plate on a centre. The upper
plate remains stationary. The lower plate may be clamped in any position to the upper plate.[9][10]
There is a graduated ring on the lower plate which covered by the upper plate, except two openings at opposite
points. Here there are verniers to read angles. On the upper plate is placed a needle box, having divisions for the
north end the needle only of about 36 degrees, with a vernier to read the needle's variation. Upon this plate, is placed
the solar apparatus. It consists of a latitude arc, declination arc, and an hour arc. There are also two levels, placed
right angles with each other, together with other necessary fixtures.[9][10]
The latitude arc is that which is attached by screws to the plate. It stands nearly vertical to the plate. The hour arc lies
partly horizontal over the levels, and the declination arc placed upon a revolving limb, above the plate, and other
fixtures of the solar apparatus. On this revolving limb is placed another movable limb, which turns on a joint at one
end, and the other end, with a vernier, moves over the declination arc, with a clamp screw, to clamp it to the sun's
declination for the time being. At each end of this described limb, there is attached to it a small brass plate standing
out at right angles with the limb, and into the upper side of one and the lower side of the other, is set a small convex
lens. Opposite to each lens on the brass plates there is attached a small silver plate, by means of three small screws
and on each of these, lines are drawn at a suitable distance apart to embrace the sun's image, which falls upon each
from the lenses. It will be seen, by inspecting this part of the instrument, that it must be used one end towards the
sun, when he has north declination, and the other end for south declination.[9][10]
To gain a better understanding of the set of parts of the solar apparatus just described one should pay particular
attention to the apparent motion of the sun or stars, around the earth, regarding the earth as lies center of their daily
revolutions. A distinct view of the apparent conical motion of the sun, when it has north or south declination, is
necessary, in order to understand how the movable parts of the solar apparatus may be adjusted to trace the sun, in its
apparent course, while the sights of the sun compass remains stationary. If one imagined he was at the Earth's
equator and the sun had no declination, the sun would rise to him due east, and set due west. At noon the sun would
be at the highest point, and in the lowest point at midnight. In other words, when the sun has no declination, its
apparent revolutions are in a perfect plane with the Earth's equator.[9][10]
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If a straight line were drawn from the rising sun to the setting sun, and from the sun at noon and at midnight, both of
these lines would pass through the Earth's center and the equator would intersect these lines. This is not so when the
sun has north or south declination because its apparent motion will have an angle to the above described plane or
lines, with the Earth's center, equal to the amount of the sun's declination north or south. Then it will be seen, that
when the sun has north or south declination, and the earth is regarded as the center of its revolutions the plane just
mentioned becomes conical.[9][10]
This apparent conical motion of the sun may be further explained by the spoked wheels of a covered wagon. The rim
representing the sun's apparent path, the hub, the earth, and the spokes, lines drawn from the sun's path. Then it may
be seen that a line drawn from the sun to the Earth's center would pass north or south of the equator, equal in degree
to its declination north or south. These apply to the apparent revolutions of the planets and fixed stars as well.[9][10]
The operation is as follows:
1. Set the sun's declination for that day, obtained by means of tables, on a scale attached perpendicular to the time
dial.
2. Set the latitude on a scale in the alidade.
3. Set the approximate local time on a dial that rotates on a polar axis.
4. Orient the instrument, while remaining level, so the image of the sun appears between scribed lines on a screen
below a lens. The time dial is fine adjusted to bring the image between lines perpendicular to the first set. The
time axis will then point to the pole.
5. The pinnula (sighting vanes) may then be pointed to a terrestrial object and its bearing read from the angle scale.
6. The magnetic declination may be read from a compass attached to the base plate.[9][10]
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Astrocompass
An astrocompass is a navigational tool for determining the direction
of true north through the positions of various astronomical bodies.
There are certain circumstances when magnetic compasses and
gyrocompasses are unreliable. The most obvious is in polar regions,
where the force exerted on the needle of a magnetic compass is nearly
vertical and gyrocompasses become unstable due to the rotation of the
Earth. Magnetic compasses are also susceptible to disruption from
magnetic fields other than the Earth's, such as those produced by the
hulls of some metal vehicles or craft. Before the advent of electronic
navigational aids such as GPS the most reliable way to ascertain north
in such circumstances was through the use of an astrocompass.

Principle of use
The Earth's axis of rotation remains, for all intents and purposes,
stationary throughout the year. Thus, with knowledge of the current
time and geographical position in the form of latitude and longitude,
which are set on the instrument using dials, an astrocompass can be
sighted on to any astronomical object with a known position to give an
extremely accurate reading.

Astrocompass mk. II

In its most basic form, the astrocompass consists of a base plate marked with the points of the compass, with a
mechanism known as an equatorial drum mounted on it. On this drum is a set of adjustable sights and a scale of
declination. More advanced versions may have built-in chronometers or default settings for bodies such as the Sun.
To use the compass, the base plate is first levelled with the horizon then pointed roughly to what the user believes to
be north. The equatorial drum is then tilted in relation to this base according to the local latitude. The sights are then
set using the local hour angle and the declination of whatever astronomical body is being used. Once all these
settings have been made, the astrocompass is simply turned until the astronomical body is visible in the sights: it will
then be precisely aligned to the points of the compass. Because of this procedure, an astrocompass requires its user to
be in possession of a nautical almanac or similar astronomical tables, one of its chief disadvantages.

Astrocompass

Historical uses
Astrocompasses only became useful following the invention of the marine chronometer, without which it is almost
useless for navigation. Even then, they saw only limited use, with first magnetic compasses and then gyrocompasses
being preferred in almost all cases. Polar exploration was one of the fields in which the astrocompass saw the most
use, for the reasons described above. They have also been used throughout history in other climes to check the
accuracy of other forms of compasses: they saw use, for example, in the North African Campaign of World War 2.
GPS and other similar forms of electronic navigation aids mean that the astrocompass is now functionally obsolete
anywhere except for areas very close to the poles where GPS coverage is not available and there are no current
electronic navigation aids.

Operation
The operation is as follows:
1. Getting the local time (by means of a clock)
2. Setting the latitude
3. Setting (in the alidade) the star's local hour angle (LHA) for that day obtained by means of tables or a computer
program
4. Pointing the compass pinnula to the star (sun or moon)
5. Reading the true course on the limb

References
• 'How it Works, Part 6' Marshall Cavendish Limited 1974

Compass
A compass is a navigational instrument that shows directions in a
frame of reference that is stationary relative to the surface of the earth.
The frame of reference defines the four cardinal directions (or points)
– north, south, east, and west. Intermediate directions are also defined.
Usually, a diagram called a compass rose, which shows the directions
(with their names usually abbreviated to initials), is marked on the
compass. When the compass is in use, the rose is aligned with the real
directions in the frame of reference, so, for example, the "N" mark on
the rose really points to the north. Frequently, in addition to the rose or
A simple dry magnetic portable compass.
sometimes instead of it, angle markings in degrees are shown on the
compass. North corresponds to zero degrees, and the angles increase
clockwise, so east is 90 degrees, south is 180, and west is 270. These numbers allow the compass to show azimuths
or bearings, which are commonly stated in this notation.
The magnetic compass was first invented as a device for divination as early as the Chinese Han Dynasty (since about
206 BC).[][1][] The compass was used in Song Dynasty China by the military for navigational orienteering by
1040-1044,[2][3][4]
and
was
used
for
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maritime navigation by 1111 to 1117.[] The use of a compass is
recorded in Western Europe between 1187 and 1202,[5][6][] and in
Persia in 1232.[7] The dry compass was invented in Europe around
1300.[8] This was supplanted in the early 20th century by the
liquid-filled magnetic compass.[9]

A smartphone that can be used as a compass
because of the magnetometer inside.

Types of compasses
There are two widely used and radically different types of compass.
The magnetic compass contains a magnet that interacts with the earth's
magnetic field and aligns itself to point to the magnetic poles.[10]
Simple compasses of this type show directions in a frame of reference
in which the directions of the magnetic poles are due north and south.
These directions are called magnetic north and magnetic south. The
gyro compass (sometimes spelled with a hyphen, or as one word)
contains a rapidly spinning wheel whose rotation interacts dynamically
with the rotation of the earth so as to make the wheel precess, losing
energy to friction until its axis of rotation is parallel with the earth's.
The wheel's axis therefore points to the earth's rotational poles, and a
frame of reference is used in which the directions of the rotational
poles are due north and south. These directions are called true north
and true south, respectively. The astrocompass works by observing the
direction of stars and other celestial bodies.
There are other devices which are not conventionally called compasses
but which do allow the true cardinal directions to be determined. Some
A military compass that was used during World
War I.
GPS receivers have two or three antennas, fixed some distance apart to
the structure of a vehicle, usually an aircraft or ship. The exact
latitudes and longitudes of the antennas can be determined simultaneously, which allows the directions of the
cardinal points to be calculated relative to the heading of the aircraft (the direction in which its nose is pointing),
rather than to its direction of movement, which will be different if there is a crosswind. They are said to work "like a
compass", or "as a compass".
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Even a GPS device or similar can be used as compass, since if the receiver is being moved, even at walking pace, it
can follow the change of its position, and hence determine the compass bearing of its direction of movement, and
thence the directions of the cardinal points relative to its direction of movement. A much older example was the
Chinese south-pointing chariot, which worked like a compass by directional dead reckoning. It was initialized by
hand, possibly using astronomical observations e.g. of the Pole Star, and thenceforth counteracted every turn that
was made to keep its pointer aiming in the desired direction, usually to the south. Watches and sundials can also be
used to find compass directions. See their articles for details.
A recent development is the electronic compass which detects the direction without potentially fallible moving parts.
This may use a fibre optic gyrocompass or a magnetometer. The magnetometer frequently appears as an optional
subsystem built into hand-held GPS receivers and mobile phones. However, magnetic compasses remain popular,
especially in remote areas, as they are relatively inexpensive, durable, and require no power supply.[11]

Magnetic compass
The magnetic compass consists of a magnetized pointer (usually marked on the North end) free to align itself with
Earth's magnetic field. A compass is any magnetically sensitive device capable of indicating the direction of the
magnetic north of a planet's magnetosphere. The face of the compass generally highlights the cardinal points of
north, south, east and west. Often, compasses are built as a stand alone sealed instrument with a magnetized bar or
needle turning freely upon a pivot, or moving in a fluid, thus able to point in a northerly and southerly direction.
The compass greatly improved the safety and efficiency of travel, especially ocean travel. A compass can be used to
calculate heading, used with a sextant to calculate latitude, and with a marine chronometer to calculate longitude. It
thus provides a much improved navigational capability that has only been recently supplanted by modern devices
such as the Global Positioning System (GPS).

How a magnetic compass works
A compass functions as a pointer to "magnetic north" because the
magnetized needle at its heart aligns itself with the lines of the Earth's
magnetic field. The magnetic field exerts a torque on the needle,
pulling one end or pole of the needle toward the Earth's North
magnetic pole, and the other toward the South magnetic pole. The
needle is mounted on a low-friction pivot point, in better compasses a
jewel bearing, so it can turn easily. When the compass is held level, the
needle turns until, after a few seconds to allow oscillations to die out,
one end points toward the North magnetic pole.
An inexpensive compass, aligned so that its

A magnet or compass needle's "north" pole is defined as the one which
needle points through the "North" mark on its
compass card.
is attracted to the North magnetic pole of the Earth, in northern
Canada. Since opposite poles attract ("north" to "south") the North
magnetic pole of the Earth is actually the south pole of the Earth's magnetic field.[12][13][14] The compass needle's
north pole is always marked in some way: with a distinctive color, luminous paint, or an arrowhead.
Instead of a needle, professional compasses usually have bar magnets glued to the underside of a disk pivoted in the
center so it can turn, called a "compass card", with a "compass rose" showing the cardinal points and degrees marked
on it. Better compasses are "liquid-filled"; the chamber containing the needle or disk is filled with a liquid whose
purpose is to damp the oscillations of the needle so it will settle down to point to North more quickly, and also to
protect the needle or disk from shock.
In navigation, directions on maps are expressed with reference to geographical or true north, the direction toward
the Geographical North Pole, the rotation axis of the Earth. Since the Earth's magnetic poles are near, but are not at
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the same locations as its geographic poles, a compass does not point to true north. The direction a compass points is
called magnetic north, the direction of the North magnetic pole, located in northeastern Canada. Depending on where
the compass is located on the surface of the Earth the angle between true north and magnetic north, called magnetic
declination can vary widely, increasing the farther one is from the prime meridian of the Earth's magnetic field. The
local magnetic declination is given on most maps, to allow the map to be oriented with a compass parallel to true
north. Some magnetic compasses include means to manually compensate for the magnetic declination, so that the
compass shows true directions.
In geographic regions near the magnetic poles, in northeastern Canada and Antarctica, variations in the Earth's
magnetic field cause magnetic compasses to have such large errors that they are useless, so other instruments must
be used for navigation.
The positions of the magnetic poles change over time on a time-scale that is not extremely long by human standards.
Significant movements happen in a few years.

History
The compass was invented in China, during the Han Dynasty between the 2nd century BC and 1st century AD.[] The
first compasses were made of lodestone, a naturally magnetized ore of iron.[] Ancient Chinese people found that if a
lodestone was suspended so it could turn freely, it would always point in the same direction, toward the magnetic
poles. Early compasses were used for geomancy "in the search for gems and the selection of sites for houses," but
were later adapted for navigation during the Song Dynasty in the 11th century.[] Later compasses were made of iron
needles, magnetized by striking them with a lodestone. The dry compass was invented in medieval Europe around
1300.[8] This was supplanted in the early 20th century by the liquid-filled magnetic compass.[9]

Navigation prior to the compass
Prior to the introduction of the compass, position, destination, and direction at sea were primarily determined by the
sighting of landmarks, supplemented with the observation of the position of celestial bodies. On cloudy days, the
Vikings may have used cordierite or some other birefringent crystal to determine the sun's direction and elevation
from the polarization of daylight; their astronomical knowledge was sufficient to let them use this information to
determine their proper heading.[15] For more southerly Europeans unacquainted with this technique, the invention of
the compass enabled the determination of heading when the sky was overcast or foggy. This enabled mariners to
navigate safely far from land, increasing sea trade, and contributing to the Age of Discovery.

Geomancy and feng shui
Magnetism was originally used, not for navigation, but for geomancy and fortune-telling by the Chinese. The earliest
Chinese magnetic compasses were probably not designed for navigation, but rather to order and harmonize their
environments and buildings in accordance with the geomantic principles of feng shui. These early compasses were
made using lodestone, a special form of the mineral magnetite that aligns itself with the Earth’s magnetic field.[]
Based on Krotser and Coe's discovery of an Olmec hematite artifact in Mesoamerica, radiocarbon dated to
1400-1000 BC, astronomer John Carlson has hypothesized that the Olmec might have used the geomagnetic
lodestone earlier than 1000 BC for geomancy, a method of divination, which if proven true, predates the Chinese use
of magnetism for feng shui by a millennium.[16] Carlson speculates that the Olmecs used similar artifacts as a
directional device for astronomical or geomantic purposes but does not suggest navigational usage. The artifact is
part of a polished hematite (lodestone) bar with a groove at one end (possibly for sighting). The artifact now
consistently points 35.5 degrees west of north, but may have pointed north-south when whole. Carlson's claims have
been disputed by other scientific researchers, who have suggested that the artifact is actually a constituent piece of a
decorative ornament and not a purposely built compass.[17] Several other hematite or magnetite artifacts have been
found at pre-Columbian archaeological sites in Mexico and Guatemala.[18][19]
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Navigational compass
The invention of the navigational compass is credited by scholars to the Chinese, who began using it for navigation
sometime between the 9th and 11th century, "some time before 1050, possibly as early as 850."[] A common theory
by historians,[][] suggests that the Arabs introduced the compass from China to Europe, although current textual
evidence only supports the fact that Chinese use of the navigational compass preceded that of Europe and the Middle
East.[2]
China
There is disagreement as to exactly when the compass was invented.
These are noteworthy Chinese literary references in evidence for its
antiquity:
• The earliest Chinese literature reference to magnetism lies in the
4th century BC writings of Wang Xu (鬼 谷 子): "The lodestone
attracts iron."[20] The book also notes that the people of the state of
Zheng always knew their position by means of a "south-pointer";
some authors suggest that this refers to early use of the
compass.[][21]
• The first mention of a spoon, speculated to be a lodestone, observed
pointing in a cardinal direction is a Chinese work composed

Model of a Han Dynasty (206 BC–220 AD)
south-indicating ladle or sinan. It is
theorizedWikipedia:Avoid weasel words that the
south-pointing spoons of the Han dynasty were
[]
magnetized lodestones.

between 70 and 80 AD (Lunheng), which records that "But when
the south pointing spoon is thrown upon the ground, it comes to rest pointing at the south."[22] Within the text, the
author Wang Chong describes the spoon as a phenomenon that he has personally observed.[23] Although the
passage does not explicitly mention magnetism,[24] according to Chen-Cheng Yih, the "device described by Wang
Chong has been widely considered to be the earliest form of the magnetic compass."[]
• The first clear account of magnetic declination occurs in the Kuan Shih Ti Li Chih Meng ("Mr. Kuan's
Geomantic Instructor"), dating to 880.[] Another text, the Chiu Thien Hsuan Nu Chhing Nang Hai Chio Ching
("Blue Bag Sea Angle Manual") from around the same period, also has an implicit description of magnetic
declination. It has been argued that this knowledge of declination requires the use of the compass.[]
• A reference to a magnetized needle as a "mysterious needle" appears in 923-926 in the Chung Hua Ku Chin Chu
text written by Ma Kao. The same passage is also attributed to the 4th century AD writer Tshui Pao, although it is
postulated that the former text is more authentic. The shape of the needle is compared to that of a tadpole, and
may indicate the transition between "lodestone spoons" and "iron needles."[25]
• The earliest reference to a specific magnetic direction finder device for land navigation is recorded in a Song
Dynasty book dated to 1040-44. There is a description of an iron "south-pointing fish" floating in a bowl of water,
aligning itself to the south. The device is recommended as a means of orientation "in the obscurity of the night."
The Wujing Zongyao (武 經 總 要, "Collection of the Most Important Military Techniques") stated: "When
troops encountered gloomy weather or dark nights, and the directions of space could not be distinguished...they
made use of the [mechanical] south-pointing carriage, or the south-pointing fish."[3] This was achieved by heating
of metal (especially if steel), known today as thermoremanence, and would have been capable of producing a
weak state of magnetization.[3] While the Chinese achieved magnetic remanence and induction by this time, in
both Europe and Asia the phenomenon was attributed to the supernatural and occult, until about 1600 when
William Gilbert published his De Magnete.[]
• The first incontestable reference to a magnetized needle in Chinese literature appears in 1088.[4] The Dream Pool
Essays, written by the Song Dynasty polymath scientist Shen Kuo, contained a detailed description of how
geomancers magnetized a needle by rubbing its tip with lodestone, and hung the magnetic needle with one single
strain of silk with a bit of wax attached to the center of the needle. Shen Kuo pointed out that a needle prepared
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this way sometimes pointed south, sometimes north.
• The earliest explicit recorded use of a magnetic compass for maritime navigation is found in Zhu Yu's book
Pingchow Table Talks (萍 洲 可 談; Pingzhou Ketan) and dates from 1111 to 1117: The ship's pilots are
acquainted with the configuration of the coasts; at night they steer by the stars , and in the daytime by the sun. In
dark weather they look at the south pointing needle.[]
Thus, the use of a magnetic compass by the military for land navigation occurred sometime before 1044, but
incontestable evidence for the use of the compass as a maritime navigational device did not appear until 1117.
The typical Chinese navigational compass was in the form of a magnetic needle floating in a bowl of water.[26]
According to Needham, the Chinese in the Song Dynasty and continuing Yuan Dynasty did make use of a dry
compass, although this type never became as widely used in China as the wet compass.[27] Evidence of this is found
in the Shilin guangji ("Guide Through the Forest of Affairs"), published in 1325 by Chen Yuanjing, although its
compilation had taken place between 1100 and 1250.[27] The dry compass in China was a dry suspension compass, a
wooden frame crafted in the shape of a turtle hung upside down by a board, with the lodestone sealed in by wax, and
if rotated, the needle at the tail would always point in the northern cardinal direction.[27] Although the European
compass-card in box frame and dry pivot needle was adopted in China after its use was taken by Japanese pirates in
the 16th century (who had in turn learned of it from Europeans),[28] the Chinese design of the suspended dry
compass persisted in use well into the 18th century.[29] However, according to Kreutz there is only a single Chinese
reference to a dry-mounted needle (built into a pivoted wooden tortoise) which is dated to between 1150 and 1250,
and claims that there is no clear indication that Chinese mariners ever used anything but the floating needle in a bowl
until the 16th-century.[26]
The first recorded use of a 48 position mariner's compass on sea
navigation was noted in The Customs of Cambodia by Yuan Dynasty
diplomat Zhou Daguan, he described his 1296 voyage from Wenzhou
to Angkor Thom in detail; when his ship set sail from Wenzhou, the
mariner took a needle direction of “ding wei” position, which is
equivalent to 22.5 degree SW. After they arrived at Baria,[30] the
mariner took "Kun Shen needle", or 52.5 degree SW.[31] Zheng He's
Navigation Map, also known as "The Mao Kun Map", contains a large
amount of detail "needle records" of Zheng He's expeditions.[32]
There is a debate over the diffusion of the compass after its first
appearance with the Chinese. At present, according to Kreutz,
scholarly consensus is that the Chinese invention predates the first
Diagram of a Ming Dynasty mariner's compass
European mention by 150 years.[2] However, there are questions over
diffusion, because of the apparent failure of the Arabs to function as
possible intermediaries between East and West because of the earlier recorded appearance of the compass in Europe
(1190)[5] than in the Muslim world (1232, 1242, and 1282).[7][33] The first European mention of a magnetized needle
and its use among sailors occurs in Alexander Neckam's De naturis rerum (On the Natures of Things), written in
1190.[5][] The earliest reference to a compass in the Middle East is attributed to the Persians, who describe an iron
fish-like compass in a talebook dating from 1232.[7] In the Arab world, the earliest reference comes in The Book of
the Merchants' Treasure, written by one Baylak al-Kibjaki in Cairo about 1282.[33] Since the author describes having
witnessed the use of a compass on a ship trip some forty years earlier, some scholars are inclined to antedate its first
appearance accordingly. That the Arabic word for "Compass" (al-konbas) may be a derivation of the old Italian word
for compass, is also used as evidence for the lack of diffusion from China to Europe. However, the Persian compass
is described as fish-like, which is a characteristic of early Chinese compasses from the 11th century, suggesting
transmission from China to Persia.[34]
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Medieval Europe
Alexander Neckam reported the use of a magnetic compass for the
region of the English Channel in the texts De utensilibus and De
naturis rerum,[6] written between 1187 and 1202, after he returned to
England from France[] and prior to entering the Augustinian abbey at
Cirencester.[] In 1269 Petrus Peregrinus of Maricourt described a
floating compass for astronomical purposes as well as a dry compass
for seafaring, in his well-known Epistola de magnete.[6] In the
Mediterranean, the introduction of the compass, at first only known as
a magnetized pointer floating in a bowl of water,[35] went hand in hand
with improvements in dead reckoning methods, and the development
of Portolan charts, leading to more navigation during winter months in
the second half of the 13th century.[36] While the practice from ancient
Pivoting compass needle in a 14th-century copy
times had been to curtail sea travel between October and April, due in
of Epistola de magnete of Peter Peregrinus
part to the lack of dependable clear skies during the Mediterranean
(1269).
winter, the prolongation of the sailing season resulted in a gradual, but
sustained increase in shipping movement; by around 1290 the sailing
season could start in late January or February, and end in December.[37] The additional few months were of
considerable economic importance. For instance, it enabled Venetian convoys to make two round trips a year to the
Levant, instead of one.[38]
At the same time, traffic between the Mediterranean and northern Europe also increased, with first evidence of direct
commercial voyages from the Mediterranean into the English Channel coming in the closing decades of the 13th
century, and one factor may be that the compass made traversal of the Bay of Biscay safer and easier.[39] However,
critics like Kreutz feel that it was later in 1410 that anyone really started steering by compass.[40]
At present, according to Kreutz, "barring the discovery of new
evidence, it seems clear the first Chinese reference to" the compass
"antedates any European mention by roughly 150 years."[2] However,
there are questions over diffusion, because of the apparent failure of
the Arabs to function as possible intermediaries between East and West
because of the earlier recorded appearance of the compass in Europe
(1190)[5] than in the Muslim world (1232, 1242, and 1282).[7][33] This
is countered by evidence of the temporal proximity of the Chinese
navigational compass (1117) to its first appearance in Europe (1190)
and the common shape of the early compass as a magnetized needle
floating in a bowl of water.[5]
Navigational sailor's compass rose.

Islamic world
The earliest reference to an iron fish-like compass in the Islamic world occurs in a Persian talebook from 1232.[7]
This fish shape was from a typical early Chinese design.[34] The earliest Arabic reference to a compass — in the
form of magnetic needle in a bowl of water — comes from the Yemeni sultan and astronomer Al-Ashraf in 1282.[33]
He also appears to be the first to make use of the compass for astronomical purposes.[41] Since the author describes
having witnessed the use of a compass on a ship trip some forty years earlier, some scholars are inclined to antedate
its first appearance in the Arab world accordingly.[7]
In 1300, another Arabic treatise written by the Egyptian astronomer and muezzin Ibn Simʿūn describes a dry
compass for use as a "Qibla (Kabba) indicator" to find the direction to Mecca. Like Peregrinus' compass, however,
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Ibn Simʿūn's compass did not feature a compass card.[6] In the 14th century, the Syrian astronomer and timekeeper
Ibn al-Shatir (1304–1375) invented a timekeeping device incorporating both a universal sundial and a magnetic
compass. He invented it for the purpose of finding the times of Salah prayers.[] Arab navigators also introduced the
32-point compass rose during this time.[42]
India
The compass was used in India for navigational purposes and was known as the matsya yantra, because of the
placement of a metallic fish in a cup of oil.[43]
Medieval Africa
There is evidence that the distribution of the compass from China likely also reached eastern Africa by way of trade
through the end of the Silk Road that ended in East African center of trade in Somalia and the Swahili city-state
kingdoms.[44] There is evidence that Swahili maritime merchants and sailors acquired the compass at some point and
used them for navigation of Swahili versions of dhows.[45]

Later developments
Dry compass
The dry mariner's compass was invented in Europe around 1300. The
dry mariner's compass consists of three elements: A freely pivoting
needle on a pin enclosed in a little box with a glass cover and a wind
rose, whereby "the wind rose or compass card is attached to a
magnetized needle in such a manner that when placed on a pivot in a
box fastened in line with the keel of the ship the card would turn as the
ship changed direction, indicating always what course the ship was
on".[8] Later, compasses were often fitted into a gimbal mounting to
reduce grounding of the needle or card when used on the pitching and
rolling deck of a ship.
Early modern dry compass suspended by a

While pivoting needles in glass boxes had already been described by
gimbal (1570).
the French scholar Peter Peregrinus in 1269,[46] and by the Egyptian
scholar Ibn Simʿūn in 1300,[6] traditionally Flavio Gioja (fl. 1302), an Italian pilot from Amalfi, has been credited
with perfecting the sailor's compass by suspending its needle over a compass card, thus giving the compass its
familiar appearance.[47] Such a compass with the needle attached to a rotating card is also described in a commentary
on Dante's Divine Comedy from 1380, while an earlier source refers to a portable compass in a box (1318),[48]
supporting the notion that the dry compass was known in Europe by then.[26]
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Bearing compass
A bearing compass is a magnetic compass mounted in such a way that it allows
the taking of bearings of objects by aligning them with the lubber line of the
bearing compass.[49] A surveyor's compass is a specialized compass made to
accurately measure heading of landmarks and measure horizontal angles to help
with map making. These were already in common use by the early 18th century
and are described in the 1728 Cyclopaedia. The bearing compass was steadily
reduced in size and weight to increase portability, resulting in a model that could
be carried and operated in one hand. In 1885, a patent was granted for a hand
compass fitted with a viewing prism and lens that enabled the user to accurately
sight the heading of geographical landmarks, thus creating the prismatic
compass.[50] Another sighting method was by means of a reflective mirror. First
patented in 1902, the Bézard compass consisted of a field compass with a mirror
mounted above it.[51][52] This arrangement enabled the user to align the compass
with an objective while simultaneously viewing its bearing in the mirror.[51][53]

Bearing compass (18th century).

In 1928, Gunnar Tillander, a Swedish unemployed instrument maker and avid participant in the sport of orienteering,
invented a new style of bearing compass. Dissatisfied with existing field compasses, which required a separate
protractor in order to take bearings from a map, Tillander decided to incorporate both instruments into a single
instrument. It combined a compass with a protractor built into the base. His design featured a metal compass capsule
containing a magnetic needle with orienting marks mounted into a transparent protractor baseplate with a lubber line
(later called a direction of travel indicator). By rotating the capsule to align the needle with the orienting marks, the
course bearing could be read at the lubber line. Moreover, by aligning the baseplate with a course drawn on a map ignoring the needle - the compass could also function as a protractor. Tillander took his design to fellow orienteers
Björn, Alvid, and Alvar Kjellström, who were selling basic compasses, and the four men modified Tillander's
design.[54] In December 1932, the Silva Company was formed with Tillander and the three Kjellström brothers, and
the company began manufacturing and selling its Silva orienteering compass to Swedish orienteers, outdoorsmen,
and army officers.[54][55][56][57]

Liquid compass
The liquid compass is a design in which the magnetized needle or card
is damped by fluid to protect against excessive swing or wobble,
improving readability while reducing wear. A rudimentary working
model of a liquid compass was introduced by Sir Edmund Halley at a
meeting of the Royal Society in 1690.[58] However, as early liquid
compasses were fairly cumbersome and heavy, and subject to damage,
their main advantage was aboard ship. Protected in a binnacle and
normally gimbal-mounted, the liquid inside the compass housing
effectively damped shock and vibration, while eliminating excessive
swing and grounding of the card caused by the pitch and roll of the
vessel. The first liquid mariner's compass believed practicable for
limited use was patented by the Englishman Francis Crow in
A surface mount, liquid-filled compass on a boat.
1813.[59][60] Liquid-damped marine compasses for ships and small
boats were occasionally used by the British Royal Navy from the 1830s through 1860, but the standard Admiralty
compass remained a dry-mount type.[61] In the latter year, the American physicist and inventor Edward Samuel
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Ritchie patented a greatly improved liquid marine compass that was adopted in revised form for general use by the
United States Navy, and later purchased by the Royal Navy as well.[62]
Despite these advances, the liquid compass was not introduced generally into the Royal Navy until 1908. An early
version developed by RN Captain Creak proved to be operational under heavy gunfire and seas, but was felt to lack
navigational precision compared with the design by Lord Kelvin:
Captain Creak's first step in the development of the liquid compass was to introduce a "card mounted on
a float, with two thin and relatively short needles, fitted with their poles at the scientifically correct
angular distances, and with the centre of gravity, centre of buoyancy, and the point of suspension in
correct relation to each other...The compass thus designed rectified the defects of the Admiralty
Standard Compass...with the additional advantage of considerable steadiness under heavy gunfire and in
a seaway... The one defect in the compass as developed by Creak up to 1892 was that "for manoeuvring
purposes it was inferior to Lord Kelvin's compass, owing to comparative sluggishness on a large
alteration of course through the drag on the card by the liquid in which it floated...[9][63]
However, with ship and gun sizes continuously increasing, the
advantages of the liquid compass over the Kelvin compass became
unavoidably apparent to the Admiralty, and after widespread adoption
by other navies, the liquid compass was generally adopted by the
Royal Navy as well.[9]
Liquid compasses were next adapted for aircraft. In 1909, Captain F.O.

Typical aircraft-mounted magnetic compass.

Creagh-Osborne, Superintendent of Compasses at the British
Admiralty, introduced his Creagh-Osborne aircraft compass, which
used a mixture of alcohol and distilled water to damp the compass
card.[64][65] After the success of this invention, Capt. Creagh-Osborne
adapted his design to a much smaller pocket model[66] for individual
use[67] by officers of artillery or infantry, receiving a patent in 1915.[68]

In December 1932, the newly founded Silva Company of Sweden
introduced its first baseplate or bearing compass that used a liquid-filled capsule to damp the swing of the
magnetized needle.[54] The liquid-damped Silva took only four seconds for its needle to settle in comparison to thirty
seconds for the original version.[54]
In 1933 Tuomas Vohlonen, a surveyor by profession, applied for a patent for a unique method of filling and sealing a
lightweight celluloid compass housing or capsule with a petroleum distillate to dampen the needle and protect it from
shock and wear caused by excessive motion.[69] Introduced in a wrist-mount model in 1936 as the Suunto Oy Model
M-311, the new capsule design led directly to the lightweight liquid field compasses of today.[69]
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History of non-navigational uses
Building orientation
Evidence for the orientation of buildings by the means of a magnetic compass can be found in 12th century
Denmark: one fourth of its 570 Romanesque churches are rotated by 5-15 degrees clockwise from true east-west,
thus corresponding to the predominant magnetic declination of the time of their construction.[70] Most of these
churches were built in the 12th century, indicating a fairly common usage of magnetic compasses in Europe by
then.[71]

Mining
The use of a compass as a direction finder underground was pioneered by the Tuscan mining town Massa where
floating magnetic needles were employed for determining tunneling and defining the claims of the various mining
companies as early as the 13th century.[72] In the second half of the 15th century, the compass became standard
equipment for Tyrolian miners. Shortly afterwards the first detailed treatise dealing with the underground use of
compasses was published by a German miner Rülein von Calw (1463–1525).[73]

Astronomy
Three astronomical compasses meant for establishing the meridian were described by Peter Peregrinus in 1269
(referring to experiments made before 1248)[74] In the 1300s, an Arabic treatise written by the Egyptian astronomer
and muezzin Ibn Simʿūn describes a dry compass for use as a "Qibla indicator" to find the direction to Mecca. Ibn
Simʿūn's compass, however, did not feature a compass card nor the familiar glass box.[6] In the 14th century, the
Syrian astronomer and timekeeper Ibn al-Shatir (1304–1375) invented a timekeeping device incorporating both a
universal sundial and a magnetic compass. He invented it for the purpose of finding the times of Salah prayers.[]
Arab navigators also introduced the 32-point compass rose during this time.[42]

Modern compasses
Modern compasses usually use a magnetized needle or dial inside a capsule
completely filled with a liquid (lamp oil, mineral oil, white spirits, purified
kerosene, or ethyl alcohol is common). While older designs commonly
incorporated a flexible rubber diaphragm or airspace inside the capsule to allow
for volume changes caused by temperature or altitude, some modern liquid
compasses utilize smaller housings and/or flexible capsule materials to
accomplish the same result.[75] The liquid inside the capsule serves to dampen
the movement of the needle, reducing oscillation time and increasing stability.
Key points on the compass, including the north end of the needle are often
marked with phosphorescent, photoluminescent, or self-luminous materials[76] to
enable the compass to be read at night or in poor light. As the compass fill liquid
is noncompressible under pressure, many ordinary liquid-filled compasses will
operate accurately underwater to considerable depths.

A liquid-filled protractor or
orienteering compass with lanyard.

Many modern compasses incorporate a baseplate and protractor tool, and are
referred to variously as "orienteering", "baseplate", "map compass" or
"protractor" designs. This type of compass uses a separate magnetized needle inside a rotating capsule, an orienting
"box" or gate for aligning the needle with magnetic north, a transparent base containing map orienting lines, and a
bezel (outer dial) marked in degrees or other units of angular measurement.[] The capsule is mounted in a transparent
baseplate containing a direction-of-travel (DOT) indicator for use in taking bearings directly from a map.[]
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Other features found on modern orienteering compasses are map and
romer scales for measuring distances and plotting positions on maps,
luminous markings on the face or bezels, various sighting mechanisms
(mirror, prism, etc.) for taking bearings of distant objects with greater
precision, "global" needles for use in differing hemispheres, adjustable
declination for obtaining instant true bearings without resort to
arithmetic, and devices such as clinometers for measuring gradients.[]
The sport of orienteering has also resulted in the development of
models with extremely fast-settling and stable needles for optimal use
with a topographic map, a land navigation technique known as terrain
association.[77]

Liquid filled lensatic compass.

The military forces of a few nations, notably the United States Army,
continue to issue field compasses with magnetized compass dials or
cards instead of needles. A magnetic card compass is usually equipped
with an optical, lensatic, or prismatic sight, which allows the user to
read the bearing or azimuth off the compass card while simultaneously
aligning the compass with the objective (see photo). Magnetic card
compass designs normally require a separate protractor tool in order to
take bearings directly from a map.[][78]
The U.S. M-1950 military lensatic compass does not use a liquid-filled
capsule as a dampening mechanism, but rather electromagnetic

induction to control oscillation of it magnetized card. A "deep-well"
design is used to allow the compass to be used globally with a card tilt
Cammenga air filled lensatic compass.
of up to 8 degrees without impairing accuracy.[79] As induction forces
provide less damping than liquid-filled designs, a needle lock is fitted
to the compass to reduce wear, operated by the folding action of the rear sight/lens holder. The use of air-filled
induction compasses has declined over the years, as they may become inoperative or inaccurate in freezing
temperatures or extremely humid environments due to condensation or water ingress.[80]
Some military compasses, like the U.S. M-1950 (Cammenga 3H) military lensatic compass, the Silva 4b Militaire,
and the Suunto M-5N(T) contain the radioactive material tritium (1H3) and a combination of phosphors.[81] The U.S.
M-1950 equipped with self-luminous lighting contains 120 mCi (millicuries) of tritium. The purpose of the tritium
and phosphors is to provide illumination for the compass, via radioluminescent tritium illumination, which does not
require the compass to be "recharged" by sunlight or artificial light.[82] However, tritium has a half-life of only about
12 years,[83] so a compass that contains 120 mCi of tritium when new will contain only 60 when it is 12 years old, 30
when it is 24 years old, and so on. Consequently, the illumination of the display will fade.
Mariner's compasses can have two or more gimbaled magnets permanently attached to a compass card. These move
freely on a pivot. A lubber line, which can be a marking on the compass bowl or a small fixed needle indicates the
ship's heading on the compass card. Traditionally the card is divided into thirty-two points (known as rhumbs),
although modern compasses are marked in degrees rather than cardinal points. The glass-covered box (or bowl)
contains a suspended gimbal within a binnacle. This preserves the horizontal position.
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Thumb compass
A thumb compass is a type of compass commonly used in
orienteering, a sport in which map reading and terrain association are
paramount. Consequently, most thumb compasses have minimal or no
degree markings at all, and are normally used only to orient the map to
magnetic north. Thumb compasses are also often transparent so that an
orienteer can hold a map in the hand with the compass and see the map
through the compass.

Gyrocompass

Thumb compass on left.

A gyrocompass is similar to a gyroscope. It is a non-magnetic compass
that finds true north by using an (electrically powered) fast-spinning wheel and friction forces in order to exploit the
rotation of the Earth. Gyrocompasses are widely used on ships. They have two main advantages over magnetic
compasses:
• they find true north, i.e., the direction of Earth's rotational axis, as opposed to magnetic north,
• they are not affected by ferromagnetic metal (including iron, steel, cobalt, nickel, and various alloys) in a ship's
hull. (No compass is affected by nonferromagnetic metal, although a magnetic compass will be affected by any
kind of wires with electric current passing through them.)
Large ships typically rely on a gyrocompass, using the magnetic compass only as a backup. Increasingly, electronic
fluxgate compasses are used on smaller vessels. However compasses are still widely in use as they can be small, use
simple reliable technology, are comparatively cheap, often easier to use than GPS, require no energy supply, and
unlike GPS, are not affected by objects, e.g. trees, that can block the reception of electronic signals.

Solid state compasses
Small compasses found in clocks, mobile phones, and other electronic devices are solid-state compasses, usually
built out of two or three magnetic field sensors that provide data for a microprocessor. The correct heading relative
to the compass is calculated using trigonometry.
Often, the device is a discrete component which outputs either a digital or analog signal proportional to its
orientation. This signal is interpreted by a controller or microprocessor and used either internally, or sent to a display
unit. The sensor uses highly calibrated internal electronics to measure the response of the device to the Earth's
magnetic field.
GPS receivers using two or more antennae can now achieve 0.5° in heading accuracy and have startup times in
seconds rather than hours for gyrocompass systems. Manufactured primarily for maritime applications, they can also
detect pitch and roll of ships.
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Specialty compasses
Apart from navigational compases, other specialty compasses have
also been designed to accommodate specific uses. These include:
• Qibla compass, which is used by Muslims to show the direction to
Mecca for prayers.
• Optical or prismatic hand-bearing compass, most often used by
surveyors, but also by cave explorers, foresters, and geologists. This
compasses ordinarily uses a liquid-damped capsule[84] and
magnetized floating compass dial with an integral optical (direct or
lensatic) or prismatic sight, often fitted with built-in
A standard Brunton Geo, used commonly by
photoluminescent or battery-powered illumination.[] Using the
geologists.
optical or prism sight, such compasses can be read with extreme
accuracy when taking bearings to an object, often to fractions of a degree. Most of these compasses are designed
for heavy-duty use, with high-quality needles and jeweled bearings, and many are fitted for tripod mounting for
additional accuracy.[]
• Trough compasses, mounted in a rectangular box whose length was often several times its width, date back
several centuries. They were used for land surveying, particularly with plane tables.

Limitations of the magnetic compass
The compass is very stable in areas close to the equator, which is far from "magnetic north". As the compass is
moved closer and closer to one of the magnetic poles of the Earth, the compass becomes more sensitive to crossing
its magnetic field lines. At some point close to the magnetic pole the compass will not indicate any particular
direction but will begin to drift. Also, the needle starts to point up or down when getting closer to the poles, because
of the so-called magnetic inclination. Cheap compasses with bad bearings may get stuck because of this and
therefore indicate a wrong direction.
All magnetic devices are subject to fields other than Earth's, which is not particularly strong. Local environments
may contain mineral deposits and human sources such as MRIs. Vehicles may contain ferrous metals, which may
pick up their own fields. Cars may be mostly steel, and render simple compasses useless after time. While ships,
submarines, and spacecraft may be built from carefully controlled materials, and later degaussed, drivers rarely take
such a step.
A compass is also subject to errors when the compass is accelerated or decelerated in an airplane or automobile.
Depending on which of the Earth's hemispheres the compass is located and if the force is acceleration or deceleration
the compass will increase the indicated heading or decrease the indicated heading.
Another error of the mechanical compass is turning error. When one turns from a heading of east or west the
compass will lag behind the turn or lead ahead of the turn. Magnetometers, and substitutes such as gyrocompasses,
are more stable in such situations.

Construction of a compass
Magnetic needle
A magnetic rod is required when constructing a compass. This can be created by aligning an iron or steel rod with
Earth's magnetic field and then tempering or striking it. However, this method produces only a weak magnet so other
methods are preferred. For example, a magnetised rod can be created by repeatedly rubbing an iron rod with a
magnetic lodestone. This magnetised rod (or magnetic needle) is then placed on a low friction surface to allow it to
freely pivot to align itself with the magnetic field. It is then labeled so the user can distinguish the north-pointing
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from the south-pointing end; in modern convention the north end is typically marked in some way.

Needle-and-bowl device
If a needle is rubbed on a lodestone or other magnet, the needle becomes magnetized. When it is inserted in a cork or
piece of wood, and placed in a bowl of water it becomes a compass. Such devices were universally used as compass
until the invention of the box-like compass with a 'dry' pivoting needle sometime around 1300.

Points of the compass
Originally, many compasses were marked only as to the direction of
magnetic north, or to the four cardinal points (north, south, east, west).
Later, these were divided, in China into 24, and in Europe into 32
equally spaced points around the compass card. For a table of the
thirty-two points, see compass points.
In the modern era, the 360-degree system took hold. This system is still
in use today for civilian navigators. The degree system spaces 360
equidistant points located clockwise around the compass dial. In the
19th century some European nations adopted the "grad" (also called
grade or gon) system instead, where a right angle is 100 grads to give a
circle of 400 grads. Dividing grads into tenths to give a circle of 4000
decigrades has also been used in armies.

Wrist compass of the Soviet Army with
counterclockwise double graduation: 60° (like a
watch) and 360°.

Most military forces have adopted the French "millieme" system. This is an approximation of a milli-radian (6283
per circle), in which the compass dial is spaced into 6400 units or "mils" for additional precision when measuring
angles, laying artillery, etc. The value to the military is that one angular mil subtends approximately one metre at a
distance of one kilometer. Imperial Russia used a system derived by dividing the circumference of a circle into
chords of the same length as the radius. Each of these was divided into 100 spaces, giving a circle of 600. The Soviet
Union divided these into tenths to give a circle of 6000 units, usually translated as "mils". This system was adopted
by the former Warsaw Pact countries (Soviet Union, GDR etc.), often counterclockwise (see picture of wrist
compass). This is still in use in Russia.

Compass balancing (magnetic dip)
Because the Earth's magnetic field's inclination and intensity vary at different latitudes, compasses are often balanced
during manufacture so that the dial or needle will be level, eliminating needle drag which can give inaccurate
readings. Most manufacturers balance their compass needles for one of five zones, ranging from zone 1, covering
most of the Northern Hemisphere, to zone 5 covering Australia and the southern oceans. This individual zone
balancing prevents excessive dipping of one end of the needle which can cause the compass card to stick and give
false readings.[85]
Some compasses feature a special needle balancing system that will accurately indicate magnetic north regardless of
the particular magnetic zone. Other magnetic compasses have a small sliding counterweight installed on the needle
itself. This sliding counterweight, called a 'rider', can be used for counterbalancing the needle against the dip caused
by inclination if the compass is taken to a zone with a higher or lower dip.[85]
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Compass correction
Like any magnetic device, compasses are affected by nearby ferrous materials, as
well as by strong local electromagnetic forces. Compasses used for wilderness
land navigation should not be used in proximity to ferrous metal objects or
electromagnetic fields (car electrical systems, automobile engines, steel pitons,
etc.) as that can affect their accuracy.[] Compasses are particularly difficult to use
accurately in or near trucks, cars or other mechanized vehicles even when
corrected for deviation by the use of built-in magnets or other devices. Large
amounts of ferrous metal combined with the on-and-off electrical fields caused
by the vehicle's ignition and charging systems generally result in significant
compass errors.
At sea, a ship's compass must also be corrected for errors, called deviation,
caused by iron and steel in its structure and equipment. The ship is swung, that is

A binnacle containing a ship's
steering compass, with the two iron
balls which correct the effects of
ferromagnetic materials. This unit is
on display in a museum.

rotated about a fixed point while its heading is noted by alignment with fixed
points on the shore. A compass deviation card is prepared so that the navigator
can convert between compass and magnetic headings. The compass can be
corrected in three ways. First the lubber line can be adjusted so that it is aligned
with the direction in which the ship travels, then the effects of permanent magnets can be corrected for by small
magnets fitted within the case of the compass. The effect of ferromagnetic materials in the compass's environment
can be corrected by two iron balls mounted on either side of the compass binnacle. The coefficient
representing
the error in the lubber line, while
the ferromagnetic effects and
the non-ferromagnetic
componentWikipedia:Please clarify.
A similar process is used to calibrate the compass in light general aviation aircraft, with the compass deviation card
often mounted permanently just above or below the magnetic compass on the instrument panel. Fluxgate electronic
compasses can be calibrated automatically, and can also be programmed with the correct local compass variation so
as to indicate the true heading.

Using a compass
A magnetic compass points to magnetic north pole, which is
approximately 1,000 miles from the true geographic North Pole. A
magnetic compass's user can determine true North by finding the
magnetic north and then correcting for variation and deviation.
Variation is defined as the angle between the direction of true
(geographic) north and the direction of the meridian between the
magnetic poles. Variation values for most of the oceans had been
calculated and published by 1914.[86] Deviation refers to the response
Turning the compass scale on the map (D - the
of the compass to local magnetic fields caused by the presence of iron
local magnetic declination).
and electric currents; one can partly compensate for these by careful
location of the compass and the placement of compensating magnets
under the compass itself. Mariners have long known that these measures do not completely cancel deviation; hence,
they performed an additional step by measuring the compass bearing of a landmark with a known magnetic bearing.
They
then
pointed
their
ship
to
the
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next compass point and measured again, graphing their results. In this
way, correction tables could be created, which would be consulted
when compasses were used when traveling in those locations.
Mariners are concerned about very accurate measurements; however,
casual users need not be concerned with differences between magnetic
and true North. Except in areas of extreme magnetic declination
variance (20 degrees or more), this is enough to protect from walking
in a substantially different direction than expected over short distances,
provided the terrain is fairly flat and visibility is not impaired. By
carefully recording distances (time or paces) and magnetic bearings
traveled, one can plot a course and return to one's starting point using
the compass alone.[]

When the needle is aligned with and
superimposed over the outlined orienting arrow
on the bottom of the capsule, the degree figure on
the compass ring at the direction-of-travel (DOT)
indicator gives the magnetic bearing to the target
(mountain).

Compass navigation in conjunction with a map (terrain association)
requires a different method. To take a map bearing or true bearing (a
bearing taken in reference to true, not magnetic north) to a destination
with a protractor compass, the edge of the compass is placed on the
map so that it connects the current location with the desired destination
(some sources recommend physically drawing a line). The orienting
lines in the base of the compass dial are then rotated to align with
actual or true north by aligning them with a marked line of longitude
(or the vertical margin of the map), ignoring the compass needle
entirely.[] The resulting true bearing or map bearing may then be read
at the degree indicator or direction-of-travel (DOT) line, which may be
followed as an azimuth (course) to the destination. If a magnetic north
bearing or compass bearing is desired, the compass must be adjusted
Soldier using a prismatic compass to get an
by the amount of magnetic declination before using the bearing so that
azimuth.
both map and compass are in agreement.[] In the given example, the
large mountain in the second photo was selected as the target
destination on the map. Some compasses allow the scale to be adjusted to compensate for the local magnetic
declination; if adjusted correctly, the compass will give the true bearing instead of the magnetic bearing.
The modern hand-held protractor compass always has an additional direction-of-travel (DOT) arrow or indicator
inscribed on the baseplate. To check one's progress along a course or azimuth, or to ensure that the object in view is
indeed the destination, a new compass reading may be taken to the target if visible (here, the large mountain). After
pointing the DOT arrow on the baseplate at the target, the compass is oriented so that the needle is superimposed
over the orienting arrow in the capsule. The resulting bearing indicated is the magnetic bearing to the target. Again,
if one is using "true" or map bearings, and the compass does not have preset, pre-adjusted declination, one must
additionally add or subtract magnetic declination to convert the magnetic bearing into a true bearing. The exact
value of the magnetic declination is place-dependent and varies over time, though declination is frequently given on
the map itself or obtainable on-line from various sites. If the hiker has been following the correct path, the compass'
corrected (true) indicated bearing should closely correspond to the true bearing previously obtained from the map.

Compass
A compass should be laid down on a level surface so that the needle only rests or hangs on the bearing fused to the
compass casing - if used at a tilt, the needle might touch the casing on the compass and not move freely, hence not
pointing to the magnetic north accurately, giving a faulty reading. To see if the needle is well leveled, look closely at
the needle, and tilt it slightly to see if the needle is swaying side to side freely and the needle is not contacting the
casing of the compass. If the needle tilts to one direction, tilt the compass slightly and gently to the opposing
direction until the compass needle is horizontal, lengthwise. Items to avoid around compasses are magnets of any
kind and any electronics. Magnetic fields from electronics can easily disrupt the needle, avoiding it from pointing
with the earth's magnetic fields, causing interference. The earth's natural magnetic forces are considerably weak,
measuring at 0.5 Gauss and magnetic fields from household electronics can easily exceed it, overpowering the
compass needle. Exposure to strong magnets, or magnetic interference can sometimes cause the magnetic poles of
the compass needle to differ or even reverse. Avoid iron rich deposits when using a compass, for example, certain
rocks which contain magnetic minerals, like Magnetite. This is often indicated by a rock with a surface which is dark
and has a metallic luster, not all magnetic mineral bearing rocks have this indication. To see if a rock or an area is
causing interference on a compass, get out of the area, and see if the needle on the compass moves. If it does, it
means that the area or rock the compass was previously at/on is causing interference and should be avoided.
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Sundial
A sundial is a device that tells the time of day by the position of the Sun. In common designs such as the horizontal
sundial, the sun casts a shadow from its style onto a surface marked with lines indicating the hours of the day. The
style is the time-telling edge of the gnomon, often a thin rod or a sharp, straight edge. As the sun moves across the
sky, the shadow-edge aligns with different hour-lines. All sundials must be aligned with their styles parallel to the
axis of the Earth's rotation to tell the correct time throughout the year. The style's angle from the horizontal will thus
equal the sundial's geographical latitude.
It is common for inexpensive decorative sundials to have incorrect hour angles, which cannot be adjusted to tell
correct time.[1]

SSW facing, vertical declining sundial on Moot
Hall, Aldeburgh, Suffolk, England.

Ancient sundial from Marcianopolis

There are different types of sundials: Some
sundials use a shadow or the edge of a
shadow while others use a line or spot of
light to indicate the time.
The shadow-casting object, known as a
gnomon, may be a thin rod, or other object
with a sharp tip or a straight edge. Sundials
employ many types of gnomon. The
gnomon may be fixed or moved according
to the season. It may be oriented vertically,
horizontally, aligned with the Earth's axis,
or oriented in an altogether different
direction determined by mathematics.
A horizontal sundial in the Kadriorg Park in Tallinn, Estonia

Sundial
With sundials using light to indicate time, a line of light may be formed by allowing the sun's rays through a thin slit
or focusing them through a cylindrical lens. A spot of light may be formed by allowing the sun's rays to pass through
a small hole or by reflecting them from a small circular mirror.
Sundials also may use many types of surfaces to receive the light or shadow. Planes are the most common surface,
but partial spheres, cylinders, cones and other shapes have been used for greater accuracy or beauty.
Sundials differ in their portability and their need for orientation. The installation of many dials requires knowing the
local latitude, the precise vertical direction (e.g., by a level or plumb-bob), and the direction to true North. Portable
dials are self-aligning; for example, it may have two dials that operate on different principles, such as a horizontal
and analemmatic dial, mounted together on one plate. In these designs, their times agree only when the plate is
aligned properly.
Sundials indicate the local solar time, unless corrected for some other time. To obtain the official clock time, three
types of corrections need to be made.
First, the orbit of the Earth is not perfectly circular and its rotational axis not perfectly perpendicular to its orbit. The
sundial's indicated solar time thus varies from clock time by small amounts that change throughout the year. This
correction — which may be as great as 15 minutes — is described by the equation of time. A sophisticated sundial,
with a curved style or hour lines, may incorporate this correction. Often instead, simpler sundials are used, with a
small plaque that gives the offsets at various times of the year.
Second, the solar time must be corrected for the longitude of the sundial relative to the longitude of the official time
zone. For example, a sundial located west of Greenwich, England but within the same time-zone, shows an earlier
time than the official time. It will show "noon" after the official noon has passed, since the sun passes overhead later.
This correction is often made by rotating the hour-lines by an angle equal to the difference in longitudes.
Last, to adjust for daylight saving time, the sundial must shift the time away from solar time by some amount,
usually an hour. This correction may be made in the adjustment plaque, or by numbering the hour-lines with two sets
of numbers.
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Apparent motion of the Sun
The principles of sundials are understood most easily from the Sun's apparent
motion. The Earth rotates on its axis, and revolves in an elliptical orbit around
the Sun. An excellent approximation assumes that the Sun revolves around a
stationary Earth on the celestial sphere, which rotates every 24 hours about its
celestial axis. The celestial axis is the line connecting the celestial poles. Since
the celestial axis is aligned with the axis about which the Earth rotates, the angle
of the axis with the local horizontal is the local geographical latitude.
Unlike the fixed stars, the Sun changes its position on the celestial sphere, being
at a positive declination in summer, at a negative declination in winter, and
having exactly zero declination (i.e., being on the celestial equator) at the
equinoxes. The Sun's celestial longitude also varies, changing by one complete
revolution per year. The path of the Sun on the celestial sphere is called the
ecliptic. The ecliptic passes through the twelve constellations of the zodiac in the
course of a year.

Top view of an equatorial sundial.
The hour lines are spaced equally
about the circle, and the shadow of
the gnomon (a thin cylindrical rod)
rotates uniformly. The height of the
gnomon is 5/12 the outer radius of
the dial. This animation depicts the
motion of the shadow from 3 a.m. to
9 p.m. (not accounting for Daylight
Saving Time) on or around Solstice,
when the sun is at its highest
declination (roughly 23.5°). Sunrise
and sunset occur at 3am and 9pm,
respectively, on that day at
geographical latitudes near 57.05°,
roughly the latitude of Aberdeen,
Scotland or Sitka, Alaska.

This model of the Sun's motion helps to
understand sundials. If the shadow-casting
gnomon is aligned with the celestial poles,
its shadow will revolve at a constant rate,
and this rotation will not change with the
seasons. This is the most common design. In
such cases, the same hour lines may be used
throughout the year. The hour-lines will be
spaced uniformly if the surface receiving the
shadow is either perpendicular (as in the
equatorial sundial) or circular about the
gnomon (as in the armillary sphere).

In other cases, the hour-lines are not spaced
evenly, even though the shadow rotates
uniformly. If the gnomon is not aligned with
the celestial poles, even its shadow will not rotate uniformly, and the hour lines must be corrected accordingly. The
rays of light that graze the tip of a gnomon, or which pass through a small hole, or reflect from a small mirror, trace
out a cone aligned with the celestial poles. The corresponding light-spot or shadow-tip, if it falls onto a flat surface,
Sundial in Singapore Botanic Gardens. The fact that Singapore is located almost at
the equator is reflected in its design.

will trace out a conic section, such as a hyperbola, ellipse or (at the North or South Poles) a circle.
This conic section is the intersection of the cone of light rays with the flat surface. This cone and its conic section
change with the seasons, as the Sun's declination changes; hence, sundials that follow the motion of such light-spots
or shadow-tips often have different hour-lines for different times of the year. This is seen in shepherd's dials, sundial

Sundial
rings, and vertical gnomons such as obelisks. Alternatively, sundials may change the angle and/or position of the
gnomon relative to the hour lines, as in the analemmatic dial or the Lambert dial.

History
The earliest sundials known from the archaeological record are the obelisks (3500 BC) and shadow clocks (1500
BC) from ancient Egyptian astronomy and Babylonian astronomy. Presumably, humans were telling time from
shadow-lengths at an even earlier date, but this is hard to verify. In roughly 700 BC, the Old Testament describes a
sundial — the "dial of Ahaz" mentioned in Isaiah 38:8 [2] and II Kings 20:9 [3]. The Roman writer Vitruvius lists
dials and shadow clocks known at that time. Italian astronomer Giovanni Padovani published a treatise on the
sundial in 1570, in which he included instructions for the manufacture and laying out of mural (vertical) and
horizontal sundials. Giuseppe Biancani's Constructio instrumenti ad horologia solaria (ca. 1620) discusses how to
make a perfect sundial. They have been commonly used since the 16th century.

Terminology
In general, sundials indicate the time by casting a shadow or throwing light onto a surface known as a dial face or
dial plate. Although usually a flat plane, the dial face may also be the inner or outer surface of a sphere, cylinder,
cone, helix, and various other shapes.
The time is indicated where a shadow or light falls on the dial face, which is usually inscribed with hour lines.
Although usually straight, these hour lines may also be curved, depending on the design of the sundial (see below).
In some designs, it is possible to determine the date of the year, or it may be required to know the date to find the
correct time. In such cases, there may be multiple sets of hour lines for different months, or there may be
mechanisms for setting/calculating the month. In addition to the hour lines, the dial face may offer other data—such
as the horizon, the equator and the tropics—which are referred to collectively as the dial furniture.
The entire object that casts a shadow or light onto the dial face is known as the sundial's gnomon.[] However, it is
usually only an edge of the gnomon (or another linear feature) that casts the shadow used to determine the time; this
linear feature is known as the sundial's style. The style is usually aligned parallel to the axis of the celestial sphere,
and therefore is aligned with the local geographical meridian. In some sundial designs, only a point-like feature, such
as the tip of the style, is used to determine the time and date; this point-like feature is known as the sundial's
nodus.[][4] Some sundials use both a style and a nodus to determine the time and date.
The gnomon is usually fixed relative to the dial face, but not always; in some designs such as the analemmatic
sundial, the style is moved according to the month. If the style is fixed, the line on the dial plate perpendicularly
beneath the style is called the substyle,[] meaning "below the style". The angle the style makes with the plane of the
dial plate is called the substyle height, an unusual use of the word height to mean an angle. On many wall dials, the
substyle is not the same as the noon line (see below). The angle on the dial plate between the noon line and the
substyle is called the substyle distance, an unusual use of the word distance to mean an angle.
By tradition, many sundials have a Motto. The motto is usually in the form of an epigram: sometimes sombre
reflections on the passing of time and the brevity of life, but equally often humorous witticisms of the dial maker.[5]
[6]

A dial is said to be equiangular if its hour-lines are straight and spaced equally. Most equiangular sundials have a
fixed gnomon style aligned with the Earth's rotational axis, as well as a shadow-receiving surface that is symmetrical
about that axis; examples include the equatorial dial, the equatorial bow, the armillary sphere, the cylindrical dial and
the conical dial. However, other designs are equiangular, such as the Lambert dial, a version of the analemmatic dial
with a moveable style.
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The Equation of Time

Sundials in the Southern Hemisphere

Southern-hemisphere sundial in Perth, Australia. Magnify to
see that the hour marks run anticlockwise. Note graph of
Equation of Time, needed to correct sundial readings.

A sundial at a particular latitude in one hemisphere must be
reversed for use at the opposite latitude in the other
[]
hemisphere. A vertical direct south sundial in the Northern
Hemisphere becomes a vertical direct north sundial in the
Southern Hemisphere. To position a horizontal sundial
correctly, one has to find true North or South. The same
process can be used to do both.[] The gnomon, set to the
correct latitude, has to point to the true South in the
Southern hemisphere as in the Northern Hemisphere it has
to point to the true North.[] Also the hour numbers go in
opposite directions, so on a horizontal dial they run
anti-clockwise rather than clockwise.[7]

Sundials which are designed to be used with their plates
horizontal in one hemisphere can be used with their plates
vertical at the complementary latitude in the other hemisphere. For example, the illustrated sundial in Perth.
Australia, which is at latitude 32 degrees South, would function properly if it were mounted on a south-facing
vertical wall at latitude 58 (i.e. 90-32) degrees North, which is slightly further North than Perth, Scotland. The
surface of the wall in Scotland would be parallel with the horizontal ground in Australia (ignoring the difference of
longitude), so the sundial would work identically on both surfaces.
Sundials are used much less in the Southern Hemisphere than the Northern. One reason for this is the seasonal
asymmetry of the Equation of Time. (See also below.) From early November to mid-February, during the Southern
Hemisphere's summer, a sundial loses about half an hour relative to a clock. This adds to the difficulty of using it
as a timepiece. The change during the northern summer is only about one-third as great, and is often ignored without
causing much error. Since sundials are mainly used during the summer months, they are therefore better suited
to the Northern Hemisphere.
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Sundials with fixed axial gnomon
The most commonly observed sundials are those in which the shadow-casting style is fixed in position and aligned
with the Earth's rotational axis, being oriented with true North and South, and making an angle with the horizontal
equal to the geographical latitude. This axis is aligned with the celestial poles, which is closely, but not perfectly,
aligned with the (present) pole star Polaris. For illustration, the celestial axis points vertically at the true North Pole,
where it points horizontally on the equator. At Jaipur, a famous location for sundials, gnomons are raised 26°55"
above horizontal, reflecting the local latitude.
On any given day, the Sun appears to rotate uniformly about this axis, at about 15° per hour, making a full circuit
(360°) in 24 hours. A linear gnomon aligned with this axis will cast a sheet of shadow (a half-plane) that, falling
opposite to the Sun, likewise rotates about the celestial axis at 15° per hour. The shadow is seen by falling on a
receiving surface that is usually flat, but which may be spherical, cylindrical, conical or of other shapes. If the
shadow falls on a surface that is symmetrical about the celestial axis (as in an armillary sphere, or an equatorial dial),
the surface-shadow likewise moves uniformly; the hour-lines on the sundial are equally spaced. However, if the
receiving surface is not symmetrical (as in most horizontal sundials), the surface shadow generally moves
non-uniformly and the hour-lines are not equally spaced; one exception is the Lambert dial described below.
Some types of sundials are designed with a fixed gnomon that is not aligned with the celestial poles, such as a
vertical obelisk. Such sundials are covered below under the section, "Nodus-based sundials".

Equatorial sundials
The distinguishing characteristic of the equatorial dial (also called the
equinoctial dial) is the planar surface that receives the shadow, which is exactly
perpendicular to the gnomon's style.[9] [10] [11] This plane is called equatorial,
because it is parallel to the equator of the Earth and of the celestial sphere. If the
gnomon is fixed and aligned with the Earth's rotational axis, the sun's apparent
rotation about the Earth casts a uniformly rotating sheet of shadow from the
gnomon; this produces a uniformly rotating line of shadow on the equatorial
plane. Since the sun rotates 360° in 24 hours, the hour-lines on an equatorial dial
are all spaced 15° apart (360/24). The uniformity of their spacing makes this type
of sundial easy to construct. Both sides of the equatorial dial must be marked,
since the shadow will be cast from below in winter and from above in summer.
Near the equinoxes in spring and autumn, the sun moves on a circle that is nearly
the same as the equatorial plane; hence, no clear shadow is produced on the
equatorial dial at those times of year, a drawback of the design.

An equatorial sundial in the
Forbidden City, Beijing. 39°54′57″N
[8]
116°23′25″E
The gnomon points
true North and its angle with
horizontal equals the local latitude.
Closer inspection of the full-size
image reveals the "spider-web" of
date rings and hour-lines.

A nodus is sometimes added to equatorial sundials, which allows the sundial to tell the time of year. On any given
day, the shadow of the nodus moves on a circle on the equatorial plane, and the radius of the circle measures the
declination of the sun. The ends of the gnomon bar may be used as the nodus, or some feature along its length. An
ancient variant of the equatorial sundial has only a nodus (no style) and the concentric circular hour-lines are
arranged to resemble a spider-web.[12]
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Horizontal sundials
In the horizontal sundial (also called a garden sundial), the plane that receives
the shadow is aligned horizontally, rather than being perpendicular to the style as
in the equatorial dial.[13] [14] [15] Hence, the line of shadow does not rotate
uniformly on the dial face; rather, the hour lines are spaced according to the rule
[16] [17]

Horizontal sundial in Minnesota.
June 17, 2007 at 12:21.
44°51′39.3″N, 93°36′58.4″W

where λ is the sundial's geographical latitude (and the angle the style makes with
horizontal), θ is the angle between a given hour-line and the noon hour-line
(which always points towards true North) on the plane, and t is the number of

hours before or after noon. For example, the angle θ of the 3pm hour-line would
equal the arctangent of sin(λ), since tan(45°) = 1. When λ equals 90° (at the North Pole), the horizontal sundial
becomes an equatorial sundial; the style points straight up (vertically), and the horizontal plane is aligned with the
equatorial place; the hour-line formula becomes θ = 15° × t, as for an equatorial dial. A horizontal sundial at the
Earth's equator, where λ equals 0°, would require a (raised) horizontal style and would be an example of a polar
sundial (see below).
The chief advantages of the horizontal sundial are that it is easy to read, and the sun lights the face throughout the
year. All the hour-lines intersect at the point where the gnomon's style crosses the horizontal plane. Since the style is
aligned with the Earth's rotational axis, the style points true North and its angle with the horizontal equals the
sundial's geographical latitude λ. A sundial designed for one latitude can be used in another latitude, provided that
the sundial is tilted upwards or downwards by an angle equal to the difference in latitude. For example, a sundial
designed for a latitude of 40° can be used at a latitude of 45°, if the sundial plane is tilted upwards by 5°, thus
aligning the style with the Earth's rotational axis. Many ornamental sundials are designed to be used at 45 degrees
north. A sundial designed for one latitude can be adjusted for use at another latitude by tilting its base so that its
style, or gnomon, is parallel to the Earth's axis of rotation and pointing in the direction of the north celestial pole in
the northern hemisphere, or the south celestial pole in the southern hemisphere. Some mass-produced garden
sundials fail to correctly calculate the hourlines so can never be corrected. A local standard time zone is nominally
15 degrees wide, but may be modified to follow geographic or political boundaries. A sundial can be rotated around
its style (which must remain pointed at the celestial pole) to adjust to the local time zone. In most cases, a rotation in
the range of 7.5 degrees east to 23 degrees west suffices. This will introduce error in sundials that do not have equal
hour angles. To correct for daylight saving time, a face needs two sets of numerals or a correction table. An informal
standard is to have numerals in hot colors for summer, and in cool colors for winter.
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Vertical sundials
In the common vertical dial, the shadow-receiving plane is aligned vertically; as
usual, the gnomon's style is aligned with the Earth's axis of rotation.[9] [19] [20] As
in the horizontal dial, the line of shadow does not move uniformly on the face;
the sundial is not equiangular. If the face of the vertical dial points directly
south, the angle of the hour-lines is instead described by the formula[21] [22]

where λ is the sundial's geographical latitude, θ is the angle between a given
hour-line and the noon hour-line (which always points due north) on the plane,
and t is the number of hours before or after noon. For example, the angle θ of the
3pm hour-line would equal the arctangent of cos(λ), since tan(45°) = 1.
Interestingly, the shadow moves counter-clockwise on a South-facing vertical
dial, whereas it runs clockwise on horizontal and equatorial dials.

Two vertical dials at Houghton Hall
Norfolk UK 52°49′39″N 0°39′27″E
[18]
. The left and right dials face
South and East, respectively. Both
styles are parallel, their angle to the
horizontal equaling the latitude. The
East-facing dial is a polar dial with
parallel hour-lines, the dial-face
being parallel to the style.

Dials with faces perpendicular to the ground and which face directly South, North, East, or West are called vertical
[23] [24]
It is widely believed, and stated in respectable publications, that a vertical dial cannot receive
direct dials.
more than twelve hours of sunlight a day, no matter how many hours of daylight there are.[25] However, there is an
exception. Vertical sundials in the tropics which face the nearer pole (e.g. north facing in the zone between the
Equator and the Tropic of Cancer), can actually receive sunlight for more than 12 hours from sunrise to sunset for a
short period around the time of the summer solstice. For example, at latitude 20 degrees North, on June 21, the sun
shines on a north-facing vertical wall for 13 hours, 21 minutes.[26] Vertical sundials which do not face directly South
(in the northern hemisphere), may receive significantly less than twelve hours of sunlight per day, depending on the
direction they do face, and on the time of year. For example, a vertical dial that faces due East can tell time only in
the morning hours; in the afternoon, the sun does not shine on its face. Vertical dials that face due East or West are
polar dials, which will be described below. Vertical dials that face North are uncommon, because they tell time only
during the spring and summer, and do not show the midday hours except in tropical latitudes (and even there, only
around midsummer). For non-direct vertical dials — those that face in non-cardinal directions — the mathematics of
arranging the style and the hour-lines becomes more complicated; it may be easier to mark the hour lines by
observation, but the placement of the style, at least, must be calculated first; such dials are said to be declining dials.
[27] [28] [29]

Vertical dials are commonly mounted on the walls of buildings, such as
town-halls, cupolas and church-towers, where they are easy to see from
far away. In some cases, vertical dials are placed on all four sides of a
rectangular tower, providing the time throughout the day. The face may
be painted on the wall, or displayed in inlaid stone; the gnomon is often a
single metal bar, or a tripod of metal bars for rigidity. If the wall of the
building faces toward the South, but does not face due South, the
gnomon will not lie along the noon line, and the hour lines must be
corrected. Since the gnomon's style must be parallel to the Earth's axis, it
always "points" true North and its angle with the horizontal will equal the
sundial's geographical latitude; on a direct south dial, its angle with the
vertical face of the dial will equal the colatitude, or 90° minus the
latitude.[30]

Pocket sundials

"Double" sundials in Nové Město nad Metují,
Czech Republic; the observer is facing almost
due north.

Sundial
This portable folding German sundial has a string gnomon (pointer), adjustable for accuracy at any latitude. As
shadows fall across the sundial, the smaller dials show Italian and Babylonian hours. The dial also indicates the
length of the day and the position of the sun in the zodiac.

Polar dials
In polar dials, the shadow-receiving plane is aligned parallel to the gnomon-style.[31] Thus, the shadow slides
sideways over the surface, moving perpendicularly to itself as the sun rotates about the style. As with the gnomon,
the hour-lines are all aligned with the Earth's rotational axis. When the sun's rays are nearly parallel to the plane, the
shadow moves very quickly and the hour lines are spaced far apart. The direct East- and West-facing dials are
examples of a polar dial. However, the face of a polar dial need not be vertical; it need only be parallel to the
gnomon. Thus, a plane inclined at the angle of latitude (relative to horizontal) under the similarly inclined gnomon
will be a polar dial. The perpendicular spacing X of the hour-lines in the plane is described by the formula

where H is the height of the style above the plane, and t is the time (in hours) before or after the center-time for the
polar dial. The center time is the time when the style's shadow falls directly down on the plane; for an East-facing
dial, the center time will be 6am, for a West-facing dial, this will be 6pm, and for the inclined dial described above, it
will be noon. When t approaches ±6 hours away from the center time, the spacing X diverges to +∞; this occurs
when the sun's rays become parallel to the plane.

Vertical declining dials

Effect of declining on a sundial's hour-lines. A vertical dial, at a latitude of 51° N, designed to face due South (far left) shows all the hours from 6am
to 6pm, and has converging hour-lines symmetrical about the noon hour-line. By contrast, a West-facing dial (far right) is polar, with parallel hour
lines, and shows only hours after noon. At the intermediate orientations of South-Southwest, Southwest, and West-Southwest, the hour lines are
asymmetrical about noon, with the morning hour-lines ever more widely spaced.

A declining dial is any non-horizontal, planar dial that does not face in a cardinal direction, such as (true) North,
South, East or West.[32] As usual, the gnomon's style is aligned with the Earth's rotational axis, but the hour-lines are
not symmetrical about the noon hour-line. For a vertical dial, the angle θ between the noon hour-line and another
hour-line is given by the formula[33]

where λ is the sundial's geographical latitude, t is the time before or after noon, and η is the angle of declination from
true South. When such a dial faces South (η=0°), this formula reduces to the formula given above, tan θ = cos λ
tan(15° × t).
When a sundial is not aligned with a cardinal direction, the substyle of its gnomon is not aligned with the noon
hour-line. The angle β between the substyle and the noon hour-line is given by the formula[33]
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If a vertical sundial faces true South or North (η=0° or 180°, respectively), the correction β=0° and the substyle is
aligned with the noon hour-line.
The height of the gnomon, γ (that is the angle the style makes to the plate) is

[34]

Reclining dials
The sundials described above have gnomons that are aligned with the
Earth's rotational axis and cast their shadow onto a plane. If the plane is
neither vertical nor horizontal nor equatorial, the sundial is said to be
reclining or inclining.[35] Such a sundial might be located on a
South-facing roof, for example. The hour-lines for such a sundial can be
calculated by slightly correcting the horizontal formula above[36]

where χ is the desired angle of reclining, λ is the sundial's geographical
latitude, θ is the angle between a given hour-line and the noon hour-line
(which always points due north) on the plane, and t is the number of
hours before or after noon. For example, the angle θ of the 3pm hour-line
would equal the arctangent of sin(λ+χ), since tan(45°) = 1. When χ
equals 90° (in other words, a South-facing vertical dial), we obtain the
vertical formula above, since sin(λ+90°) = cos(λ).

Vertical reclining dial in the Southern
Hemisphere, facing due north, with hyperbolic
declination lines and hour lines. Ordinary
vertical sundial at this latitude (between
tropics) could not produce a declination line
for the summer solstice.

Some authors use a more specific nomenclature to describe the orientation of the shadow-receiving plane. If the
plane's face points downwards towards the ground, it is said to be proclining or inclining, whereas a dial is said to be
reclining when the dial face is pointing away from the ground.

Reclining-declining dials
Some sundials both decline and recline, in that their shadow-receiving plane is not oriented with a cardinal direction
(such as true North) and is neither horizontal nor vertical nor equatorial. For example, such a sundial might be found
on a roof that was not oriented in a cardinal direction. The formulae describing the spacing of the hour-lines on such
dials are rather complicated.[37] The angle θ between the noon hour-line and another hour-line has two components θ
= θ1 + θ2, described by the formulae[38]

where λ is the sundial's geographical latitude, t is the time before or after noon, and χ and η are the angles of
inclination and declination, respectively.
As in the simpler declining dial, the gnomon-substyle is not aligned with the noon hour-line.[39] The general formula
for the angle β between the substyle and the noon-line is given by[40]
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Spherical sundials
The surface receiving the shadow need not be a plane, but can have any shape,
provided that the sundial maker is willing to mark the hour-lines. If the style is
aligned with the Earth's rotational axis, a spherical shape is convenient since the
hour-lines are equally spaced, as they are on the equatorial dial above; the sundial
is equiangular. This is the principle behind the armillary sphere and the equatorial
bow sundial.[42] [43] [44] However, some equiangular sundials — such as the
Lambert dial described below — are based on other principles.
In the equatorial bow sundial, the gnomon is a bar, slot or stretched wire parallel
to the celestial axis. The face is a semicircle (corresponding to the equator of the
sphere, with markings on the inner surface. This pattern, built a couple of meters
wide out of temperature-invariant steel invar, was used to keep the trains running
on time in France before World War I.[45]
Among the most precise sundials ever made are two equatorial bows constructed
of marble found in Yantra mandir.[46] [47] This collection of sundials and other
astronomical instruments was built by Maharaja Jai Singh II at his then-new
capital of Jaipur, India between 1727 and 1733. The larger equatorial bow is called
the Samrat Yantra (The Supreme Instrument); standing at 27 meters, its shadow
moves visibly at 1 mm per second, or roughly a hand's breadth (6 cm) every
minute.

Equatorial bow sundial in Hasselt,
Flanders in Belgium 50°55′47″N
[41]
5°20′31″E
. The rays pass
through the narrow slot, forming a
uniformly rotating sheet of light
that falls on the circular bow. The
hour-lines are equally spaced; in
this image, the local solar time is
roughly 15:00 hours (3 pm). On
September 10, a small ball, welded
into the slot casts a shadow on
centre of the hour band.

Cylindrical, conical, and other non-planar sundials

Precision sundial in Bütgenbach,
Belgium.
(Precision = ±30 seconds)
[48]
50°25′23″N 6°12′06″E
[49]
(Google Earth)

Other non-planar surfaces may be used to receive the shadow of the gnomon. For
example, the gnomon may be aligned with the celestial poles and located also
along the symmetry axis of a cone or a cylinder. Due to the symmetry, the hour
lines on such surfaces will be equally spaced, as on an equatorial dial or an
armillary sphere. The conical dial is very old, and was the basis for one type of
chalice sundial; the style was a vertical pin within a conical goblet, within which
were inscribed the hour lines.

As an elegant alternative, the gnomon may be located on the circumference of a
cylinder or sphere, rather than at its center of symmetry. In that case, the hour lines
are again spaced equally, but at double the usual angle, due to the geometrical
inscribed angle theorem. This is the basis of some modern sundials, but it was also
used in ancient times; in one type, the edges of a half-cylindrical gnomon served as the styles.[50]
Just as the armillary sphere is largely open for easy viewing of the dial, such non-planar surfaces need not be
complete. For example, a cylindrical dial could be rendered as a helical ribbon-like surface, with a thin gnomon
located either along its center or at its periphery.
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Adjustments to calculate clock time from a sundial reading
The most common reason for a sundial to differ greatly from clock time is that the sundial has not been oriented
correctly or its hour lines have not been drawn correctly. For example, most commercial sundials are designed as
horizontal sundials as described above. To be accurate, such a sundial must have been designed for the local
geographical latitude and its style must be parallel to the Earth's rotational axis; the style must be aligned with true
North and its height (its angle with the horizontal) must equal the local latitude. To adjust the style height, the
sundial can often be tilted slightly "up" or "down" while maintaining the style's north-south alignment.[51]

Summer (daylight saving) time correction
Some areas of the world practice daylight saving time, which shifts the official time, usually by one hour. This shift
must be added to the sundial's time to make it agree with the official time.

Time-zone (longitude) correction
A standard time zone covers roughly 15° of longitude, so any point within that zone which is not on the reference
longitude (generally a multiple of 15°) will experience a difference from standard time equal to 4 minutes of time per
degree. For illustration, sunsets and sunrises are at a much later "official" time at the western edge of a time-zone,
compared to sunrise and sunset times at the eastern edge. If a sundial is located at, say, a longitude 5° west of the
reference longitude, its time will read 20 minutes slow, since the sun appears to revolve around the Earth at 15° per
hour. This is a constant correction throughout the year. For equiangular dials such as equatorial, spherical or Lambert
dials, this correction can be made by rotating the dial surface by an angle equalling the difference in longitude,
without changing the gnomon position or orientation. However, this method does not work for other dials, such as a
horizontal dial; the correction must be applied by the viewer.

Equation of time correction
Although the Sun appears to rotate nearly uniformly about the Earth, it
is not perfectly uniform, due to the ellipticity of the Earth's orbit (the
fact that the Earth's orbit about the Sun is not perfectly circular) and the
tilt (obliquity) of the Earth's rotational axis relative to the plane of its
orbit. Therefore, sundials time varies from standard clock time. On
four days of the year, the correction is effectively zero, but on others, it
can be as much as a quarter-hour early or late. The amount of
correction is described by the equation of time. This correction is
universal; it does not depend on the local latitude of the sundial. It
does, however, change over long periods of time, centuries or more,[52]
because of slow variations in the Earth's orbital and rotational motions.
Therefore, tables and graphs of the equation of time that were made
centuries ago are now significantly incorrect. The reading of an old
sundial should be corrected by applying the present-day equation of
time, not one from the period when the dial was made.

The Equation of Time - above the axis the sundial
will appear fast, and below the sundial will
appear slow, relative to a clock showing local
mean time.

In some sundials, the equation of time correction is provided as a plaque affixed to the sundial. In more sophisticated
sundials, however, the equation can be incorporated automatically. For example, some equatorial bow sundials are
supplied
with
a
small
wheel
that
sets
the
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time of year; this wheel in turn rotates the equatorial bow, offsetting its
time measurement. In other cases, the hour lines may be curved, or the
equatorial bow may be shaped like a vase, which exploits the changing
altitude of the sun over the year to effect the proper offset in time.[53] A
heliochronometer is a precision sundial first devised in about 1763 by
Philipp Hahn and improved by Abbé Guyoux in about 1827.[] It corrects
apparent solar time to mean solar time or another standard time.
Heliochronometers usually indicate the minutes to within 1 minute of
Universal Time.
An analemma may be added to many types of sundials to correct
apparent solar time to mean solar time or another standard time. These
usually have hour lines shaped like "figure eights" (analemmas)
according to the equation of time. This compensates for the slight
eccentricity in the Earth's orbit and the tilt of the Earth's axis that causes
up to a 15 minute variation from mean solar time. This is a type of dial
furniture seen on more complicated horizontal and vertical dials.

The Whitehurst & Son sundial made in 1812,
with a circular scale showing the equation of
time correction. This is now on display in the
Derby Museum.

Prior to the invention of accurate clocks, in the mid-17th Century,
sundials were the only timepieces in common use, and were considered
to tell the "right" time. The Equation of Time was not used. After the invention of good clocks, sundials were still
considered to be correct, and clocks usually incorrect. The Equation of Time was used in the opposite direction from
today, to apply a correction to the time shown by a clock to make it agree with sundial time, Some elaborate
"Equation clocks", such as one made by Joseph Williamson in 1720, incorporated mechanisms to do this correction
automatically. (Williamson's clock may have been the first-ever device to use a differential gear.) Only after about
1800 was uncorrected clock time considered to be "right", and sundial time usually "wrong", so the Equation of
Time became used as it is today.

Movable-gnomon sundials
In addition to the sundials have a gnomon that is designed to be moved over the course of the year. In other words,
the position of the gnomon relative to the center of the hour lines can vary. The advantage of such dials is that the
gnomon need not be aligned with the celestial poles and may even be perfectly vertical (the analemmatic dial). A
second advantage is that such dials, when combined with a fixed-gnomon sundial, allow the user to determine true
North with no other aid; the two sundials are correctly aligned if and only if the time on the two sundials agrees. This
is a useful property for portable sundials.
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Universal equinoctial ring dial
A universal equinoctial ring dial (sometimes called a ring dial for brevity,
although the term is ambiguous) is a portable version of an armillary sundial,[54] or
was inspired by the mariner's astrolabe.[55] It was likely invented by William
Oughtred around 1600 and became common throughout Europe.[56]

Universal ring dial. The dial is
suspended from the cord shown in
the upper left; the suspension point
on the vertical meridian ring can be
changed to match the local latitude.
The center bar is twisted until a
sunray passes through the small
hole and falls on the horizontal
equatorial ring.

In its simplest form, the style is a thin slit that allows the sun's rays to fall on the
hour-lines of an equatorial ring. As usual, the style is aligned with the Earth's axis;
to do this, the user may orient the dial towards true North and suspend the ring dial
vertically from the appropriate point on the meridian ring. Such dials may be made
self-aligning with the addition of a more complicated central bar, instead of a
simple slit-style. These bars are sometimes an addition to a set of Gemma's rings.
This bar could pivot about its end points and held a perforated slider that was
positioned to the month and day according to a scale scribed on the bar. The time
was determined by rotating the bar towards the sun so that the light shining
through the hole fell on the equatorial ring. This forced the user to rotate the
instrument, which had the effect of aligning the instrument's vertical ring with the

meridian.
When not in use, the equatorial and meridian rings can be folded together into a small disk.
In 1610, Edward Wright created the sea ring, which mounted a universal ring dial over a magnetic compass. This
permitted mariners to determine the time and magnetic variation in a single step.[57]

Analemmatic sundials
Analemmatic sundials are a type of horizontal sundial that has a vertical gnomon
and hour markers positioned in an elliptical pattern. There are no hour lines on the
dial and the time of day is read on the ellipse. The gnomon is not fixed and must
change position daily to accurately indicate time of day. Analemmatic sundials are
sometimes designed with a human as the gnomon. Human gnomon analemmatic
sundials are not practical at lower latitudes where a human shadow is quite short
during the summer months. A 66 inch tall person casts a 4 inch shadow at 27 deg
latitude on the summer solstice. [58]

Lambert dials

Analemmatic sundial on a
meridian line in the garden of the
abbey of Herkenrode in Hasselt
(Flanders in Belgium)

The Lambert dial is another movable-gnomon sundial.[59] In contrast to the
elliptical analemmatic dial, the Lambert dial is circular with evenly spaced hour lines, making it an equiangular
sundial, similar to the equatorial, spherical, cylindrical and conical dials described above. The gnomon of a Lambert
dial is neither vertical nor aligned with the Earth's rotational axis; rather, it is tilted northwards by an angle α = 45° (Φ/2), where Φ is the geographical latitude. Thus, a Lambert dial located at latitude 40° would have a gnomon tilted
away from vertical by 25° in a northerly direction. To read the correct time, the gnomon must also be moved
northwards by a distance

where R is the radius of the Lambert dial and δ again indicates the Sun's declination for that time of year.
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Altitude-based sundials
Altitude dials measure the height of the sun in the sky, rather than its rotation about the celestial axis. They are not
oriented towards true North, but rather towards the sun and generally held vertically. The sun's elevation is indicated
by the position of a nodus, either the shadow-tip of a gnomon, or a spot of light. The time is read from where the
nodus falls on a set of hour-curves that vary with the time of year. Since the sun's altitude is the same at times
equally spaced about noon (e.g., 9am and 3pm), the user had to know whether it were morning or afternoon. Many of
these dials are portable and simple to use, although they are not well-suited for travelers, since their hour-curves are
specific for a given latitude.

Human shadows
The length of a human shadow (or of any vertical object) can be used to measure the sun's elevation and, thence, the
time.[60] The Venerable Bede gave a table for estimating the time from the length of one's shadow in feet, on the
assumption that a monk's height is six times the length of his foot. Such shadow lengths will vary with the
geographical latitude and with the time of year. For example, the shadow length at noon is short in summer months,
and long in winter months.
Chaucer evokes this method a few times in his Canterbury Tales, as in his Parson's Tale
[61]

An equivalent type of sundial using a vertical rod of fixed length is known as a backstaff dial.

Shepherd dials –Timesticks
A shepherd's dial — also known as a shepherds' column dial,[][] pillar dial,
cylinder dial or chilindre — is a portable cylindrical sundial with a knife-like
gnomon that juts out perpendicularly.[62] It is normally dangled from a rope or
string so the cylinder is vertical. The gnomon can be twisted to be above a month
or day indication on the face of the cylinder. This corrects the sundial for the
equation of time. The entire sundial is then twisted on its string so that the gnomon
aims toward the sun, while the cylinder remains vertical. The tip of the shadow
indicates the time on the cylinder. The hour curves inscribed on the cylinder permit
one to read the time. Shepherd's dials are sometimes hollow, so that the gnomon
can fold within when not in use.

19th century Tibetan Shepherd's
Timestick

Shepherd's dials appear in several works of literature. [63]
Similarly, the shepherd's dial is evoked in Shakespeare's Henry VI, Part 3, [64]
The cylindrical shepherd's dial can be unrolled into a flat plate. In one simple version,[65] the front and back of the
plate each have three columns, corresponding to pairs of months with roughly the same solar declination (June–July,
May–August, April–September, March–October, February–November, and January–December). The top of each
column has a hole for inserting the shadow-casting gnomon, a peg. Often only two times are marked on the column
below, one for noon and the other for mid-morning/mid-afternoon.
Timesticks, clock spear,[] or shepherds' time stick,[] are based on the same principles as dials.[][] The time stick is
carved with eight vertical time scales for a different period of the year, each bearing a time scale calculated
according to the relative amount of daylight during the different months of the year. Any reading depends not only
on the time of day but also on the latitude and time of year.[] A peg gnomon is inserted at the top in the appropriate
hole or face for the season of the year, and turned to the Sun so that the shadow falls directly down the scale. Its end
displays the time.[]
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Ring dials
In a ring dial (also known as an Aquitaine or a perforated ring dial), the ring is hung vertically and oriented sideways
towards the sun.[66] A beam of light passes through a small hole in the ring and falls on hour-curves that are
inscribed on the inside of the ring. To adjust for the equation of time, the hole is usually on a loose ring within the
ring so that the hole can be adjusted to reflect the current month.

Card dials (Capuchin dials)
Card dials are another form of altitude dial.[67] A card is aligned edge-on with the sun and tilted so that a ray of light
passes through an aperture onto a specified spot, thus determining the sun's altitude. A weighted string hangs
vertically downwards from a hole in the card, and carries a bead or knot. The position of the bead on the hour-lines
of the card gives the time. In more sophisticated versions such as the Capuchin dial, there is only one set of
hour-lines, i.e., the hour lines do not vary with the seasons. Instead, the position of the hole from which the weighted
string hangs is varied according to the season.

Nodus-based sundials
Another type of sundial follows the motion of a single point of light or shadow,
which may be called the nodus. For example, the sundial may follow the sharp tip
of a gnomon's shadow, e.g., the shadow-tip of a vertical obelisk (e.g., the Solarium
Augusti) or the tip of the horizontal marker in a shepherd's dial. Alternatively,
sunlight may be allowed to pass through a small hole or reflected from a small
(e.g., coin-sized) circular mirror, forming a small spot of light whose position may
be followed. In such cases, the rays of light trace out a cone over the course of a
day; when the rays fall on a surface, the path followed is the intersection of the
cone with that surface. Most commonly, the receiving surface is a geometrical
plane, so that the path of the shadow-tip or light-spot (called declination line)
traces out a conic section such as a hyperbola or an ellipse. The collection of
hyperbolae was called a pelekonon (axe) by the Greeks, because it resembles a
double-bladed ax, narrow in the center (near the noonline) and flaring out at the
ends (early morning and late evening hours).

Kraków. 50°03′41″N 19°56′24″E
[68]
The shadow of the
cross-shaped nodus moves along a
hyperbola which shows the time of
the year,indicated here by the
zodiac figures. It is 1:50pm on 16
July, 25 days after the summer
solstice.
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There is a simple verification of hyperbolic declination lines on a
sundial: the distance from the origin to the equinox line should be
equal to harmonic mean of distances from the origin to summer and
winter solstice lines.[69]
Nodus-based sundials may use a small hole or mirror to isolate a single
ray of light; the former are sometimes called aperture dials. The oldest
example is perhaps the antiborean sundial (antiboreum), a spherical
nodus-based sundial that faces true North; a ray of sunlight enters from
the South through a small hole located at the sphere's pole and falls on
the hour and date lines inscribed within the sphere, which resemble
lines of longitude and latitude, respectively, on a globe.[70]
Declination lines at solstices and equinox for
sundials, located at different latitudes

Reflection sundials

Isaac Newton developed a convenient and inexpensive sundial, in which a small mirror is placed on the sill of a
south-facing window.[71] The mirror acts like a nodus, casting a single spot of light on the ceiling. Depending on the
geographical latitude and time of year, the light-spot follows a conic section, such as the hyperbolae of the
pelikonon. If the mirror is parallel to the Earth's equator, and the ceiling is horizontal, then the resulting angles are
those of a conventional horizontal sundial. Using the ceiling as a sundial surface exploits unused space, and the dial
may be large enough to be very accurate.

Multiple dials
Sundials are sometimes combined into multiple dials. If two or more dials that operate on different principles — say,
such as an analemmatic dial and a horizontal or vertical dial — are combined, the resulting multiple dial becomes
self-aligning. In other words, the direction of true North need not be determined; the dials are oriented correctly
when they read the same time. This is a significant advantage in portable dials. However, the most common forms
combine dials based on the same principle, and thus are not self-aligning.

Diptych (tablet) sundial
The diptych consisted of two small flat faces, joined by a hinge.[72] Diptychs
usually folded into little flat boxes suitable for a pocket. The gnomon was a string
between the two faces. When the string was tight, the two faces formed both a
vertical and horizontal sundial. These were made of white ivory, inlaid with black
lacquer markings. The gnomons were black braided silk, linen or hemp string.
With a knot or bead on the string as a nodus, and the correct markings, a diptych
(really any sundial large enough) can keep a calendar well-enough to plant crops.
A common error describes the diptych dial as self-aligning. This is not correct for
diptych dials consisting of a horizontal and vertical dial using a string gnomon
between faces, no matter the orientation of the dial faces. Since the string gnomon
is continuous, the shadows must meet at the hinge; hence, any orientation of the
dial will show the same time on both dials.[73]

Diptych sundial in the form of a
lute, c. 1612. The gnomons-style is
a string stretched between a
horizontal and vertical face. This
sundial also has a small nodus (a
bead on the string) that tells time
on the hyperbolic pelikinon, just
above the date on the vertical face.
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Multiface (facet-headed) dials
A common multiple dial is to place sundials on every face of a Platonic solid, usually a cube.[74] Extremely ornate
sundials can be composed in this way, by applying a sundial to every surface of a solid object. In some cases, the
sundials are formed as hollows in a solid object, e.g., a cylindrical hollow aligned with the Earth's rotational axis (in
which the edges play the role of styles) or a spherical hollow in the ancient tradition of the hemisphaerium or the
antiboreum. (See the History section below.) In some cases, these multiface dials are small enough to sit on a desk,
whereas in others, they are large stone monuments.
Such multiface dials have the advantage of receiving light (and, thus, telling time) at every hour of the day. They can
also be designed to give the time in different time-zones simultaneously. However, they are generally not
self-aligning, since their various dials generally use the same principle to tell time, that of a gnomon-style aligned
with the Earth's axis of rotation. Self-aligning dials require that at least two independent principles are used to tell
time, e.g., a horizontal dial (in which the style is aligned with the Earth's axis) and an analemmatic dial (in which the
style is not). In many cases, the multiface dials are erected never to be moved and, thus, need be aligned only
once.

Prismatic dials
Prismatic dials are a special case of polar dials, in which the sharp edges of a prism of a concave polygon serve as
the styles and the sides of the prism receive the shadow.[75] Examples include a three-dimensional cross or star of
David on gravestones.

Unusual sundials
Benoy dials
The Benoy Dial was invented by Walter Gordon Benoy of Collingham in
Nottinghamshire. Light may also be used to replace the shadow-edge of a gnomon.
Whereas the style usually casts a sheet of shadow, an equivalent sheet of light can
be created by allowing the sun's rays through a thin slit, reflecting them from a
long, slim mirror (usually half-cylindrical), or focusing them through a cylindrical
lens. For illustration, the Benoy Dial uses a cylindrical lens to create a sheet of
light, which falls as a line on the dial surface. Benoy dials can be seen throughout
Great Britain, such as[76]
• Carnfunnock Country Park Antrim Northern Ireland
• Upton Hall British Horological Institute Newark-on-Trent Nottinghamshire UK
• Within the collections of St Edmundsbury Heritage Service Bury St
Edmunds[77] UK
•
•
•
•

Longleat Warminster Wiltshire UK
Jodrell Bank Science Centre and Arboretum
Birmingham Botanical Gardens Edgbaston UK
Science Museum UK - (inventory number 1975-318)

Benoy Sun Clock time shown:
6:00pm - 18.00 hours
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Bifilar sundial
Discovered by the German mathematician Hugo Michnik, the bifilar sundial has two non-intersecting threads
parallel to the dial. Usually the second thread is orthogonal to the first.[78][79]
The intersection of the two threads' shadows gives the solar time.

Digital sundial
A digital sundial uses light and shadow to 'write' the time in numerals rather than marking time with position. One
such design uses two parallel masks to screen sunlight into patterns appropriate for the time of day.

Analog calculating sundial
A horizontal sundial with a face cut on a cardioid keeps clock time, while still resembling a conventional garden
sundial. The cardioid shape connects the intersections between the solar-time marks of a conventional sundial, and
the equal-angles of a true clock-time face. The place where The shadow crosses the cardioid's edge, and the clock
time can be read from the underlying clock-time dial. The sundial is adjusted for daylight saving time by rotating the
underlying equal-angle clock-time face. The sun-time face does not move.
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Globe dial
The globe dial is a sphere aligned with the Earth's rotational axis, and equipped with a spherical vane.[80] Similar to
sundials with a fixed axial style, a globe dial determines the time from the Sun's azimuthal angle in its apparent
rotation about the earth. This angle can be determined by rotating the vane to give the smallest shadow.

Noon marks
The simplest sundials do not give the hours, but rather note the exact moment of
12:00 noon. [81] In centuries past, such dials were used to correct mechanical
clocks, which were sometimes so inaccurate as to lose or gain significant time in a
single day.
In U.S. colonial-era houses, a noon-mark can often be found carved into a floor or
windowsill.[82] Such marks indicate local noon, and they provide a simple and
accurate time reference for households that do not possess accurate clocks. In
modern times, some Asian countries, post offices have set their clocks from a
precision noon-mark. These in turn provided the times for the rest of the society.
The typical noon-mark sundial was a lens set above an analemmatic plate. The
plate has an engraved figure-eight shape., which corresponds to plotting the
equation of time (described above) versus the solar declination. When the edge of
the sun's image touches the part of the shape for the current month, this indicates
that it is 12:00 noon.

Noon cannon
A noon cannon, sometimes called a 'meridian cannon', is a specialized sundial that
is designed to create an 'audible noonmark', by automatically igniting a quantity of
gunpowder at noon. These were novelties rather than precision sundials, sometimes
installed in parks in Europe mainly in the late 18th or early 19th century. They
typically consist of a horizontal sundial, which has in addition to a gnomon a
suitably mounted lens, set up to focus the rays of the sun at exactly noon on the
firing pan of a miniature cannon loaded with gunpowder (but no ball). To function
properly the position and angle of the lens must be adjusted seasonally.

Meridian lines

Noon-mark from the Greenwich
Royal Observatory. The
analemma is the narrow figure-8
shape, which plots the equation of
time (in degrees, not time,
1°=4minutes) versus the altitude
of the sun at noon at the sundial's
location. The altitude is measured
vertically, the equation of time
horizontally.

A horizontal line aligned on a meridian with a gnomon facing the noon-sun is
termed a meridian line and does not indicate the time, but instead the day of the
year. Historically they were used to accurately determine the length of the solar
year. Examples are the Bianchini meridian line in Santa Maria degli Angeli e dei Martiri in Rome, and the Cassini
line in San Petronio Basilica at Bologna.
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Sundial mottoes
The association of sundials with time has inspired their designers over the centuries to display mottoes as part of the
design. Often these cast the device in the role of memento mori, inviting the observer to reflect on the transience of
the world and the inevitability of death. "Do not kill time, for it will surely kill thee." Other mottoes are more
whimsical: "I count only the sunny hours," and "I am a sundial and I make a botch / of what is done far better by a
watch." Collections of sundial mottoes have often been published through the centuries.

Using a sundial as a compass
If a horizontal-plate sundial is portable and is made for the latitude in which it is being used, and if the user has a
watch and the necessary information to calculate the local sundial time from its reading, the sundial can be used to
find the directions of True North, South, etc. The sundial should be placed on a horizontal surface, and rotated about
a vertical axis until it shows the correct time. The gnomon will then be pointing to the North, in the northern
hemisphere, or to the South in the southern hemisphere. This method is much more accurate than using the watch as
a compass (see watch) and can be used in places where the magnetic declination is large, making a magnetic
compass unreliable.
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De Zonnewijzerkring (http://www.de-zonnewijzerkring.nl/eng/) - Dutch Sundial Society (in English)
Zonnewijzerkring Vlaanderen (http://www.zonnewijzerkringvlaanderen.be/) - Flemish Sundial Society

Historical
• "The Book of Remedies from Deficiencies in Setting Up Marble Sundials" (http://www.wdl.org/en/item/
2841) is an Arabic manuscript from 1319 about timekeeping and sundials.
• "Small Treatise on the Calculation of Tables for the Construction of Inclined Sundials" (http://www.wdl.org/
en/item/4260) is another Arabic manuscript, from the 16th century, about the mathematical calculations used to
create sundials. It was written by Sibt al-Maridini.
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